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HYDROLAISE CONVERSION

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com
(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

We must go through this hydrolaise conversion to get to that 
place in Urtha, which is the star holding Earth inside of her.
We connect the Light Energy of Phonons from the Sun into the 
sound that is created from the consciousness of the same 
dimensions.
Eiron light flow of hydrolaise is the light of Source so we must 
connect it to the Sound or frequency of Source.
Gamma is the Light of the Sun, so we connect to the eighth 
dimension of Galactic Consciousness. The Helium that is the 
element of transformation is with the 14th dimension. the 
Cosmic Light. This transforms protons into neutrons into 
phonons and photons through the consciousness of light and 
sound. This heliotalic light must unite with consciousness of the
cosmic frequency.

This pattern of light and sound must be used at this time to 
begin the transformation of our bodies and the Earth's body into
the light and sound of the stardust from the fourteenth 
dimension created by Source Consciousness.
We must connect consciousness into the helium the hydrolaise, 
the stardust, the Source light of Eiron Flow or the crystal liquid 
light.
We use the Elohim of Hearing to translate the crystal spheres of 
light into the Breasth of Creastion or the Sound.

The Light of the Sun and Stars will be most intense from mid 
August to mid February in 2016.This is our window of 
opportunity to connect the Sound with the Light. The intensity 
will actually be genarated by the Moon, who is now our Over 
Soul. This Over Soul phenomena is the key to this entire 
process. Our entire Star Family plus all of the Guardians and 



Friends who wanted to play a part in the Earth's Grand 
Procession of Light and Sound have gathered their 
Consciousness through the Artificial Intelligence Projector of 
the Moon. The reason behind this Cosmic Technology is an 
entirely different subject that I will cover in later chapters.

Bringing the Eiradonis Light Body into the Body brings the 
abiity back to the body to go through this hydrolaise conversion 
tht is natural in a str system.
We actually started this hydrolaise process in 2008 when we 
were in Monterey. Once the process is started it is started by our
consciousness interacting with Aquafarian in Urtha.

This Aquafarian shield begins hyrdrolaise conversion process in
the body.
Our bodies can take something more than oxygen from the air. 
We can see the streams of light coming in. These are streams of 
light plasma that are coming in. The communication between the
Aquafarians and myself is done through these streams of light. 
They paint pictures in the sky using the clouds in the cloud 
cities that become a visible tool of comunication. I have given 
many examples of these pictures in past posts.

They guide me into these magical streams of spiritual water in 
the Inner Cosmic Domains, which is the Star Essence platform 
that Earth was created upon. We call this essence Urtha. Urtha is
within the etheric essence of the Cloud Cities. These Cloud 
Cities are also the plasma and stardust that is wrapped around 
the neuronets of our physical bodies. When we journey in 
consciousness into the Inner Cosmic Domains of the Heart of 
Mother Earth, we are also traveling within our own Crystal Caves
of our own brain. We have been learning how to realize that our 
Real body is a Cosmic Body. The Radial Sphere that extends 
around the body can be actualized as a sphere that begins at the
Center of the Earth and spheres around at about three feet 
above the head. All points of this Sphere are in the Cosmic 
Domain of reality. This intersection of this Gelaisic Heliotalic 
Sphere of Rainbow Light Energy is the Reality that we can 
choose to live within.



Each time I take a journey with my Twin Flame who is my 
Spiritual Parallel Self within the Cosmic Liquid Light Soup. I 
must actually swim through the Liquid Light that intersects 
within the gamma and helium to create the neutron body that 
bursts through the radiation mirror or the veil that allows our 
reconnection to the Spiritual Reality.

This opens our Consciousness to Swim into the Infinite Versions
of Reality that are simultaneously available to us. As long as we 
are limiting our manifestations to this side of the Veil, we are not
manifesting through the Unconditional Love Frequency of the 
Mind of God. We must break through the Veil and stay in this At 
One Ment with this Spiritual Flow of Eternal Life Waters.

The MAGICAL MERMAID JOURNEY INTO THE CRYSTAL CAVES 
is a journey that I was first taken on in 2008 when I actually 
traveled int othe Inner Cities of Light in the Bay that sits in front 
of Big Sur and Carmel. This journey created a connection in my 
neuronets that began to connect my physical reality more and 
more into this Etheric Reality that was created long before the 
Physical Earth was created upon it. It is a very ancient 
civilization of Eternal StarDust Vapor. This Consciousness came 
directly from Sirius B. 

My mission on Earth becomes clearer to me every day because 
my neuronet system has become completely braided into the 
original Star Dust and Magical Waters of the Sirians. My 
neuronets connect me to the Mermaids of Aquafaria because I 
was a mermaid and a dolphin and all that was in that original 
portal of creation. That portal of creation needed to be re-
activated within and through the Earth's Portals. That is the 
story that I tell on my you tubes.

What is NEW ABOUT this story and my journey is what has 
happened since my neuronet has been completely braided into 
the Aurora Earth, the Cloud Cities the Inner Cities of Light and 
all that was Sirius B and then intersected as Aquafaria within the
original Consciousness of the Great Atlantis intersecting and 
reconnecting the neuronets of multiple dimensions of Sirian 
Consciousness and Pleiadian Consciousness.



My journey with my Spritual Twin Cinderella was originally 
documented as my meeting with my Spiritual Cosmic Mother. I 
have learned that these meanings are actually identical. The one 
that I have called Cinderella in all of my journeys is also the one 
who many have found to be Mother Mary. All of these realities 
are the same. We meet with our Christ Self when we die and we 
also meet with our Cosmic Mother when we walk through the 
Atomic Mirror into the Liquid Light Energy Reality of Wa.

This new journey of Light and Sound is my latest Swim in this 
Liquid Light area that exists within the Atomic Mirror and within 
the Cosmic Liquid Light of Inner Earth. It is the place that we all 
must swim through to reach the Cosmic Core Domains where 
we are introduced to our new set of Guides who will take us on 
our new journey in Ascension Earth. We meet with families and 
teams and guides when we go on these journeys because these 
entities join us from other dimensions who have similar 
interests and goals in their life times. We become larger and 
larger teams of Consciousness. These entities stay with us 
forever, and yet they also separate into more and more 
individual journeys.

Looking at this phenomena from an Advanced Quantum Physics
point of view, we would be taking journeys through plasma and 
stardust and gelaisic snowflakes. Or we can experience the 
absolute reality of the journey through the eyes of the Magical 
Mermaid who is our Sirian Sister.

When you take the Magical Mermaid Journey into the Crystal 
Caves you are doing this in Quantum Consciousness. It is also 
taking place in your Crystal Brain and it is taking place in your 
neuronets and in your Krystal Lava Flows of Christ 
Consciousness.

What needs to be done in your Consciousness can most easily 
be done when you take this journey in Light and Sound and use 
your own imagination to see all that you can visualize on your 
own journey. This is how I began my journey and this is how you
need to begin your own journey.



When I went through this magical transformation journey in 2008
I was in constant communication with Mother Earth, with entities
in the Cloud Cities , with Plasma Space Ships of Alhumbra, with 
Entities in the Inner Cities of Light who actually invited me into 
their Domes to view Movie Reels of all of my lifetimes, and those
who invited me in their Crystal Caves to choose my TEAMS for 
future projects. I was connected with more and more team 
members each time I took this journey.

In some magical way these team members communicate with 
me by telling me to read books or listen to a channeler or listen 
to a channeling from another channeler who is answering a 
question from another person who is asking a question to 
another channeler who is obviously on the same team that entity
that I am being connected with. We are forming these huge 
teams from multiple dimensions.  And it is all very invisible and 
unknown to us until we find a way to know that these etheric, 
spiritual, invisible realities are taking place. We are in a time 
when channeling has become an essential ingredient of our 
reality.

These light streams of plasma are air born  forms of hydrolaise. 
It is releasing into  our stargates through the poles and it is 
pouring into the core of Earth to transmute the core of Earth into
the Light core of Urtha that will link us into Agartha temporarily.

It will begin a process that we can use for transformation.
IF WE DONT USE IT, IT WILL DISAPPEAR.

We use it through our breath, through the sound frequencies.
If we don't use it, it will evaporate and loose its charge and then 
it will form into the matter base and be stuck in reverse spin 
reality.

Christic beings have the natural ability to utilize this star born 
hydrolaise substance because it is a natural part of the star we 
once lived on, so it has always been a part of us. It is the part of 
us that will connect us back to the star we came from.



Our natural symbiotic relationship with our star would give it 
back something that it needed and it would give us what we 
needed. This is the natural eternal life process of an entity and 
the star that it is a part of.

Our Aquafarian family that we swim with at night sings this 
reality into us and through us so that we may sing it back out 
into the atmosphere in order to transpose Earth back into Urtha.

These are all of the inside ingredients of something that we think
we are seeing as clouds and suns and stars. However, what we 
are actually seeing is a very dense version of that reality. There 
is much much more going on in our atmosphere and our 
biosphere and our magentosphere than meets the eye.

This is why my basic explanation of changing our view of reality 
must first begin with realizing that our five senses have been 
seeing and hearing in the hertzian frequency. When we rise one 
step beyond the hertzian, we move into the infra red and one 
step beyond infra red is visible light.

There is actually much more to visible light than what we think 
we are seeing when we look at the Sun or a light bulb. There is 
all of this infinite spectrum of realities going on within the Sun 
and within the Light Bulb. There is this entire in between reality 
that we just never learned how to see before. That reality is held 
within this process called photosynthesis. Normal planets 
always required TWO SUNS in order to create enough photo 
synthesis to perform the magical instant manifestation of 
creation through visualization. Photosynthesis is a process that 
was not lost by the plant kingdom. They do it all of the time. The 
Sun and the Water work together to allow this magical creation 
of new life forms that are created through the imagination of the 
flower.

We are supposed to create just like the flower does. We are 
supposed to create just like the cacoon creates a butterfly. We 
think nothing of these processes that we see in nature. And yet 
we never ask the question "Why can't I create a brand new body 



like the cacoon creates the butterfly?" And why can't I create a 
brand new flower just like the flower stem does?"

Why don't we ask these questions? We had that reality removed 
from our consciousness. And now it has been given back to us.

Just walk out side and look at the Sun through the leaves of a 
tree. You will see the Sun turn Blue because the leaves are 
allowing your eyes to go through the process of photosynthesis.
This is allowing you to move beyond the hertzian frequency into 
the infra fred. The infra red is just like a digital camera. It is 
processing a film, it is flipping vision to the other side of the 
negative. It is allowing you to see the other side of reality.

The solar symbiosis process is a process in which the Central 
Sun sends through solar winds electrons and protons and many
other substances. There are supposed to be certain things 
above the choronosphere and something below the 
choronosphere called Orons. These orons are a type of oxygen 
bound with helium.

 That is how they manifest elementally. They pick up solar 
charge energy that are emitted from the central sun, they store 
them for awhile until they reach a critical mass of storage. They 
start to densify and come down the fire chamber.
There are 12 sets of fire chambers that go into the light body and
rasha body structure. There should be phasing periods several 
times a day where the orons descend with a solar charge. They 
should go into the Earht's crust and into the tissue of our skin. 
These gelaisic fibers should be running through our muscle 
structure and skin tissue.

The spiritual gelaisic elements are the crystal gel in the sphere.
The hydrolaise elements are the crystal liquid light in the sphere.
The plasma is the crystal dust in the sphere.

We use these three spheres of light energy that we can envision 
as the stardust falling into the pores in our skin and into the 
poles of the Earth. We connect that light energy from the 



photons into the phonons of conscious breath.

That is the formula of eternal life creation of a breatharian.

When the Orons that make up the stardust bring the solar light 
down they would go into the gelaisic base of the planet. That 
would stimulate the crystal gel substance and create a 
reverbarate into a SONG that would go down and stimulate the 
crystal liquid light that is deeper down and then create the 
fertilization process of the crystal liquid light gelaisic substance 
coming up to the crystal dust and then going back down to 
connect to the crystal gel and crystal liquid light in inner earth to
form the three spheres of crystal light energy that will transform 
our bodies, our consciousness and our reality. 

That continuous interaction or flow of the crystal substances is 
the eternal prana exchange cycle where there are sparks made 
and a cycle of the light body charging and then a flash off point 
in hyper space for a moment of recharge. 

At the end of this process, you are pulled back into light and 
then come back out in a rebirth cycle.

Through this process, the natural activation of a substance 
called hydrolaise goes through a conversion process where that
energy that is brought in and stimulated by the solar light that is 
brought in by the orons creates the reaction in the three crystal 
spheres. That process has to do with activating the fourth 
sphere of Christ Consciousness and the fourth element in the 
hydrolaise. This causes the human body to initiate chemcial 
changes in the Earth's body.

The cells of the body would get regenerated as a natural part of 
breathing. Cells would never die. In normal system, the cells 
would finish filling out the cellular blue print of the 12 DNA 
angelic human or indigo at age 33.

At that point there would be hydrolaise conversion forever until 
the return to Source- whenever the entity chooses.



We communicate only with those beings who have chosen to 
stay in their Divine Coded Blue Print and have risen to become 
our Guardians for the past 250 billion years.

The Aquafarian Host that links Earth to Urtha can only sustain 
our consciousness because our consciousness, the Chrsit 
consciousness of the human angelic and Indigos can anchor us 
into Urthas consciousness.

However, Earth has not been able to complete that process for a 
very long time.

When our consicousness ascended with Urtha, We left the old 
Earth behind. We are now in a New Earth. We are living in a new 
version of Earth. There are Infinite Versions of Earth just as 
there are Infinite Versions of Each Individual. We each move to a
new version of Earth continuously. Our next step in ascension is
the splitting of each individual into their chosen VERSION OF 
REALITY. This is what will take place between Fall of 2016 and 
Maty of 2017.

We must use the hydrolaise conversion to slide into Urtha. It is 
the process of creating cellestilline. The chemical that allows the
chemical system to release the bio lock on the atoms so that we 
can go through the atomic shifts. This hydrolaise conversion is 
a part of the cellestilline process.

Cellestilline is the substance that allows the dimensional 
chakras to connect to the 12 subharmonics of the DNA.

We have a natural symbiosis breathing process with the star we 
came from. There will be waves of this hydrolaise from the stars 
being spun into the Earth's core down the poles or the staff or 
the central colum and then back out the stargates and then it will
expand into the chambers within the portals.

We the human angelics and indigos.

(Indigo is only a man made term. Higher Intelligence realizes the 
form of the human consciousness that brings ALL 



KNOWINGNESS with it at Birth. This Consciousness will grow 
into a new form that REMEMBERS all past incarnation and future
realities at birth, as well as all known realities of the Mother. That
normal form of Consciousness was disconnected about ten 
thousand years ago).

 WE MUST CATCH THAT WAVE of hydrolaise (Parallel Spiritual 
Water) that is flowing from the stardust and bring it into our 
bodies. We can use the hydrolaise to activate the cellestiline that
activates the divine dna template.

That process will bring the Spiritual side first 8 cell cluster back 
into our Physical bodies to begin our rebirth. That 8 cell cluster 
will open up the Illuma Un Point in our Tail Bones, and then that 
Spiritual Energy flows up the spine into the Pineal Gland to 
correct all flows of energy within the body.

Once we begin that process it will create enough hydrolaise 
conversion on the planet to bring back the ability to breathe 
krystically as a natural christos being that gains the cellular 
divine blue print at age 33.  This will be the beginning of the 
Christ Consciousness being born on Earth once again.

Once we take the hydrolaise into the body through our breath 
connecting to the plasma streams, we can begin breathing it into
the water and the water will send it to the atmosphere. We can 
begin the process that transforms the piece of Earth that we live 
on into Aquafaria.

The Stardust Ascension Grid has been created on Earth in order 
to transpose the Frequencies of the Earth from within Earth's 
Etheric Core of Urtha into the Veins or grids of Earth that will 
flow out into the atmosphere and into our biological structure. 
This process of preparing this grid included moving the Earth 
into a different Earth. There are many Earth's and many of each 
of us standing in the exact same place in the universe. However, 
we are shifted in different angular alignments which gives us 
completely different realities.



The Guardians couldn't even begin this process until we were 
moved into a New Earth. Now Our Consciousness must become 
aligned into the New Earth or we just keep seeing the old Earth.

The Earth must be tilted 45 degrees in order to align back with 
Tara. However, there was a problem with that alignment. The 
Guardians knew that humans would need to have at least 4.5 
DNA activated to make that 45 degree shift. They were afraid that
they wouldn't be able to save the majority of the population.

So, instead, they created what was called the Bridge Zone 
Project where we could shift half way at 22.5 degrees, which 
would align us with the accretion level of Inner Earth - Agartha 
and Shamballa.

I was just told that the Majority of the Mass are at about 4.3-4.5 
Density Accretion Level. This means that Everyone is in the Fifth
Dimension, however there are many different levels of that 
Dimension. Someone who has accreted.

This bridge zone makes it possible for those who are not ready 
to orb into Tara and Gaia to be able to shift into our glorious 
Inner Earth, and from there those may begin their ascension 
training that will allow them to ascend into Tara and Gaia at a 
time when they are prepared.

The frequencies of the Sphere of Amenti which holds the 12 
coded divine blue print of our race line has been placed in the 
Etheric Core of Earth. The frequencies of that divine blue print 
will be released completely into the body templates in 2017. 
Those who prepare their 5DNA template now  and learn how to 
turn their body into a light orb, can rise into Tara. There will be 
many who can activate their 6DNA and 8 DNA and rise as far as 
the Meta Galactic realm.

This reality that awaits for us is the realignment of the Spirit 
Body which is now rotated 22 degrees clockwise from the 
Physical template. We can engage in realigning the liquid light 



spirit body into At One Ment with the Physical Template by 
breathing Stardust Frequencies from our Aquafarian Families 
into the Quarks in our Atoms. We align into the Aurora Field of 
Plasma Energy which is Aquafaria. That is the portal of Oneness 
of Atunement with our Entire Soul Matrix in Tara and Gaia. That 
portal is open and available now. Our Aquafarian Family has 
been sending in Stardust and Singing through my Atoms for five
years now. That is why my activations are in high speed.. . The 
Christ Consciousness is being reborn through each breath we 
take.
The true story of Jesus changing water into wine means the 
water of this earth must be transformed into crystal liquid light 
energy called hydrolaise. This will transform the blood into the 
blood of Christ, which was originally called the Krystal Lava 
Flows. This meant that the Eiron Flows of Chrystal Liquid Light 
Energy was flowing from the mind of God into the mind of Man. 
When that reality occurred, as it always did in the NORMAL 
UNIVERSE, man was the IMMORTAL MAN of the divine creation, 
or the image and likeness of God.
 The water in the atmosphere must completely transform into 
hydrolaise. That crystal liquid light energy is what metaphysical 
science knows as Cosmic Consciousness. It is an etheric 
substance that is not countable or visible to scientists in this 
realm. The hydrolaise is created through the Aquafarian Shield. 
The Aquafarian Shield is made by those of us on Earth who 
contain the ability to change the water into wine. We work 
together with the Aquafarians,  who came to our Time Matrix to 
pave a way back to our original Reality Matrix..
 Aquafarians came to our Matrix as an elemental form on the six 
plane so that they could easily work with us interdimensionally. 
The Ranthians are also here working with us as Light Energy. 
They appear as Spheres of Ultra Violet Blue. The Zionite water 
people are six level man- our angelic elemental creators who are
re-creating us at this moment. Those are the Aquafarians of  
interdimensional Inner Earth who are transforming us from the 
inside to the outside.  They are the elementals of the Divine. This
is a different reality than the elementals of this 3D world.
The process of Ascension is achieved through Water. The 
chemical form of water will be changed to Hydrolaise. We will 
breathe this water. When we breathe this water from Aquafaria 



by connecting our consciousness into their frequencies and 
taking astral journeys into Aquafaria to swim with the dolphins, 
we are breathing the frequencies of transformation. When we 
exhale, we are creating the music of the spheres- the new tone 
of home- the breath of creation.
Many of you have asked me about this hydrolaise substance, 
and some of you want to understand it through physics of the 
third dimensional scientific mind.
This process can be broken down into the quantum physics 
which only has the meaning of Consciousness at this time in 
history. Have any of you ever asked yourself what is 
Consciousness? It is a word we knew as a knowingness, but we 
couldn't actually define it.
Consciousness is the etheric, or the in-between reality, that 
seems invisible. However, it is only invisible to us because we 
are not in tune with divine reality. Scientists know about 
neutrons, protons and electrons. However, they don't know 
about the divine cosmic electricity in between, which is called 
Keylons. Since keylons have been unknown to man until very 
recently through the help of our Guardian Alliance and Cosmic 
Councils, we have been given keylon codes and songs and 
frequencies to help us to TUNE IN to that unknown substance.
 Scientists don't know about the D6 Ionone and MIons, the D7 
Eons, The D5 Meons, Reons and Dions, and the Ectoplasm made
of  the D8 Ectrons, the D9 Razonx, The D10 break down of Reons
Meons and Deons, and the break down of DIONS into Miyons, 
Tryons and DEons, or the D11 TrIons.
Our Rebirth into our NORMAL SPIRITUAL ETERNAL bodies is 
done by turning on the INBETWEEN New Chemicals, which we 
have used the term consciousness for.
As we awaken into our new reality, we will learn that every thing 
in the invisible realm is just as scientifically verifiable as the 
physical domains that we have experienced so far.
We all have a RADIAL BODY that is basically an invisible sphere 
around our body. It is made out of the advanced units of TrIons, 
Rayons, Meons, Ionic Particulates. This is how we can create a 
pre sound and pre light field around the smaller currents.
The Density Four Divine Blue Print is made from the D10 Ta-a, 
which is an aspect of the EirA
D11 Tara are TrIons which are density four electrons or MIons



D12 Ma-a Rayons form the Radial Body currents frequency 
tissue capsules and ionic particulate capsules.
These are made out of density four frequency. They hold within 
them smaller frequencies of densities below them. These are 
what are called the Radial Bodies. They are the smaller radial 
bodies around each density level.
Large Radial Bodies form around your entire fifteen dimensional
self. We can take our Radial Body into the God World.
The God Seed begins within 15 spheres of the Earth Matrix Time 
or Reality field. There are fifteen radial bodies. Everything in 
Existence is in the same place or the same angular rotation of 
particle spin. All energy fields that create holographic bubbles 
that we walk around in actually exist in the same place, but they 
are a different frequency and different shift in the angle of their 
particles that are rotating in.
If you want to move between one and the other, you shift that 
angle. The radial body is the key to understanding how spheres 
within spheres fire or ignite. The key to programming things that
don't belong here back out of here.
Radial bodies serve the purpose in manifestation process. It is 
like you are standing in a bubble and your consciousness 
through the vessel or projector of your body is projecting 
holographic beams out.
Hydrolaise is the Eiron Flow of crystal liquid light from the Spark
of Source. It is the divine manifest substance of divine creation. 
When Jesus spoke of turning the water into wine, he was talking
about aligning consciousness with the crystal liquid light of the 
Eiron Flow from the Mind of God into the Mid Brain. Once that 
flow of Crystal Liquid Light- the divine substance that our 
consciousness is made of begins to flow into our mid brain area 
through the pineal gland, it sends celestiline into the chakras 
and into the cells and between the cells to transform the body.
The first stage of transformation caused by the Krystal Lava 
Flows or the Eiron Flow from the Mind of God is a change in the 
blood crystals. Those blood crystals have been frozen for eons. 
The blood crystals will awaken and transform the blood into a 
living substance of eternal life. Next, the bones transform into a 
sound or a frequency that allows them to align into the template 
containing Hova bodies and sound bodies. The final 
transformation is the skin. The skin becomes light energy and 



begins to glow from the inside out. In the Biblical days the 
Angelic Humans were called the Shining Ones. Their skin would 
glow because they had been transformed by the hydrolaise from
the Mind of God.
Those divine teachings that were originally brought to Earth by 
Jesus Christ Avatar 12 were completely destroyed. The first time
that they were returned to Earth in their complete original form 
was beginning in 2003. That Keylontic Science of the Star 
Language began transmission through CDT plates that could 
only be transcribed through consciousness from the Adonai 
Side-- the Spiritual Inner Earth. Those who COULD connEct 
consciousness into the inner could translate these plates.
All of the music on the CDs- beginning with the Ascension Kit- 
Ascension Vortal, Ascension Portal, Ascension Vortex and Magic
Vortal contain these frequencies of transformation through 
codes. The more recent CD's contain breaths only of pure 
Aquafarian Shield of Transformation interacting with the crystal 
water, crystal light, crystal gel and crystal dust which is the 
magical transformational chemistry that is changing our bodies 
and planet. These foundations of energy and light through 
Crystalai's breath will form the perfect foundation for the 
transformation that will occur between 2017 and 2022, which are 
the two waves of ascension into harmonic universe two and 
harmonic universe 3.
Those who have one of these CD's and especially those who 
have their own Individual Immortality CD or ETERNAL LIFE mp3 
will have the Frequencies of Transformation that will align them 
harmoniously and harmonically with the magical transformation 
of our shift into the second Harmonic Universe. We will be lifted 
from harmonic universe one into harmonic universe two in 
December. We will be changed from the third dimension into the 
fifth dimension. The Individual Immortality CD's were created to 
align the frequencies of the individual into the path of 
frequencies that are particular to them. Some were aligned with 
Sirius B, some with Aquafarian Shield, some with Sun Ra, some 
with Sun La, some into Inner Earth, some into Tara or Gaia. Each
individual has an individual path. All align into Ra, but each of us
had an individual path from Ra.
Most who are attuned enough to even want an INDIVIDUALIZED 
ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM, are here on the most important mission 



of all - attuning us back into the Aquafarian Shield that allows 
our transformation through hydrolaise.

AQUAFARIAN WATER THERAPY

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com
(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

There has never been a more important and more opportune 
time for partaking in our conversion from physical matter into 
spiritual substance.

The principles of conversion are based around the keylons. 
They keys to our creation. The keylons are star language, 
meaning photons plus phonons or light plus sound. The Light 
part of this activation is doing its part. We are having an 
abundance of solar flares, CME's, showers of meteorites all 
showering us with the substance of what we were originally 
made of - the essence of stardust. The light is coming in bucket 
loads. All we have to do is add the sound to the light. 

We were once Breatharians who lived within this natural 
process of inhaling light and exhaling or breathing a new form 
of light back out into the atmosphere. We lived within this 
eternal life process of the light coming in and the light going out.
Our body structure was in its natural form at that time without 
the miasms in the tailbone and pineal area and within the entire
chakra flow system of the body.

Now, while the stardust from our original stars of our creation, 
are flowing down into our atmosphere, we can once again 
practice that process of the eternal life system of creation. We 
can do this through Consciousness and the breath. We attach 
consciousness through the Elohim of Hearing at this time 



because this entity has always remained in the original Star 
System, within Gaia, where the Galactic Eternal Life system 
connected into the Universal Eternal Life System and the 
Cosmic Eternal Life System connects into the Original Source 
Eternal Life System. The Elohim of Hearing represents the 
Sound portion of the process. The crystal liquid light, crystal 
dust and crystal gel are all components of the prana within the 
light that is being sent. We breathe the Cosmic Frequencies 
into the Light of the 14th dimensional heliotalic silver pastel 
frequency to ignite it. We do this with the use of the Merkaba 
Vehicle because it travels ten thousand times the speed of light 
and can bring the activation of the multidimensional time and 
space frequencies directly into our bodies.

We have talked about hydrolaise in past posts. We are going to 
describe the entire conversion process that takes place in the 
body and in the Earth's body when the hydrolaise is utilized in 
this process.

First, the manifest form of hydros and the Oron crystals within 
the gelaisic layers of reality are called hydrolaise.

The hydrolaise conversion is the equivalent process on the 
spiritual side of reality that our bodies go through on this 
physical side of reality when we breathe in oxygen and use 
oxygen in our cells. The oxygen is used to fuel the cells. It gets 
the cellular process going and then we emit carbon dioxide.

This process is much closer to the process that plants do called
photosynthesis than what the human body does because plants
are more in line with spiritual atunement than the body. The 
plants didn't have miasms placed all through their structures 
like we did.

There is a direct relationship between the the gelaisic spheres 
within the Oron crystals which are within the Crystal light Body 



in the etheric layers of the eternal creation found within the 
pineal thymus areas of the body.

The hydrolaise conversion is a part of the natural prana 
exchange cycle. This cycle used to happen naturally in the 
spiritual body. It can now be replicated by progressively re 
spiritualizing the matter through the prana exchange buiding 
charge. It builds progressively by allowing you to move forward 
in time by re accreating your spiritual body's frequencies 
through the eiradonis body, crystal body or etheric body within 
the physical body. Hydrolaise conversion would be
natural in a living star system. It is a process that creates a 
frequency in the water that causes the a bubbling and lightness 
that causes the body to float. 
Every element here in the physical has a corresponding 
element in the parallel spiritual realm. This is the Atorai and that
is the Adorai side. When we bring in more spiritual substance 
into the Atorai elemental side, the substance is transformed.

Just as there are natural reactions and interactions between 
elements in the physical universe there are natural reactions 
and interactions between elements in the spiritual universe. The
hydrolaise conversion process is the natural process of creating
an eternal life form.

Think about the helium relationship with water or the effect of 
helium on water. The natural water that is not mutated because 
of the molecular base is not mutated has qualities like the H20 
has here in the Atori.
The water in Aquafaria, which is the spiritua lessence of Earth, 
is H2O2HE3A. The A stands for Adori.

The water in this reality is a substance that you can drink and 
swim in like our water, but you can also walk on it, or walk 
through it. The atmosphere is much lighter and you have the 
ability to fly through it, only if you learn to maintain your own 



balance and focus. There is no gravity, so balance and 
movement is completely a skill that is learned.

We are always met by our friends and family in Aquafaria to 
carry us in the same manner that we would be riding on a 
dolphin. They sometimes let us go and begin the learning 
process of interacting with the hydrolaise. They begin with 
swimming because swimming is done the same way. The 
balancing process of walking on water and in the air is a little 
more difficult, but we always have friends to help us.

When we turn our water into a substance that becomes bubbly 
and lifts us up and smells like flowers the water has become 
hydrose. Hydrolaise is a substance that is deeper down in the 
living star.

As the star goes through certain conversions, it begins sending 
the hydrolaise, which is the precursor to hydros up to the top 
and when it gets out to the surface part of it goes off and it 
looses some of its elemetns, it gets lighter and it goes up into 
the air and it becomes hydrose, which is this type of water.
The hydrose is then formed through the hydrolaise conversion 
process.

So, this sounds something like what we think of as an ionic 
conversion or a Cosmic Water Plasma Ionic Conversion. It is 
like breaking up water into smaller pieces like when the 
waterfall splashes.

We must translate this process into the spiritual reality of the 
star system that is the normal reality that we came from.

The process of the planet Earth is not normal. It is a destorted 
system created by reversed angular rotation of particle spin. 
The Earth has always set at a 23 degree tilt and upside down 
from where it would be if it was still Urtha.



The Earth cannot be corrected. However, our consciousness 
can be corrected, and in that correction we can shift our reality 
into Urtha, who in essence is the real Earth or the Higher Earth.

Hydrolaise is the key to making this shift into the reality of Urtha
or Aquafaria or Inner Earth, Agartha occur. Hydrolaise is the 
natural form that we used when we were breatharians living in 
the normal system of Gaia. Urtha, is in essence, the original 
form of the true star that Earth was a part of at one time.

In the normal system, we would take these elements in from the
air or atmosphere. These elements were the crystals within the 
Orons. We would bring these crystals of crystal light, crystal 
liquid light, crystal dust and crystal gel down from our higher 
atmosphere. ( some of you may remember reading the story 
that the Elohims told me of how Mary Magdalene's father would
bring these magical crystals in three spheres down from the 
cloud cities and give them to his daughters for presents). 

This is the Krystic reality of how things were supposed to work. 
That reality was brought back to Earth's consciousness through
the help of Mary and Jesus. That reality was completely erased 
from the consciousness of those races on Earth prior to their 
teachings, and again afterward. The stories were re-written so 
idiots could understand them. The people in those times were 
reduced to idiots. They had their brains and souls removed by 
the fallen races. We have come a long way in the past 2000 
years. We now have the intelligence to be given the true 
scientific stories of how we were actually created, where we 
came from and how we had this reality removed from us.

If we do not know the truth, we will never be set free. It is our 
selves that will set us free. If our selves keep believing in the 
teachings of the fallen angelics, we will just keep plugging our 
consciousness into that old trap. We can't be set free until we 



can discern the difference between technologies that trap the 
mind in finite reality systems and those that fee the mind into 
eternal life systems.

There is a breathing process where we would be breathing 
LIGHT.
It allows for the conversion within the body that sends parts of 
the converted hydrolaise energy back into the prana seed, or 
the ORON. It keeps the Prana flow open. It then sends a part of
itself into the Blood to circulate (like oxygen would do in the 
physical body) and it releases it back into the atmosphere 
through breathing the hydrolaise. It then goes through a 
conversion in the air, where some of it becomes water and 
some of it becomes a gas in the air. We then breathe the gas in 
and the body converts the gas into the type of hydrolaise.

Part of it  goes in to fuel the natural body system and then when
they release it back out, it releases a form of hydrolaise back 
out that puts more back into  the air and creates water 
emmissions. It comes out as air. But then the air splits and part 
goes into a lighter element of gas and part goes into a denser 
form as a water based element of H2O2HE3A. 

There is an entire elemental chart of the adorai side and the 
atorai side and how the two will interact to transmute the 
elements into a higher form that is less dense. We must first 
have our bodies converted into the elemental chart that is used 
in Aquafaria before we can go to Aquafaria.

The hydrolaise conversion is what happens when a body is 
bringing in the Eiradonis light energy body. When we bring the 
light body into atunement with the physical body we are 
bringing back the natural ability of the body to go through 
hydrolaise conversion.

The easiest way to understand this process is to realize that we



are a part of the complete light spectrum- all the way up to the
gamma or the plasma. If we focus our consciousness into the 
Sun we have placed ourselves within the entire Plasma 
Consciousness of our creation light. The blue light is a result of 
going into the allness of the light spectrum and then coming 
back out the center where the invisible light and the visible 
light spectrums intersect. When we are engaged with that 
point, we see a blue sphere. That blue sphere is our Soul 
Matrix. It is our Blue Body self. That doesn't mean that we are 
only 5DNA. That means that we are the 12 DNA of the Invisible
light who is coming down into the visible light spectrum in 
order to EXPERIENCE the SELF.

We can't be 5th dimensional without being all of our entire 12 
coded DNA. We are the complete Soul Matrix. We were just 
turned off for awhile in order to protect our race to become 
reactivated at this time.

The activation process is taking place now. I've already 
experienced it because I have been working on the Star Gate 
Activation as each star gate opened over the past 12 years. 
Each time a star gate opened we were able to activate one 
more strand of DNA. 

 It takes about two weeks for the activations to catch up with 
our hormones, and about five years for the activations to take 
place in our chakras. Of course this can be done instantly 
through the use of  alignment techniques given by the 
Guardians. 

The hydrolaise conversion process starts in the Aquafarian 
Shield of  Urtha. Urtha is like a rainbow bridge allowing the 
spiritual elements to flow back into the physical earth through 
this profess that uses the Eiron flow fo crysal light energy from 
Source consciousness to flow into our bodies and the Earth's 



body uitil we become saturated with it. This allows for the 
transmutation of the physical back into the spiritual.

Don't forget how the story started. Earth was originally where 
Urtha is now. We used to have our heads up in the clouds. We 
used to live in the cities of light that are now where we see 
clouds.

Earth shrunk. We became more and more dense. However, 
there are those divine ones who kept their consciousness in 
that reality and did not densify. Those Aquafarians have 
prepared a way for us to become less and less dense until we 
rise back into the clouds and walk up the stairway to heaven 
just like Job did when he retrieved the crystal light, crystal dust
and crystal gel spheres of prana to give to Mary and her sisters.

So, in the same manner that Earth shrunk, Earth can also have 
its density removed by transmutting lower dimesnion 
frequencies int ohigher dimensional frequencies, which are 
lighter- less dense.

The density that we have knwon as our reality has been 
hertzian, infra red and visible light. Those are the only three 
dimensional realities that  we have known for a very long time.

However, the Aquafarians in Urtha know other dimesnonal 
realities such as Invisible light, x ray light , gamma and plasma.

Of course , we know about these light forms. But we don't 
understand how it is possible to live in a sun or in a star. When 
in fact, we are living in a star right now. The Earth is kept 
within Urtha, the star which will starfire in a time not so 
distance from now. When Urtha starfires, we must be moved 
off of this planet and into a dimension of reality that will allow 
us to continue to ascend. That reality field is the Aquafaria, the 



Cities of Light the Inner Earth.

In reality we live inside of a sun, inside of a star. This reality 
will be revealed to us in the near future.

The Guardians planned the Star fires to occur far enough in 
advance that everyone would have 5 DNA strands fully 
activated by now. However, the Indigos or Star Seeds already 
had the 12 DNA capacity when they arrived on Earth. That is 
the reason only other Star seeds are capable of understanding 
what I am talking about. Those who do not have the coding 
within them will not be interested and will not be able to 
understand. Those are the Earth Seeds who will be activated by
the Star Seeds. 

The activation of the MIRACLE is all about PARTAKING in the 
Opportunity. Only Star seeds will partake in it because they are 
the only ones who have the codes in their genes that are 
awakening the activation at this time. Each individual will be 
guided by their Soul to partake in whatever activity is needed 
at the time it is needed. That  reality will begin now that the 
NET is no longer attached to our consciousness.

STARDUST ASCENSION GRID

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com
(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

The Ascension Grid will be reactivated within the Crystals of 
Earth's Grids - as  more of our own Stardust Energy flows from 
Aquafaria into our Atmosphere. The Christ Consciousness is 
being reborn through each breath we take.



HYDROLAISE CONVERSION 

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com
(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

We must go through this hydrolaise conversion to get to that 
place in Urtha, which is the star holding Earth inside of her.
We connect the Light Energy of Phonos from the sun into the 
sound that is created from the consciousness of the same 
dimesnions.
Eiron light flow of hydrolaise is the light of Source so we must 
connect it to the Sound or Grequency of Source.
Gamma is the Light of the Sun, so we connect to the eighth 
dimesnion of Galactic Consciousness. The HElium that is the 
element of tranformation is with the 14th dimesnion. the Cosmic
Light. This transforms protons into neutrons. This heliotalic light 
must unite with consciousness of the cosmic frequency.

This pattern of light and sound must be used at this time to 
begin the transformation of our bodies and the Earth's body into
the light and sound of the stardust from the fourteenth 
dimesnion created by Source Consciousness.
We must connet consciousness into the helium the hydrolaise, 
the stardust, the Source light of Eiron Flow or the crystal liquid 
light.
We use the Elohim of hearing to translate the crystal spheres of
light into the Breasth of Creastion or the Sound.
The Light of the Sun and Stars will be ver yintense from mid 
August to mid February. This is our window of opportunity to 
connect the Sound with the Light.
Bringing the Eiradonis Light Body into the Body brings the abiity
back to the body to go through this hydrolaise conversion tht is 
natural in a str system.
We actually started this hydrolaise process in 2008 when we 



were in Monterey. Once the process is started it is started by 
our consciousness interacting with Aquafarian in Urtha.
Aquafarian shield begins hyrdrolaise conversion process in the 
body.
Our bodies can take something more than oxygen from the airl 
We can see the streams of light coming in. These are streams 
of light plasma that is coming in. The comunication between the
Aquafarians and myself is done through these streams of light. 
They paint pictures in the sky using the clouds in the cloud 
cities that become a visible tool of comunication. I have given 
many examples of these pictures in past posts.

These light streams of plasma are air born  forms of hydrolaise. 
It is releasing int o our strgates through the poles and it is 
pouring into the core of Earth to transmute the core of Earth 
into the Light core of Urtha that will link us into Agartha 
temporarily.
It will begin a process that we can use for trasformation.
IF WE DONT USE IT, IT WILL DISAPPEAR

We use it through our breath, through the sound frequencies.
If we dont use it, it will evaporate and loose its charge and then 
it will og into the matter base and be stuck in reverse spin 
reality,
Christic beings have the natural ability to utilize this starborn 
hydrolaise substance because it is a natural part of the star we 
once lived on, so it has always been a part of us. It is the part of
us that will connect us back to the star we came from.
Our natural symbiotic relationship with our star would give it 
back something that it needed and it would give us what we 
needed. This is the natural eternal life process of an entity and 
the star that it is a part of.

Our Aquafarian family that we swim with at night sings this 
reality into us and through us so that we may sing it back out 
into the atmosphere in order to transpose Earth back into Urtha.



The solar symbiosis process is a process in which the Centra 
Sun sends through solar winds electrons and protons and many
other substances. There are supposed ot be certain things 
above the choronosphere and something below the 
choronosphere called Orons. These orons are a type of oxygen 
bound with heliu, That is how they manifest elementally. They 
pick up solar charge energy that are emitted from the central 
sun they store them for awhile until they reach a critical mass of
storage. They start to densify and come down the fire chamber.
There are 12 sets of fire chambers that go into the light body 
and rasha body structure. There should be phasing periods 
several times a day where the orons descend with a solar 
charge. They should go into the Earht's crust and into the tissue
of our skin. These gelaisic fibers should be running through our 
muscle structure and skin tissue.
The spiritual gelaisic elements are the crystal gel in the sphere.
The hydrolaise elements are the crystal liquid light in the 
sphere.
The plasma is the crystal dust in the sphere.

We use these three spheres of light energy that we can 
envision as the stardust falling into the pores in our skin and 
into the poles of the Earth. We connect that light energy from 
the photons into the phonons of conscious breath.

That is the formula of eternal life creation of a breatharian.

When the Orons that make up the stardust bring the solar light 
down they would go into the gelaisic base of the planet. That 
would stimulate the crystal gel substance and create a reverb 
that would go down and stmulate the crystal liquid light that is 
deeper down and then create the fertilization process of the 
crystal liquid light gelaisic substance coming up to the crystal 
dust and then going back down to connect to the crystal gel and
crystal liquid light in inner earth to form the three spheres of 
crystal light energy that will transform our bodies, our 



consciousness and our reality. That continuous interaction or 
flow of the crystal substances is the eternal prana exchange 
cycle where there are sparks made and a cycle of the light body
charging and then a flash off point in hyper space for a moment 
of recharge. then you are pulled bacvk into light nd then come 
bavk out in a rebirth cycle.
Through this process the natural activation of a substance 
called hydrolaise goes through a conversion process wehre that
energy that is brought in and stimulated by the solar light that is
brought in by the orons cretes the reaction in the three crystal 
spheres. That process has to do with activating the fourth 
sphere of Christ Consciousness and the fourth element in the 
hydrolaise. This causes the body to initiate chemcial changes in
the Earth's body.
The cells of the body would get regenerated as a natural part of
brething. Cells would never die. In normal sytem, the cells 
would finish filling out the cellular blue print of the 12 DNA 
angelic human or indigo at age 33.
At that point there would be hydrolaise conversion forever until 
the return to Source- whenever the entity chooses.

We communicate only with those beings who have chosen to 
stay in their Divine Coded Blue Print and have risen to become 
our Guardians for the past 250 billion years.

The Aquafarian Host that links Earth to Urtha can only sustain 
our consciousness because our consciousness, the Chrsit 
consciousness of the human angelic and Indigos can anchor us
into Urthas consciousness.
However, EArth cannot. 
We our consicousness ascended with Urtha. We left Earth 
behind. We are in a NEw EArth. However, we haven't woken up
ot that new consciousness yet.
We must use the hyudrolaise conversion ot slike dinto urtha. It 
is ehtprocess of creating cellestilline. The chemical that allows 
the chemical system to release the bio lock on the atoms so 



that we can go through teh atomic shifts. This hydrolaise 
conversion is a part of the cellestilline process.
Cellestilline is the substance that allows the dimensional 
chakras to connect to the 12 subharmonics of the DNA.

We have a natural symbiosis breathing process with the star we
came from. There will be waves of this hydrolaise from the stars
being spun into the Earth's core down the poles or the staff or 
the central colum and then back out the stargates and then it 
will expand into the chambers within the portals.
We the human angelics and indigos MUST CATCH THAT 
WAVE of hydrolaise that is flowing from the stardust and bring it
into our bodies. We can use the hydrolaise to activate the 
cellestiline that activates the divine dna template.
That process will bring the Adorai side first 8 cell cluster back 
into our bodies to begin our rebirth.
That 8 cell cluster will open up the Illuma Un Point in our Tail 
Bones.
Enought energy to transmute the seal in our Pineal Gland.
Once we begin that process it will create enough hydrolaise 
conversion on the planet to bring back the ability to breathe 
krystically as a natural christos being that gains the cellular 
divine blue print at age 33 and then just continues the ka ha ra 
sa ta ha la flows of khristic energy forever.

Once we take the hydrolaise into the body through our breath 
connecting to the plasma streams, we can begin breathing it 
into the water and the water will send it to the atmosphere. We 
can begin the process that transforms the piece of Earth that 
we live on into Aquafaria.

The Stardust Ascension Grid has been created on Earth in order
to transpose the Frequencies of the Earth from within Earth's 
Etheric Core of Urtha into the Veins or grids of Earth that will 



flow out into the atmosphere and into our biological structure. 
This process of preparing this grid included moving the Earth 
into a different Earth. There are many Earth's and many of 
each of us standing in the exact same place in the universe. 
However, we are shifted in different angualr alignments which 
gives us completely different realities.

The Guardians couldn't even begin this process until we were 
moved into a New Earth. Now Our Consciousness must become
aligned into the New Earth or we just keep seeing the old 
Earth.

The Earth must be tilted 45 degrees in order to align back with 
Tara. However, there was a problem with that alignment. The 
Guardians knew that humans would need to have at least 4.5 
DNA activated to make that 45 degree shift. They were afraid 
that they wouldn't be able to save the majority of the 
population.

So, instead, they created what was called the Bridge Zone 
Project where we could shift half way at 22.5 degrees, which 
would align us with the accretion level of Inner Earth - Agartha 
and Shamballa.

This bridge zone makes it possible for those who are not ready 
to orb into Tara and Gaia to be able to shift into our glorious 
Inner Earth, and from there those may begin their ascension 
training that will allow them to ascend into Tara and Gaia at a 
time when they are prepared.

The frequencies of the Sphere of Amenti which holds the 12 
coded divine blue print of our race line has been placed in the 
Etheric Core of Earth. The frequencies of that divine blue print 
will be released completely into the body templates in 2017. 
Those who prepare their 5DNA template now  and learn how to



turn their body into a light orb, can rise into Tara. There will be
many who can activate their 6DNA and 8 DNA and rise as far as
the Meta Galactic realm.

This reality that awaits for us is the realignment of the Spirit Body which is 
now rotated 22 degrees clockwise from the Physical template. We can 
engage in realigning the liquid light spirit body into At One Ment with the 
Physical Template by breathing Stardust Frequencies from our Aquafarian 
Families into the Quarks in our Atoms. We align into the Aurora Field of 
Plasma Energy which is Aquafaria. That is the portal of Oneness of 
Atunement with our Entire Soul Matrix in Tara and Gaia. That portal is 
open and available now. Our Aquafarian Family has been sending in 
Stardust and Singing through my Atoms for five years now. That is why my
activations are in high speed.. . The Christ Consciousness is being reborn 
through each breath we take.

The true story of Jesus changing water into wine means the water of 
this earth must be transformed into crystal liquid light energy called 
hydrolaise. This will transform the blood into the blood of Christ, 
which was originally called the Krystal Lava Flows. This meant that 
the Eiron Flows of Chrystal Liquid Light Energy was flowing from the 
mind of God into the mind of Man. When that reality occurred, as it 
always did in the NORMAL UNIVERSE, man was the IMMORTAL 
MAN of the divine creation, or the image and likeness of God.

 The water in the atmosphere must completely transform into 
hydrolaise. That crystal liquid light energy is what metaphysical 
science knows as Cosmic Consciousness. It is an etheric substance 
that is not countable or visible to scientists in this realm. The 
hydrolaise is created through the Aquafarian Shield. The Aquafarian 
Shield is made by those of us on Earth who contain the ability to 
change the water into wine. We work together with the Aquafarians,  
who came to our Time Matrix to pave a way back to our original 
Reality Matrix..



 Aquafarians came to our Matrix as an elemental form on the six 
plane so that they could easily work with us interdimensionally. The 
Ranthians are also here working with us as Light Energy. They 
appear as Spheres of Ultra Violet Blue. The Zionite water people are 
six level man- our angelic elemental creators who are re-creating us 
at this moment. Those are the Aquafarians of  interdimensional Inner 
Earth who are transforming us from the inside to the outside.  They 
are the elementals of the Divine. This is a different reality than the 
elementals of this 3D world.

The process of Ascension is achieved through Water. The chemical 
form of water will be changed to Hydrolaise. We will breathe this 
water. When we breathe this water from Aquafaria by connecting our 
consciousness into their frequencies and taking astral journeys into 
Aquafaria to swim with the dolphins, we are breathing the frequencies
of transformation. When we exhale, we are creating the music of the 
spheres- the new tone of home- the breath of creation.

Many of you have asked me about this hydrolaise substance, and 
some of you want to understand it through physics of the third 
dimensional scientific mind.

This process can be broken down into the quantum physics which 
only has the meaning of Consciousness at this time in history. Have 
any of you ever asked yourself what is Consciousness? It is a word 
we knew as a knowingness, but we couldn't actually define it.

Consciousness is the etheric, or the in-between reality, that seems 
invisible. However, it is only invisible to us because we are not in tune
with divine reality. Scientists know about neutrons, protons and 
electrons. However, they don't know about the divine cosmic 
electricity in between, which is called Keylons. Since keylons have 
been unknown to man until very recently through the help of our 
Guardian Alliance and Cosmic Councils, we have been given keylon 
codes and songs and frequencies to help us to TUNE IN to that 
unknown substance.

 Scientists don't know about the D6 Ionone and MIons, the D7 Eons, 



The D5 Meons, Reons and Dions, and the Ectoplasm made of  the 
D8 Ectrons, the D9 Razonx, The D10 break down of Reons Meons 
and Deons, and the break down of DIONS into Miyons, Tryons and 
DEons, or the D11 TrIons.

Our Rebirth into our NORMAL SPIRITUAL ETERNAL bodies is done 
by turning on the INBETWEEN New Chemicals, which we have used 
the term consciousness for.

As we awaken into our new reality, we will learn that every thing in 
the invisible realm is just as scientifically verifiable as the physical 
domains that we have experienced so far.

We all have a RADIAL BODY that is basically an invisible sphere 
around our body. It is made out of the advanced units of TrIons, 
Rayons, Meons, Ionic Particulates. This is how we can create a pre 
sound and pre light field around the smaller currents.

The Density Four Divine Blue Print is made from the D10 Ta-a, which 
is an aspect of the EirA

D11 Tara are TrIons which are density four electrons or MIons

D12 Ma-a Rayons form the Radial Body currents frequency tissue 
capsules and ionic particulate capsules.

These are made out of density four frequency. They hold within them 
smaller frequencies of densities below them. These are what are 
called the Radial Bodies. They are the smaller radial bodies around 
each density level.

Large Radial Bodies form around your entire fifteen dimensional self. 
We can take our Radial Body into the God World.

The God Seed begins within 15 spheres of the Earth Matrix Time or 
Reality field. There are fifteen radial bodies. Everything in Existence 
is in the same place or the same angular rotation of particle spin. All 
energy fields that create holographic bubbles that we walk around in 
actually exist in the same place, but they are a different frequency 



and different shift in the angle of their particles that are rotating in. 

If you want to move between one and the other, you shift that angle. 
The radial body is the key to understanding how spheres within 
spheres fire or ignite. The key to programming things that don't 
belong here back out of here.

Radial bodies serve the purpose in manifestation process. It is like 
you are standing in a bubble and your consciousness through the 
vessel or projector of your body is projecting holographic beams out.

Hydrolaise is the Eiron Flow of crystal liquid light from the Spark of 
Source. It is the divine manifest substance of divine creation. When 
Jesus spoke of turning the water into wine, he was talking about 
aligning consciousness with the crystal liquid light of the Eiron Flow 
from the Mind of God into the Mid Brain. Once that flow of Crystal 
Liquid Light- the divine substance that our consciousness is made of 
begins to flow into our mid brain area through the pineal gland, it 
sends celestiline into the chakras and into the cells and between the 
cells to transform the body.

The first stage of transformation caused by the Krystal Lava Flows or 
the Eiron Flow from the Mind of God is a change in the blood crystals.
Those blood crystals have been frozen for eons. The blood crystals 
will awaken and transform the blood into a living substance of eternal 
life. Next, the bones transform into a sound or a frequency that allows
them to align into the template containing Hova bodies and sound 
bodies. The final transformation is the skin. The skin becomes light 
energy and begins to glow from the inside out. In the Biblical days the
Angelic Humans were called the Shining Ones. Their skin would glow
because they had been transformed by the hydrolaise from the Mind 
of God.

Those divine teachings that were originally brought to Earth by Jesus 
Christ Avatar 12 were completely destroyed. The first time that they 
were returned to Earth in their complete original form was beginning 
in 2003. That Keylontic Science of the Star Language began 
transmission through CDT plates that could only be transcribed 



through consciousness from the Adonai Side-- the Spiritual Inner 
Earth. THOSE WHO COULD CONNECT CONSCIOUSNESS INTO 
THE INNER COULD TRANSLATE THESE PLATES.

All of the music on the CDs- beginning with the Ascension Kit- 
Ascension Vortal, Ascension Portal, Ascension Vortex and Magic 
Vortal contain these frequencies of transformation through codes. 
The more recent CD's contain breaths only of pure Aquafarian Shield 
of Transformation interacting with the crystal water, crystal light, 
crystal gel and crystal dust which is the magical transformational 
chemistry that is changing our bodies and planet. These foundations 
of energy and light through Crystalai's breath will form the perfect 
foundation for the transformation that will occur between 2017 and 
2022, which are the two waves of ascension into harmonic universe 
two and harmonic universe 3.

Those who have one of these CD's and especially those who have 
their own Individual Immortality CD or ETERNAL LIFE mp3 will have 
the Frequencies of Transformation that will align them harmoniously 
and harmonically with the magical transformation of our shift into the 
second Harmonic Universe. We will be lifted from harmonic universe 
one into harmonic universe two in December. We will be changed 
from the third dimension into the fifth dimension. The Individual 
Immortality CD's were created to align the frequencies of the 
individual into the path of frequencies that are particular to them. 
Some were aligned with Sirius B, some with Aquafarian Shield, some 
with Sun Ra, some with Sun La, some into Inner Earth, some into 
Tara or Gaia. Each individual has an individual path. All align into Ra, 
but each of us had an individual path from Ra. 

Most who are attuned enough to even want an INDIVIDUALIZED 
ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM, are here on the most important mission of 
all - attuning us back into the Aquafarian Shield that allows our 
transformation through hydrolaise.



QUANTUM PHYSICS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

PART TWO

HYDROLAISE EIRON FLOW OF RADIAL BODY

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

The contents of your DNA template and scalar template are like the 
film that is used in a camera. Whatever is in the DNA template is the 
image that is projected into the holographic bubble. The out here is 
the screen that it gets projected on to. The Radial Body is the screen 
that the picture bounces back to you the contents of what is inside of 
you. and makes it look like its outside of you.

We bring back the correct Math into our Radial body and that takes 
the Blue print clear back to the template to reset everything back to 
the blue print.

Thought becomes form

Primal Life Force currents ManU EirA and ManA break themselves 
down into all of the smaller currents, muons, treons, Ions

15 Rays go into planetary merkaba field and matter units spiraling 
vortices of electromagnetic energy are merkaba fields that form 
around all things. Primary Life Force through planetary merkaba field 
take energy and move it. Take arches of light in PartiKI units and 
bend them into spirals.

Spirals are flash lines and spiraling flash lines mathematical coding 
makes arches turn into spirals The whole cosmic matrix was 
structured on this formula of partikI polarized into partikai and 
partikum. This goes into maharic shield of the divine blue print and 
goes into planet shield and then into our shield. It goes into the 



keyons thought and morphogenetic field. This is where partiki 
polarize and form idea. Keylons 

Keylon field is crystal body or crystal thought form field. First place 
where thought form crystallizes and thought takes on form. It goes 
into the merkaba field in my body.

It goes into the body template of the DNA and RNA. My DNA is the 
RNA of anti particle double keylon thought form field and merkaba 
field to DNA template to axiotonal lines into hoova bodies, into auric 
field, to chakra and meridian lines into Trion miaji field. The five radial 
body levels or density levels into radius each of five radial bodies 
have from radial body into little radius streams Breaks it down into 
omnions and Dions into electro magnetism into quarks, muons, 
miasms and subatomic and atomic particles

into blue print translation of nuclei, molecules, elements, compound 
chemicals, chemical DNA template and chemical lenses of manifest 
body form hologram.

This is the chemical lenses of the projector that these frequencies 
move through, bounce off the radial body. We generate our own 
projection screen around us. We don't see the screen but our 
consciousness comes through like a beam of light on to the projector.
It passes through all these phases of light breaking down into specific
things and takes this image that is stored in the DNA and scalar 
template and projecting it out there onto projector It bounces banc 
because it is curved. We are inside of a sphere. The projector is 
curved. The image bounces back and we see what our DNA and our 
Template projected out into the Hologram.

The screen bounces the light back and we see it.

So, if we create in our DNA the movie of us winning the lotto, that 
movie will project from the screen back to us.

We must become saturated wit light and sound at the etheric level of 
crystal light crystal gel and crystal dust. We must breathe from the 



Azure  or the crystal heart and breathe from the seed atom. Breathe 
from the Elohim of Hearing the Angels thoughts are the breathe of 
Source breathing into plasma, atomic radiation

String theory beyond atoms, quarks, sparks the light and sound of 
strings.

Like harp strings of light and sound streaming from the cosmic mind 
of God. The strings create universal atonement.

We had to learn out real body is cosmic. Relativity this is to that as 
this is to that all strings come from Source all strings tie us together 
with light and sound.

There are many different densities of consciousness, but it is all the 
exact same consciousness. We now live in a physical density that will
transform to a density that is half physical and half etheric in 2017. If 
we move up to dimensions seven, eight and nine, the density is 
angelic or etheric. The density of the twelfth dimension is zero or pure
white light. We are in reality within the full spectrum of light or the 
multidimensional reality of all that is within the mind of God.

EVERYTHING is made from a basic unit called Keylon, the 
frequencies of the language of the stars. The stars are made of 
keylons. A Keylon is like a Watt in the 3D reality. However the Keylon 
is cosmic electricity.

Oscillation bends energy and creates arches of energy to create 
electromagnetic force of light and sound merging to become 
dimensionality.

There are twelve domains and fifteen rays. the Cosmic Sphere of the 
thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth dimensions are called kee Ra 
Shay and have Rays that form arches. The arches are formed by the 
suns feeding energy to each other that creates Eternal Life. The 
arches are formed from the Cosmic into the Universal. The Rays form
arches This is where the story of the arch of the covenant came from.



Oscillation is when you have standing waves oscillating near each 
other. They create fields around them that create arches of energy. 
Light and Sound merge to become dimensionality  Partikum forms 
from more consciousness from Source and begin to group by like 
mathematical programs so partikai attracts more partikai and partikI 
an Partikum attract likes.

They build up in form one dimension at a time.

Finally they build three dimensional partikai grids that form keylons, a 
keylon is like a watt or unit of energy

Quantity of Consciousness thrust contained within a thing or a unit. 
Keylon is how much consciousness measure of life force. Keylons 
break down into Sound vibration and light fields.

Each dimension of consciousness remains and more and more builds
upon it.

This is how I record the music.

I breathe one keylon code, one unit of Source Consciousness on top 
of each other. I breathe crystal sphere of energy, crystal light radiation
is the sparks of source creating the keylons . This pure energy is 
prepared for a Re Birth of a new idea. Each level of currents have 
specific keylon amounts of partikI partikai units.

Keylon level has to do with accretion level in the DNA  caused by how
much star dust or star language coded frequencies the body has 
absorbed. How difference much frequency the DNA template can 
hold and how much it is holding.

This means the more photons that come into our atmosphere as a 
result of the solar winds and the comet Isons activity, the more our 
consciousness transforms into the 5D template that allows the 12 
subharmonics to transmit data from the stars.

Keylon is wattage of consciousness in a template



As frequencies step down and replicate and break and polarize 
themselves to make a smaller set. Step down creation. Literally the 
whole breaks itself down into smaller and smaller pieces.

We get 12 domains and from that we get 12 dimensions . Each step 
down creates a different type of current. Sound tones break down into
smaller units that have only frequencies. Natural automatics keeps 
polarity in balance New ideas are created through polarity of 
frequencies. BUT, when unnatural mathematics are used, bad polarity
can occur. Original creation had balanced polarity balanced 
movement.

It created a free will matrix.

Mathematics of Divine Blue Print was created in a way to allow this to
be a perpetual motion eternal life system.

When someone takes away someone else’s free will, it jeopardizes 
the hologram.

You can have all the Free Will you want as long as your free will 
doesn't jeopardize someone else’s free will. THAT IS THE LAW. Free 
will within a co-creative frame work. If you are oscillating you can see 
yourself. To become something you must become nothing. Spin 
frequencies until you feel invisible.

Cosmic Nothingness is what we came from and what we return to.

MIons and Dions before omnions. 

We need a Tri Veka Merkaba to shift into the God World.

Putting mathematical formula back into Kathara grid in order to clear 
the core template

Activating DNA 

The coding gets sent out through the DNA Most rapid way to create 
change



Using the body to generate the process within of spinning on the 
merkaba field 

Merkaba has been spinning in reverse for about 200,000 years.

To clear miasms we use symbols activate twelve to forty eight 
currents. Use the body's currents to get critical mass.

When I sing the songs I am  triggering codes in the DNA template. 
The listener becomes that wave spectra that corresponds to the DNA.
The listener allowing it to activate in the shields that which makes it 
activate in the merkaba fields are the vector codes of the 
chromosome blue print. The scalar waves that create chromosomes. 
Base codes and acceleration codes in DNA template have two scalar 
wave patterns.

12 VEKA CODES equal one DNA fire letter

God fire alphabet

 Fire letters are specific groupings of scalar wave forms that carry the 
mathematics of the universal and cosmic divine blue print. it has a 
base 12.

humans created on core krystic template of a base 12DNA template 
made of mathematical fire letter math arrangement of the divine blue 
print fire letters compose DNA and dimensions  of the 12 strand 
matrix  is the silicate matrix template . Crystalline is silica. It is the 
eternal life substance of  a certain type of crystals and stars.

Those of us on planet Earth have been mutated into carbon based 
bodies. Our real bodies are crystalline silica. Indigo children have the 
12 vector code of one DNA fire letter. They have twelve fire letters per
one DNA strand template. One strand equals twelve fire letters  and 
that equals 144 vector codes.

Our 1727 selves are in a vector code and all must be cleared. The 



only way to clear out all of this error is with energy High frequency 
energy, but the frequencies must be cosmic consciousness or Source
Consciousness first activity of the Kristic or Universal 12 DNA to 
begin the clearing.

Celestiline is a transient element with short life span. It does 
something to the body to create internal molecular structure infusion. 
It allows the particles to shift so that you can turn into light and 
disappear and as a wave form move someplace else to turn into you 
merkaba.

Then you lower your frequency and put your body back. The 
celestiline comes from hydrogen bonds. They link two sides of the 
double helix together. The celestiline talks to the DNA and turns on 
the 12 sub harmonics. We need hydrogen bands to make this 
happen.

Getting our chemicals in our body back to doing what they were 
meant to do.

Now, our bodies points themselves because the chemicals created 
through gene code are inorganic. Hormones are created in the body 
that are unnatural. The hormones are causing the body to eat itself to
death.

Celestiline Music or the Arias are used to open stargates and for 
braiding the DNA into the 12 strands.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE ETERNAL LIFE MP3
The question that is asked most often after a client orders their
Individualized Eternal Life MP3 is how often should I listen to it.
The answer to this question is how often would you like to be
completely  immersed  within  the  entire  Divine  Blue  Print
Template of the Breath of Source that originally created you?
We would all like to do this as often as possible. However, if you
are still preoccupied with the 3D world, begin with one hour or
two hours a day, which is enough to listen to all of your songs at



least once. Find songs that resonate with you the most, and
listen to them one hour a day. Those songs might be the ones
that are healing something in you that needs the most attention
at  this  time.  You  will  eventually  get  tired  of  those  songs,
because  that  item  that  needed  attention  is  healed.  Soon,
another song or two will resonate with you the most. You see,
when I am collecting frequencies and aligning consciousness
into the certain places and certain codes, I am going through a
process  of  healing  one miasm at  a  time,  as  well  as  always
aligning  your  template  within  your  five  merkabas  into  the
Etheric  Inner  Earth  Stargates  where  we  will  eventually  walk
through the doors at the 14th dimensional frequency level. I am
also always aligning your template through your merkaba into
the outer realms of the D4 Christic Realm of Aramatena--our
12th stargate, and then on out into the Cosmic Time Matrix and
into  the  pre  sound  and  pre  sound  light  fields.  Once  the
frequencies are aligned and collected I transmute all of those
frequencies into pure Source Frequencies. This guarantees the
original spark of Source is penetrating your body from the zero
point within your cells out into the Infinite Unknown.
So,  there are  all  of  these breaths of  consciousness aligning
your consciousness into the Inner and the Outer Domains of
Eternal  Life  Frequencies.  Now,  your  body  is  fully  within  the
flame of the complete light and sound spectrum. It looks like a
crystal light body. I see that light body standing within a candle
flame. The flame holds all of the light codes from hertzian, infra
red, visible light, invisible light, x ray, gamma-plasma and pink
white light. That light is the total light of Source. So, I hold your
crystal light body within the flame, which we call  the Amorea
Flame and the Ekasha Flame. While I am doing this I am using
codes  such  as  Uma  A tra  Ena  A Ekasha.  This  means  the
spiritual  all  ness  of  this  one  being  held  within  the  spark  of
Source Flame. We hold this flame within the pineal gland and
within the crystal heart chakra area where the fourth and the
eighth  chakras  meet.  The  Amorea  Flame  contains  the
frequencies  of  D4  Christ  Consciousness  or  Universal



Consciousness and D5 Cosmic Consciousness ignited by the
breath of Source and wrapped around the body.
Now that your body has been firmly wrapped and penetrated
with Source Frequencies that transpose you from the zero point
within out into infinity, your new light body rides in the merkaba
down into the Etheric Core of Earth to plant the seed of your
original perfect self that will be reborn from the Core of Earth
out  into  the  Crystal  Grids  of  Earth  and  then  flow  into  the
atmosphere  and  into  your  personal  biosphere.  You  are  now
living within a sphere of Etheric Reality - the self that you once
were and were supposed to be.
Now that your seed has been planted in the future, your rebirth
is now possible. Our original 12 coded self was not planted into
the Earth's Core at the time of our incarnation because of the
frequency fences and misalignments created by Fallen Races. 
It was not until this time when the Founders Races brought in
enough Indigo Star seeds to raise the frequencies of the Earth
and to implant  enough of  these frequencies into the Core of
Etheric Earth, that this Sphere of Amenti, which at once carried
our complete 12 coded blue print of our race line. Our race line
had to be returned in pieces, one at a time. So there were 12
races that had to be returned. The Indigo Children brought in
one frequency at a time to re-establish our original birth right.
Now, it is our time to travel into the Earth's Core and plant our
seed into the Sphere of Amenti. Now we have aligned with the
correct  perfect  template.  Next,  I  use  that  template-  your
personal template to transmute the miasms and seals that were
placed  in  your  body  by  the  fallen  race  lines  over  the  past
millions of years. There were these beautiful perfect codes or
symbols within our  templates.  When the symbol  is  perfected
within the chakra, the DNA can then begin to connect to the 12
sub harmonic strands that  are supposed to be on each and
every  strand  of  the  double  helix,  triple  helix,  or  whatever
template the body is  now carrying.  Where the scientists  see
junk DNA is actually an invisible etheric template where the 12
sub harmonics belong.



These sub harmonics naturally  appear  once the miasms are
removed  from  the  physical  template  and  the  spirit  body
template.
Once the breath and spark of Source enters into the pre sound
and pre light chambers of Cosmic Consciousness, there is a
divine coded template that is formed. It is made out of star dust-
the  language  of  the  stars,  the  frequencies  of  the  Cosmos.
When  we  tune  in  to  these  frequencies  within  our  cells  and
within the Etheric Inner Earth and within the Stardust that will
be coming from Comet ISON and other Solar Wind activity, we
are re-igniting our or keylon codes or our star language codes.
We  are  allowing  the  communication  of  our  Starry  family  to
become our new consciousness which is called SUPER.
The ETERNAL LIFE MP3 is created from certain frequencies of
Cosmic  Consciousness.  The  frequencies  sometimes  include
codes  which  are  like  mathematical  formulas  that  do  certain
things.  Our  Cosmic  Creation  Family  knows  about  everything
that has happened to their Soul Families over the past millions
of  years.  They  know  exactly  how  each  miasm,  distortion,
misalignment  was  placed  within  our  field  of  Consciousness.
They know how the Fallen Angelic groups sacrificed our divine
templates to create magical powders for their own recreational
uses.  They know how we were tortured,  they know how we
were misaligned from the Mind of God.
AND----THEY KNOW HOW TO FIX EVERYTHING
The codes,  the  frequencies,  the  training,  the  Consciousness
alignment with Elemental Crystal Spheres of Energy, are all a
part of the Scientific Formula for FIXING THE MESS that was
created by Fallen races over the past millions of years.
Crystalai was given these formulas, activations, codes directly
from her own Over Soul and Monadic Families who directed the
perfect  flow  of  the  Sound  and  Light  from  Cosmic
Consciousness-  the  Rishi  Self  that  is  too  etheric  to  contact
directly.  The  flow  of  Consciousness  of  density  one  and  two
etheric  light  and  sound frequencies  coming  directly  from the
Grand Yana Creation Races at the Pre Sound and Light Fields



of Consciousness guarantee the frequencies to be completely
uncontaminated by any of the Frequency Wars that have taken
place over the past 250 billion years. 
Once  the  Frequencies  come  through  the  Breath  of
Consciousness,  they  begin  to  transmute  the  negative
blockages that were placed in the templates of Angelic Humans
on the Earth.  Once all  of  these Miasms or  Errors  that  were
placed in the light fields are removed, an entire new reality is
revealed to Consciousness.
The Guardians know about the miasms in the sexual organs,
they know about the miasms in the pineal, they know about the
vesica pisces creating a mortality loop that guarantees death.
They  know  that  these  problems  were  created  at  such  high
levels, that they can't be healed through chakras alone. They
problems existed as far back in the creation template as the
light fields only steps down from the pre light fields of Source
Consciousness.
The  original  Electric  Wars  that  took  place  many  millions  of
years ago, were a war against Source itself within the Plasma
Level or within the Original Sun.
The only way the problem could be completely removed was to
clear  the  memory  all  the  way  back  to  our  original  self-  our
original  divine blue print.  This is what we are doing with the
Eternal  Life  MP3.  The  Breaths  of  Consciousness  streaming
from Cosmic Consciousness are programmed with the codes of
transmutation, that will dissolve the miasms within the template
eternally.
Once  this  process  is  complete,  the  Angelic  Human  will
remember  how  Instant  Manifestation  was  always  a  part  of
normal reality. Instant Healing wasn't even a concept because
there was nothing to heal. The IDEA MAN was, is and always
will be perfect, complete and whole. Abstract concepts such as
Orbing,  teleporting,  telecommunication  with  multidimensional
reality  are  all  a  part  of  the  Normal  System,  once  these
Distortions  are  removed from the  DNA template  and  our  12
coded Divine Template is restored.



ASCENDING Through Frequency Alignment WITH MOTHER EARTH

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

 channels Mother Earth Consciousness
through the breaths of Cosmic Angels
Listen to Mother Earth:

Those who are standing on Mother Earth are also a part of Mother 
Earth's Body. We are in the same Sphere. We contain the same 
Frequencies. Mother Earth's
Frequencies are our frequencies. Mother Earth also has a Sun deep 
inside of her
Core. Her Sun is deep inside the Etheric Chambers, the Liquid Light 
Mantels.
Mother Earth has braided and woven her Sun's Frequencies up 
through her body
and into three spheres to connect with and unite with all of the other 
Suns in the
Third Sphere or the Galactic Sphere. As our bodies stand on the 
Earth's Surface, we are conduits of all of this Aqualene Sun's 
Frequency streaming up out of Mother Earth from below and from the
Galactic Suns streaming down from above. Mother Earth needs us to 
become a part of this process. She needs us to be ascending with 
her. As we flow together Mother Earth is very happy to feel all of her 
family rising with her.

Listening to the ULTRA VIOLET BLUE SUN streams these 
frequencies from Mother Earth's Core, her Sun out through the body 
of the listener and up into the galactic suns and the Milky Way's 
Stars.



We can absorb frequencies from Mother Earth's Crust where the 
Divine Christ
Consciousness is stored. We can also absorb frequencies of Divine 
Love,
Unconditional Love, Intelligence and many more Divine Qualities from
her Crust.
When we travel down into Mother Earth's Core we can absorb 
qualities of Divine
Creativity, Divine Substance, Divine Principle. We can ask AnWa to 
send the Crystal Star Merkaba down into the Heart of Mother Earth to
collect all of these Frequencies of our Divine Substance- our Divine 
Essence--our Divine Plan-- all of the Divine Consciousness that we 
share with and reflect through Mother Earth.
We can send our physical bodies down deep into the Earth's Core 
and beyond into the Liquid Light Chambers and absorb our original 
Complete Body. This etheric dust body contains all of the keys and 
codes or remembering all that we really are.

We can journey down and collect this iridescent spiritual body. 
As we combine our physical body with this iridescent crystalline silica 
based body, we can then allow the Suns' energies to remove all that 
is unlike the original selfhood from our physical body and become 
one with our true Divine Self Hood.
When the physical and spiritual unite into Oneness this is Zero point 
energy of
Oneness. We must unite into Mother Earth's Body and Frequencies 
to return into this Oneness.

This process of obtaining Oneness with the original Divine Self will 
happen naturally when there is enough light frequency brought into 
the body as the body absorbs the Sun's Aqualene Frequencies of the 
Galactic Suns and Mother Earth's Ultra Violet Blue Suns frequencies. 
Once these two bodies become one, then the crystal cells that 
contain the eternal memory of the Immortal Self Hood Cells are the 
Crystal Dust Silica Based Cells of our Original selfhood.

Mother Earth shares the same planetary body that we do. We share 
the same
Merkaba Body with mother Earth. We are both in the Earth's Matrix of
Five Spheres.



These are the spheres of the Planetary, Solar System, Galactic, 
Universal and
Cosmic. We must merge our Frequencies into the earth. The Earth's 
Core contains our Divine Principle, our substance, and deep inside 
the Earth's Etheric Core is our spiritual Body. There is also grids of 
Love, Unconditional Love, Atmosphere Divine, Truth, Intelligence and 
the streams of Divine Alignment from our Etheric Twin Matrix.

All of these energies of source consciousness are woven into the 
Earth from above. The original Fifth Dimensional Essence of the 
mother Earth's Body is where our Scientists have placed the Photon 
Belt in our Science Books. This photon contains the frequency that 
shifts our entire matrix into the home frequency or the fifth.  Van Allen 
Belt as been drawn in our science textbooks. This Etheric Galactic 
home has remained in this location as the Ursa of our Mother Earth. 
Ursa contains the Divine Image and Likeness of Mother Earth, just as
our Crystal Dust Spiritual Body in the Earth's Core contains our 
Divine Image and Likeness.

As Mother Earth returns into her Divine Selfhood, so do we return 
with her.
The Cosmic and Galactic Entities of Light have been streaming 
Stellar Wave
infusions into the Earth s plane to raise her frequencies back into 
these etheric
realms of Consciousness. The photon belt contains fifth dimensional 
home
frequencies of transformation to be drawn into Mother Earth. 

When Mother Earth rises into the Van Allen Belt of frequencies, she 
will completely be one with her Urtha, her Original selfhood. She will 
then be at the Zero G level of transforming into the Golden Galaxy.

Mother Earth's Sun, deep inside of her Core Domain is also 
streaming energy
upward through pillars into her Crust. This liquid light energy flows up 
as the stellar and Aqualene Energies flow inward.

This Liquid Light cleansing of Mother Earth and our bodies is 



transforming us
together to rise into our original Divine Tone of Home. We help raise 
our
frequencies together with the help of the Sun's Energy Streams, 
through the Earth and through our Crystal Hearts. We spin our 
Merkaba from our Crystal Heart down into the Earth's Core - deep 
down inside where the Earth's Sun resides. Collect this energy, Walk 
into the Earths Sun and absorb the Frequencies. Bring those 
frequencies into the Crystal Heart. Now ride the Merkaba to the 8th 
and collect the Sun's Energy. Ride up to the 14th and Collect all 
Etheric Frequencies and all Galactic Sun Frequencies. Bring them 
into Crystal Heart. Become one with all Suns Energies.

When we absorb the Frequencies of Mother Earth into our Crystal 
Cells, we awaken our Crystal Dust memory, - the Crystal Dust 
Memory of all that we really are. These records of our Eternal Being 
are stored in our Crystal Cells in our Spiritual Body.

Our Spiritual Body is in the Etheric Core of Mother Earth which is in at
onement with our Crystal Heart. We bring in the essence of our 
immortal body into our Crystal Heart to ignite our Immortal Being of 
Oneness. When our spiritual Body is aligned into our Physical Body 
our memory will be restored.

ASCENSION FORMULA 

My angelic team of "thought adjusters" told me my formula of 
ascension was to create the music, listen to the music, write about 
the music, and then write more music. They told me that I would 
continue this process until I ascended as a result of KNOWING.

The knowing meant searching within myself for the questions and the
answers until there were no more. Some people might be able to 
finish that task very quickly. I've had hundreds of classrooms of 
students who could never come up with more than one question and 
one answer.



The formula of ascension that I have found has included hundreds of 
thousands of questions and a lifetime of finding the answers. What is 
most interesting about my personal search was the circular process 
of how some of the answers that I received when I was only four or 
five years old keep returning as the correct answers, even though I 
keep searching deeper and deeper to understand more of what it all 
means.

When I was four years old, I learned in Sunday School that God is 
Infinite, God is Omnipresent, God is all knowing, all seeing, all acting,
all wisdom. I learned that God is Omnipresent, which meant that God 
was in every cell of my body and in every atomic structure of every 
particle in the Cosmos. It was that original background knowledge at 
such a young age that made that reality the very value and belief 
system of my entire existence.

I knew that these truths were the absolute truths. However, there 
were times in my life when I wondered why it was that sometimes I 
could heal myself instantly and other times it took a week, and why 
some things just never seem to go away.

I wondered why I could reveal some of the realities of God's identity 
such as instant healing, and yet not so much instant manifestation of 
things like a lot of money. I wondered why it was that even though I 
had plenty of intelligence, good grades, lots of diplomas and 
credentials that it was so hard to ever get a job and even harder to 
keep a job. I wondered why it was that I could obviously do some 
things like teaching and performing music far better than anyone else 
that I had ever encountered, and yet all of the other people were 
chosen for the job or the part instead of me.

These were the questions that allowed me to realize that I needed to 
know a lot more about myself, and a lot more about who God really 
is.

When my husband and I were being directed by the All that Is God of 
our being to create the music that would allow us to know all that 
there is to know about yourself, the music that revealed itself to us 



was The Promise Album. The words that were presented to me to 
sing and the music that was given to my husband to composed came 
to us completely separate from each other. I was to find a way to find 
melodies and rhythms that would fit into the harmonies, rhythms and 
chord structures. As I kept rearranging the wording to fit the music, 
the understanding of the words became clearer and clearer, and 
sometimes the arrangement of the words completely changed along 
the way to gain an even clearer meaning. And I was always guided by
my thought adjuster angels and God.

After the introduction announces The promise of the perfect kingdom,
before the world began, comes the most significant phrase of our 
entire existence:

Search for me in your heart. You shall find me in your heart.

That phrase riddled me for years, because I kept wondering what I 
was going to find in my heart - this organ that went thumpity thump 
thump.

My search finally led me to Keylontic Science. I am certain that the 
Christian Science that I was raised to understand is the identical 
science to Keylontic Science; except, the Keylontic Science gives the 
absolute formulas and meanings down to the quantum level of 
understanding the formulas that were first given in Christian Science. 
Christian Science was revealed by Mary Baker Eddy as the Divine 
Comforter, which would give us comfort in understanding the basics 
of the complete Divine Science until the full Science was revealed 
between the years 2000 and 2012.

Now, that I have spent the past twelve years studying Keylontic 
Science, I have a much firmer understanding of Christian Science, 
and I find them to be in complete agreement.

The final step in my ascension process of searching in my heart, is 
understanding completely what the CRYSTAL HEART is, where it is, 
how it connects me to the Mind of God, how I will find myself in that 
Crystal Heart, and how I will learn everything there is to know about 



myself through the understanding of that Crystal Heart.

My thought adjuster teams have done a splendid job of directing me 
to every experience, every book, every person during my lifetime to 
be led through the unfolding of these questions and these answers.

As an aside, before I continue on the topic of the searching process, 
Talea also reveals the truth about the burden that has been placed on
the shoulders of so many was the belief that the question asked at 
death is "How many have you served, and how well?" Talea reveals 
that question actually is being asked by Cosmic Awareness and not 
by All that Is, or the one I call Source.

This old problem of believing that it is ones duty to serve others 
comes from fallen angelics at the Cosmic Consciousness frequency. I
have interfaced with that frequency when I breathe in Cosmic 
Consciousness in it's most pristine form of pre sound and pre light 
that is breathed directly from Source, but includes Cosmic 
Consciousness as the angelic understanding potential of the breath.  
Just, as it is very easy to get fallen angelics communicating through 
one's light bands, so is it a problem when gathering the corrected 
frequencies that will transmute those distorted fallen frequencies.

The actual meaning of an archangel came from the frequencies 
within the music of the spheres created by arches and angles. The 
correct arches and angles create eternal life and freedom through the
formulas of Source Consciousness. However, when an identity takes 
control of those arches and angles and distorts them, or changes the 
angle in order to block the arch that connects directly into Source 
Consciousness, that Arche Angle or archangel is blocking the flow of 
crystal liquid light, which is the quantum physics level of Source 
Consciousness.

That is exactly what many of the Archangels that are channeled and 
reverenced by many New Agers. The belief that we must serve 
others, or that we must serve a Lord God, or the one who calls 
himself the Lord God has always come from a Fallen Angel - not from
Source.



The way we know if our direction in our search is coming from Source
or from a Fallen Angelic who wants to control us, is this very test of 
whether the entity is wanting us to serve him or her, or the entity is 
guiding us to search within the God of our own Being to find out who 
we really are.

Now, this leads us back to the first sentence in the song, The promise
of the perfect kingdom IS before the World began.

This World that we have lived within was a false creation. It was 
created by the genetic imprints of Fallen Angelic Races. It is a 
completely distorted illusion. It does not contain the truth of reality.

We must go BEFORE this world began to find the truth. We must go 
to the place where our DNA had not been scrambled into a receiving 
station for distorted information. After, we go to this place where our 
12 DNA is flowing through on the sub harmonic level, then we can go 
into our Crystal Heart, which is our God Seed Atom within our 
Thymus, create a flow of Source Consciousness from within the Seed
Atom containing our original divine blue print that was created long 
BEFORE this world began. Within that Crystal Heart - which is 
actually our Soul, we find the longing to know everything about 
ourselves.

It is the purpose of our Soul to continuously search to know more 
about everything. It is the Soul that is within the Heart, that will reveal 
to us all that is within every fabric of our DNA, within the crystal cells 
as they bloom forth into mansions containing the billions of lifetimes 
contained within our At One Ment with All That is or Source 
Consciousness.

If I had stopped my search with what I learned in Sunday School, I 
would had never learned that our Crystal Heart had been blocked 
from the Flow of Source Consciousness, because the formulas given 
in both Christian Science and Keylontic Science help to unblock that 
flow of At One Ment with Source.

The truth that we have been blocked from Source Consciousness all 



of this time could not be revealed to the Earth until it was almost time 
for our Ascension. This truth had to be revealed to us at this time.

For some reason, those entities who actually created the Arches and 
the Angles that would block the flow of Source into our 
Consciousness, so that they could make themselves the Gods of our 
Beings, became the Gods who are worshipped in churches and by 
New Age groups. 

The truth about who created those angles that blocked us from 
Higher Earth must be revealed now, because we are very, very close 
to finally being able to realign into Higher Earth. Those who continue 
to choose alignment with the Arched Angles who call themselves 
Lords and Gods, will never experiences the heavenly revelation that 
is about to occur on Earth.

The test of our ability to ascend is very simple. Have we searched 
within our Crystal Heart to find the alignment back to Source 
Consciousness. When we find ourselves - our Soul - our complete 
multidimensional consciousness of our Over Souls, Avatar and Rishi 
Self, we find the Christ of our self in our Soul, in our Crystal Heart.

We have learned through the help of Keylontic Science that there 
was a very specific formula used to create the block of Source from 
our Crystal Heart. That formula was the revealed to us through the 
Vesica Pisces, the Golden Mean, the Fibonacci, the Metatronic 
Formulas. All of these formulas were created by and brought to Earth 
by Thoth, AA Michael, Lucifer and Jehovah. These were the identities
who chose to make themselves gods and lords over our beings 
instead of allowing us to find the At One Ment with Source 
Consciousness through our Crystal Heart.

My name was given to me to help me remember my mission on 
Earth. Crystalai is the name of a Council of High Cosmic Beings. It 
was named after the Crystalai formula that connects us directly from 
our Crystal Hearts to Source Consciousness.

 That Formula of Creation is in direct contradiction with the Flower of 



Life teachings that originated from Thoth and are found in the 
publications of Drunvalo Melchizedek. Talea reveals that Drunvalo 
uses the reversed spin ratio of 34:21 which is 34 times Counter 
Clockwise over 24 Clockwise and the vehicle around our bodies 
forms a disk of 55 feet in diameter Talea continues if we refer back to 
figure 2 in her book on page 216 we can see that these numbers 
represent the Fibonnaci approximation toward the golden mean ratio. 
The 55 metatronic spin is what was being used to pull us into the 
Black Hole Phantom Matrix on December 21, 2012. It was the 
Crystalai formula of holding us completely within the true merkaba 
spin rate of 33 1/3 clockwise over 112/3 counter clockwise magnetic 
and then doubling that proper energy into a 90 to over ride the 55. 
That is what saved us from the Black Hole.

We were shifted from the outer domains into the middle domains. It is
only in the outer domains that a system can be pulled into black hole.

Everything in the Thoth teachings, Metatronic teachings, Flower of 
Life Teachings, Golden Mean, Fibonnaci sequence, and everything 
related to these formulas, including Solfege, Pythagorean Theories, 
BiVecas, Vesica Pisces, and a long list of other formulas that have 
been used to cut us off from Source and pull us into the Black Hole.

We can no longer be pulled into the Black Hole; however, that old 
technology will continue to thrive and try to prove itself as the correct 
formula until those are awakened through ascension into the Higher 
Earth or die and then shift into the Higher Earth. It is guaranteed that 
those who continue to use those eternal death formulas will need to 
die before entering Higher Earth and those who have used the 
correct ascension formulas will walk into Higher Earth.

Originally, the Guardian Alliance said that only those who shifted into 
the correct 12 DNA sub harmonic alignment before December 
21,2012 would be able to walk onto Higher Earth through ascension. 
However, there was the second possibility given for those who 
decided to correct their formulas and align through the Crystal Heart, 
there would be help given by the Aquafarian Hosts.



I work directly with the Aquafarian Hosts. My family lives in Aquafaria,
and I have the codes that directly connect me to that realm. I can 
connect frequencies into the Aquafarian Host Matrix for assistance in 
ascension.

Everyone has the freedom of choice to follow whatever belief system 
of formulas they desire. There is no judgement. Some will walk 
through the stargates between 2017 and 2022, and others will need 
to die or bardoah into their new bodies in order to align into Higher 
Earth.

In order to ascend into Higher Earth, it is just a matter of angular 
rotation of particle spin. We are all standing on Higher Earth right 
now. We just haven’t adjusted our particle spin, our perception, our 
5DNA alignment into multidimensionality. Those alignments require 
the crystal heart to be plugged directly into Source Consciousness. 
And those old formulas do not allow that plug in to occur.

CRYSTALAI (2013)

RESURRECTION

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

RESURRECTION is Song #2 on the new JOY ALBUM is also the last
song on THE PROMISE album. Please come listen to this song and 
many other samples of Frequencies that have been a part of the 
alignment of our New Earth into the new COSMIC TRINITY (also 
made available to listen to) of our new reality.



The Priests of Ur and the Elohim from Gaia, along with the Maharaji 
from Sirius B have been working on this Cosmic Plan of Ascension 
for thousands of years.

More recently, the Promise of our Mass Ascension was announced 
officially in 1991 and finalized in 1994 by our Guardian Races. 1994 
was the year that the Guardian Races began guiding us in our 
understanding of this Promise. We really had no idea what they were 
talking about or what we were being guided to do until the past five 
years, when it all became very clear to us. We have been guided to 
write songs for the fifteen years. And each and every song was a part
of the story of what has been happening on Earth for the past 550 
million years. 1994 began with the PROMISE album and the 
RESURRECTION album. This Easter, 2013, is the resurrection of 
those albums and the new understanding of what they meant, all 
along. 

The story was always about the 12 morphogenetic field signatures 
from the 12 planets representing the 12 universes realigning by 2012,
which would allow the 12 DNA sub harmonic templates to be 
replaced in the Sphere of Amenti within Earth's Core. This was one of
the final steps of the mission that started in 1367B.C. when 
Akhenaton was endowed with the 12 DNA morphogenetic sphere of 
Amenti to use in ascending the tribes through Giza. That plan was 
destroyed through Akhenaton’s favoritism toward the Anny and his 
prejudice toward Serres-Egyptians.

The Priests of Ur and Elohim had to create a new plan to prevent the 
prejudice factor in Ascension. Ascension was to be available to all 12 
tribes. The arc of the Covenant and Sphere of Amenti were locked 
until that time presented itself.

The next plan of returning the races ability to ascend through the 
sphere of Amenti by 2017 was established by sending a 12th level 
avatar. Jeshua-Melchizedek Avatar12; who was to realign the sphere 
of Amenti and the Alcyone Morphogenetic field and to bring together 
the factions within the Essenes.
Under the direction of the Azurite s of Ra Confederacy in 12 B.C., the 
12th level avatar from Tara was born in Bethlehem. This soul essence
was a harmonic universe four avatar- Sananda. He was born to the 



house of Solomon under custody of the Priests of Ur.
His birth through the portal passage of the Arc of the Covenant would 
open that portal between Earth and Tara to allow the Ascension in 
2017.
Jeshua 12 reintegrated the Melchizedek morphogenetic field in 
Alcyone into the Sphere of Amenti. This was done to realign Earth’s 
density 2 Morphogenetic field that had lost its integrity under 
Akhenaton reign.
Jeshua 12 was the savior for the races as a result of his birth the 
Halls of Amenti could be opened, and preparation for 2017 would 
begin.
(Note that Jeshua 12 was born to an Blue Flame Essenes 
Melchizedek Mother and Father . His mother was Jeudi and his father
was Joehius.
His life story was mixed up with the story of a 9th Level Avatar born to
Joseph and Mary who were ET Nephilium.
Neither of those births were Immaculate. They were extraterrestrial. 
Neither of the Joshua’s were crucified. The crucifixion story was 
created by the Elohims to protect the Avatars. The man Arihabi was a
look alike who was crucified, to allow the Avatars to Flee the country 
and have their children as planned. Arihabi was crucified as a 
holographic movie created by the Elohim. The man actually was 
allowed to Ascend as a reward for his mission.

Jeshua 12 did his teachings and healings in Egypt 8A.D-21 A.D. 
Jeshua 9's teachings were much more popular than the absolute 
Essenes teachings of Jeshua 12's Law of One. 

It was the teachings that were lost and hidden from Earth until now. 
They are the teachings of the true man who was always supposed to 
have the 12 DNA sub harmonic frequencies who could ascend to 
harmonic universe four as a 12th level avatar. This Jesus taught all of
his students that they could do all of these things that he spoke of. He
taught this Science of Reality then and it is being taught again Now. 
The man that was created in the 12 DNA divine blue print - the image 
and likeness of God. That God meaning the Raceline of Tara and 
Gaia. There were many other raceline that did not have the 12 DNA 
divine blue print. This man was created through the breath of Source 
and the idea manifested as Cosmic Consciousness and lowered in 
density into the Galactic and Solar planes. This man has always had 



the same Soul as the one in the harmonic universes four, three and 
two. We are that Soul that was once a Star in the Universe. We were 
created to have Eternal Life and to return to Source.
It was these teachings that were lost and hidden from Earth until now.

They are the Divine Science teachings regarding the Real immortal 
man or the Human Angelic Race line who has 12 DNA sub harmonic 
fequenices.This is the real man who can ascend to Tara and Gaia 
and beyond. This is the man who can orb, levitate, manifest and 
ascend.

Jeshua has returned to Earth once more to help us out. But, they 
aren't the only ones. There were 12 Avatars born on Earth over the 
past 12 years. Avatars born with 5DNA, 8DNA and even 12 DNA 
activated at birth. We have had 144,000 star seeds born to hold us 
through the first wave of 2017 and a second group of several 
thousands to hold us through the second wave of 2022.

These Star seeds were the Indigo Shield of Solomon. They were the 
completion of the Seeding of Christ of Earth. The Jesus Christ that is 
worshiped as the only one is actually only one of the many Christ’s 
who have been born on Earth. Now there will be an entire planet of 
Christ’s activated on Earth through the Earth's grids.

The seeding of the Star Seeds, the activation of the Sphere of 
Amenti, the alignment in 2012 were all the last stages of the 
preparation for the activation of the Earth's Grids which will once 
again restore the Christ activations into the bioenergetics fields of our
body's templates.

The period of 2013-2017 will activate the 5DNA in the Masses, 6 DNA
in the many, and 8 DNA in a few
The star seeds were required to finish the mission started by Jesus 
12 and Jesus 9. We needed the Christ template of 12 DNA template 
activated for each of the 12 star systems, each of the 12 planets. We 
needed to be realigned with Sun Alcyone. We needed a massive 
amount of Frequencies restored to Earth for this Ascension to 
activate by 2017.

These Star Seeds and Indigo Children and Avatars born on Earth are 



the RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE. The Resurrection story of 
Jesus was actually a role played by a man named Arihabi and 
orchestrated by the Elohims creating holograms to create the scene. 
That is the story that is being celebrated on this Easter Day on Planet
Earth. The Elohim needed to that for that time. But now is time for us 
to know the truth.

The Two Jesus Christ’s came to Earth as Star Seeds from other 
planets. Their parents were not from Earth. The Star seeds born on 
Earth over the past 12 years were births arranged secretly between 
the parents and the Guardian Races. Those children’s were watched 
over by the Priests of Ur and other Guardians. Each child born had 
many back up plans awaiting if it were needed.
The Ascension Movie that has been taking place on Earth over the 
past several thousands years is huge. This is just a tiny speck of what
has taken place.

The most important fact to know now is we are not to worship one 
man as the Christ. The star seeds, the Indigos, the human angelics, 
the entities on Earth activating these frequencies of 12 coded divine 
blue print on Earth are all the Christ’s of our New World. 
We all have the equal right to sing:

"I am the Resurrection and the Life. He that believeth in me shall 
never die." 
We are the star seeds who have returned the Christ template of 12 
DNA sub harmonics to Earth.

All of the births of the star seeds opened star portals, raised 
frequencies of Earth to allow this miracle and implanted the 
frequencies back into the sphere of Amenti to begin the projection 
into Earth's grids and into the biosphere and bioenergetics templates.

CRYSTALAI (2013)

cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)



PRINCIPLES OF MANIFESTATION

CRYSTALAI (2013)

cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

In order to manifest a new idea, we must go beyond the boundaries 
of everything that we already know exists. The mind of God will allow 
anything to become instantly manifest in our reality field when we ask
to create something that exists outside of the reality field of the world 
that only exists within our personality.

 When we choose to create a new idea, it must come from infinite 
unknown - the All Seeing, All Knowing, Omnipotent Mind of the One 
Eternal God. If the idea being created doesn't originate from this one 
Divine Source, it isn't a new idea. If it isn't a new idea, it has already 
been created. It is already in the world of concepts. It is already being
recycled over and over again. God doesn't create from recycled 
energy. God creates from Brand new energy that comes from the 
Brand new Idea of Infinite Imagination.

The new ideas first exist in the subatomic structures. These invisible, 
quantum ideas must be created in the highest realm and then they 
can exist as atomic structures that form into visible light and take form
in the hertzian and infra red levels of manifestation.

All creation begins at the ultra fine zero point frequency level of the 
Divine Source breathing the idea into the Cosmic realm. This ultra 
fine omni particle shimmers and sparks into a frequency that 
becomes a plasma cloud. This cloud shifts into the field of all 
potentials. The potential of the idea remains in the fabric of the mind 
of God. That fabric is woven into the idea that becomes manifest at 



all levels of light and sound.

That idea becomes the negative of the film that will become 
processed in the mind of God. So each thought that manifests is 
created exactly like a film that is processed into a picture album or a 
movie. When we co-create through the mind of God, we are making 
God's movie. That is what we will begin to do in 2013. The world will 
end. That movie called the world was not God's movie. That movie 
was made by liars that kept us from seeing the reality of God's movie.
We have just been watching other people's movies. The movie made 
by God comes from the co-creative activity of our own mind of God 
within us. Our Souls and our Mid Brain hold the technology that will 
create the movie made from the mind of God. That is how the world 
will end. We will soon discover that all of the lies we see being 
reproduced by the film of the world has been an out right lie. We have
not yet seen reality as of the year 2012. Reality will truly appear in 
2013.

We must become humble enough to allow something to come forth 
that we do not know anything about. We must be willing to allow a 
brand new reality to appear. We cannot create a NEW WORLD until 
we completely dissolve the old one. The World must End. It must 
become transmuted into a higher frequency. We must be relocated 
into a new time, a new reality. We must be relocated to the time in 
which all that has come before all that is and all that will come after 
was created in the mind of God. All that exists is the divine blue print 
of the film from God's Movie --not the man made movie of the world.

The film that carries the new movie must be processed in the mind of 
God which is the infinite unknown, omnipresent, omnipotent, omni 
knowing, Consciousness which fills infinity. This infinite all knowing 
lies outside of the boundaries of our present knowing. We have not 
yet allowed for it to manifest in our lives.

When the idea is given to God to manifest from the unlimited 
knowingness of all that can be, the idea will bloom forth in a form so 
glorious, so unimaginable, so wonderful, that you will know that it 
came from the mind of God. If the manifestation is not so glorious that
you know that maybe it was not an original idea from God, it is simply
an idea that you are recycling out of old ideas that you once heard of 



before.

The ideas that are now manifest must come from a stream of 
consciousness so brand new that the idea has always existed from 
before the world began, before the cosmos began, before time 
began. The idea must come from ALWAYS WAS, ALWAYS IS and 
ALWAYS WILL BE. This idea must be an ETERNAL IDEA.

THE GLORIOUS END OF THE WORLD

Our world will end as we are transformed forever through one inhale 
from the mind of God. This mind of God includes all of the realities 
and wisdoms and creations and dominions that have existed before 
us and after us. We can now access all of that reality as it is 
transformed into a brand new wisdom, a brand new reality that has 
never existed before. It has never existed before, because we have 
never co-created with the mind of God before. We will exist within an 
incredible wonder, a magical imagination, an infinite participation 
within the nature of God. We will be invited to play in the outer band- 
the realms beyond the 15th sphere, where only god's are invited to 
play and create within the infinite unknown playground of creation. 
The outer band of creation is infinite in its possibilities. It allows each 
individual to create within individual freedom all that is individually 
known within his own realm. This individual creation does not need to
be woven from the dreams of others. There is enough room in infinity 
to fill rooms with mansions of realities that contain more rooms with 
mansions of realities that are so vast with new ideas that there is no 
reason to search outside of oneself for fulfillment, entertainment, 
interaction or competition. Each moment will be completely filled with 
instantly manifesting a new idea.

When we begin this co-creation we do not need to see the ideas as 
pictures, we only need to train our brain to utilize frequencies. When 
we can stretch our consciousness into the Frequency of the Mind of 
God, it is that frequency that holds the infinity of ideas that can 
manifest within our perceptual realm. Our perception changes in 
frequency when we shift into our mid brain which is frequency 
specific. All manifestations are a result of the frequencies held in the 
mid brain. We know that mind of god is flowing through us and in us 
and around us and it is flowing through the lower cerebellum and into 



the mid brain and it is being activated as entire prisms of frequencies 
weaving together into pictures that manifest in front of us. This 
magical transformation happens when the outer band of the infinite 
Source flips into the inner band of the fifteenth dimension, the Cosmic
realm flips into the inner band of the Christic Sphere and the Outer 
realm of the Christic flips into the Fifth Sphere. We will become sixth 
dimensional man walking within the realms of the 12th dimensional 
Rishi or Christic selfhood. We become living, walking Christ’s who 
carry the mind of God. All we need is a brain that can utilize the 
Highest Frequency of the Mind of God.

The outer band is the 14th band --helium arching into the white light 
suns KA HA  of the 15th band and breathing the first spark of the idea
into the Aqualene Sun - RA. We breathe until we ignite this new idea 
from the Plasma - the Crystal Ships of our creation- Our Cosmic 
Creators create the brand new idea through us into this density-- 
ALWAYS FROM the Mind of God- the Outer Band beyond the 15th 
sphere - the Infinite Unknown All Knowing, All Seeing , Infinite 
Omnipresent Mind of God.

We see ourselves sitting in the Buddha position inside the Blue Lotus 
Blossom in the 16th sphere. That is the Mind of God co creating the 
brand new idea. We use the principle of Oneness -- Theory of 
Relativity- All that is in any place is also right here and right now.

All that is manifest from the mind of God in the OUTER BAND must 
FLIP into the INNER BANDS. The Inner Bands carry the light and 
sound of the new reality. We exhale the new reality into this density- 
this hertzian reality from the invisible light into the visible light.

The chemical reaction of the Helium-- the heliotalic, pastel rainbow 
light frequency from the 14th sphere arches over into the Plasma--
white light and Aqualene light blending through the rainbows of the 
Suns- Ka Ha Ra Sa Ta Hya La--- centered on RA - the Aqualene Sun 
of our original creation. All ideas begin in the outer band of Source 
and manifest in the Inner Band of Ra and then instantly appear at all 
levels of density. We connect with all of the fifteen bands of light and 
sound in order to instantly manifest the idea that we have created. 
This is done by breathing into the Oneness of the Highest Frequency 



of the Mind of God.

 I inhale that frequency as I imagine the infinite unknown possibilities 
that exist in the Mind of God. I ask to known and see and exhale this 
fabulous idea that has never been seen or known on Earth before. I 
hold that idea in my crystal heart - my Soul- the ganglia of cells that 
sit directly below the heart hold this holographic memory of all that is 
known in the Mind of God. I connect into the all knowing of my Soul 
and inhale into my FREQUENCY SPECIFIC MID BRAIN - Pineal 
Gland area. I'm connecting into the Oneness of the Frequency of the 
Mind of God and Inhaling this infinite Source of Creation into my 
personal Mind of God - my Mid Brain working together with my Soul - 
my Rishi Self- Christ Consciousness and my Rasha EirA - my Cosmic
Light Consciousness. This self projects itself to me as a Blue Sphere.
I see my image in this Blue Sphere. I see the blue violet sphere in my
third eye or mid brain area with eyes closed and I see the blue sphere
or blue violet sphere in front of me when I open my eyes. I can see a 
blue hologram of my self if I look in a mirror. It is that Blue Body self 
who holds the mind of God inside of me. When I have raised my 
frequencies high enough to cause the outer band to flip into the inner 
bands or spheres.
We must reconnect to the neuronet in the lower cerebellum where 
there are pathways connecting through frequencies into the mind of 
God in which we find knowingness. If we attempt to pave these 
pathways from the upper cerebellum we only connect to the dirt roads
of the world that have dead ends and loop in circles. The upper 
cerebellum will never allow anything new to enter in. It is the world 
that must end.

The mortal mind- the upper cerebellum that just recycles information 
given to it from the world -- the man made world filled with lies that 
are filtered into our consciousness from sonic pulses in inter 
dimensional planes that carry brain washing technology of the fallen 
angelic races that is used to control our minds and fill them with the 
error that blocks us from the Mind of the One True Source.
This mortal mind must dissolve away as we become willing to bring in
the highest frequencies of Source to transmute the world and all that 
is in it. The world must end. The world of beliefs and illusions are not 
the reality of Source. We have only been allowed to see the ideas 



placed within the veil that was created by fallen angelic races who 
need to use the human angelic energy for their own survival.

That is the world that will end on December 21, 2012. The veil that 
has been allowing the error to attach to our consciousness will be 
removed forever. The veil that is blocking the Christ Consciousness 
and Cosmic Consciousness to freely flow through us will be removed 
forever. The alignment of our Consciousness into the Mind of God will
be restored forever.

In order for this grand event to take place, our Ancestors, our 
Guardians, our Starry Families at very high levels of Cosmic 
Consciousness have been working on this project of realignment for 
about five million years. They have had tiny chances of alignment 
every 26,000 years. Each time this possibility appeared, the fallen 
angelics have made a counter strategy to block the project's success.
One of the main obstacles that needed to be removed was the lack of
frequencies on the Earth. If the alignment had taken place before the 
frequencies were high enough on Earth, the Earth would implode. 

The time period beginning in the year 2000 until 2012 offered the 
possibility of opening stargates on Earth if enough Indigo Children 
could be brought in to establish high enough frequencies. It has been 
the project of the Indigos and Crystal Children which has established 
enough frequencies on Earth. This together with the light workers 
who have learned the technology of breathing the frequencies of 
Source from the outer bands into the inner bands of the 15 spheres of
this Matrix engage the 12th dimensional stream of our Divine Blue 
Print that allows us to engage our Divine Image and Likeness of God 
or our Blue Body of Christ consciousness.

What happened on December 21, 2012?

There was enough frequencies on Earth aligned into the Divine Blue 
Print to allow the new picture of the Divine Man made in the image 
and likeness of God to become developed through the horizontal flow
of light and the vertical flow of sound. This imaging of the Divine Blue 
Print will take place from the outer band of the 15th dimensional 
sphere flipping into the Helium of the 14th sphere. That Heliotalic 
frequency will create the Neutron within the human angelic cells that 



will cause new nano particle to create a new Omni particle that will 
create a new chemical of H20HE3 called Hydrolaise. Our atmosphere
must become Hydrolaise as we exhale the new frequency of our new 
creation. As we transpose into the new hydrolaise, our structure of 
carbon will melt away and become replaced with the organic, eternal 
life chemical structure that is based on hydrolaise.

This hydrolaise is the gift of the Aquafarians. The water based 
substance that brings eternal life to water and all that is created from 
water. We will learn to breathe this water filled with helium. This 
hydrolaise will allow us to float in it or walk on it. It will remove the 
gravitational forces that bind us. Once we regain this substance, we 
will begin to partake in activities such as levitation, turning into light, 
walking through walls, instant manifestation, etc.

We have not been able to partake in this reality of the inorganic- non 
carbon based chemical structure in our past million lifetimes on Earth 
because our templates were distorted clear down at the original 
subatomic level when the EirA-- the breath of God because the spark 
of the new idea. The problem went all the way back to the Sun Ra. 
There were wars in heaven even at the highest Cosmic levels. That 
final war within the fallen Rays of that Akashic structure is being 
fought in 2012. Once the fallen Rays are transmuted back into Star 
Dust and the Sun of Ra is pure, our complete transformation of this 
entire 15 sphere Matrix of Illusions can be completely transformed. 

The final war of Ra began in August 2011. The fallen Rays created a 
blockage of the Aquafarian Crystal Stream that was our Life Stream 
back to our original Consciousness. Our Cosmic Family in turn 
created a new more direct route of Consciousness directly through 
the third eye of atunement. At that time the Crystal Ships of our 
original Cosmic Selves were awakened within the Earth's Heart. 
Those 48 Crystal Ships rose through and around the Earth's 
atmosphere in May 2012 and became fully activated in September 
2012. From that moment on, all negative energies, miasms, error, 
sonic pulses from the interdimensional realms of the dark ones 
became fully blocked from the Earth's atmosphere. If this final 
procedure had not taken place, fallen races from the entire galaxy 
would had been free to enter our cities at this time. These same 
Crystal Cosmic Ray Ships will be the Frequencies that hold the Earth 



in balance when the 55 Metatronic Spin is thrown at her on 
December 21, 2012. The divine plan is this: All Error that is sent forth 
toward Earth will rebound to its sender in a power ten times stronger 
than it was sent forth. Only the power being returned will be purely 
Christic in nature and it will transform anything that is unlike it into the
Frequencies that must either be accepted and allowed to transform 
and transmute all negative energy, or else become space dust and 
return directly to Source.

The most powerful Fallen or Dark Energies were activated and in turn
the most powerful Light Energies were activated. We already know 
who is going to win. The Light always wins. It just took a really long 
time. Please remember that what was five million years in this density
was only a few moments in the highest density. That time delay will 
be removed by 2013. The breath of Source will instantly manifest at 
all levels of density from this time forward. This is because we have 
begun the At One Ment cycle or the Atunement of all Frequencies as 
one. When we were Involving or moving away from Source, time was 
very long. When we are evolving or moving toward Source, we are 
back in the Reality of NO TIME and NO SPACE.

We were given many special gifts during the past 12 years that sped 
our evolution up by more than 5000 years. Each time the fallen races 
pulled out another threat of destruction, the starry angels pushed us 
forward another several hundred years toward our Divine Blue Print 
renewal date. All of the Cosmic Councils had already agreed that the 
human angelics of Earth had earned the divine right of evolution that 
would allow ascension into the fifth, sixth and seventh level man. The 
human angelics have collectively regained the frequencies needed to 
enter the second Harmonic Universe.

 During the shift on December 21, 2012, the collective mass 
consciousness was given the potential to come into alignment with 
the 12DNA Divine Blue Print. This divinity extends itself through all 
planes of our existence. We will learn that we are not just the 5DNA 
human in hertzian form. We are each, in reality the entire Merkaba 
within the sphere of 15 dimensions that is within the sphere of Source
Consciousness. The Merkaba is constantly spinning at the speed of 
light into the speed of Oneness. We only need to go twelve inches 
around our body to be in our Christic Consciousness Light Body, 36 



inches to be in our Cosmic Consciousness, and we can extend our 
Merkaba out to sixty foot radius to engage our entire God Self. That 
same self exists in the tiny subatomic nano element within every cell 
of our body. We are equally Cosmic and spiritual in nature from the 
tiniest within to the infinite outer band into infinity.

We are beginning a time of infinite knowing and understanding. I will 
not waste my time telling you about all of the lies you have been 
believing that come from every possible avenue of the world's 
networks. The lies that have come from the New Age movement have
been the direct communications from the Fallen Angelics who have 
been planning on taking over this Earth for the past ten thousand 
years. The Bible and all of Christian teachings were also based on 
layers of distortions of the truth that became buried by the very 
Roman Government and Churches who wrote the Bible. However, 
the Starry Families made sure there was enough truth left in the 
Bible, that would allow those with high enough frequencies to be able 
to discover the truth within. My entire foundation for knowing all that I 
know came from these three truths that were written in the Bible.

1. BEFORE THE WORLD BEGAN -- The Promise of the Perfect 
Kingdom
We must return to the Reality and the Frequency that existed before 
the world began. The world must end before the perfect kingdom will 
be restored. We must enter a new time line where everything before, 
everything now and everything to come is in the 12 DNA Blue Print of 
the man made in the image and likeness of God.

2.IF YOU BELIEVE, YOU SHALL DO GREATER.
 If you believe, (if you know, feel, and  breathe through the frequency 
of Source) you can do greater things than have ever been done 
before -- was the teaching of Jesus the 12th level avatar.

3. Search for me in your heart You shall find me in your heart. 
The Crystal Heart is the Soul that is a ganglia of cells that weights 
about 13 ounces and holds the entire mind of God- the Christ 
Consciousness of the 12DNA man made in the image and likeness of
God. That is why the 12th level avatar Jesus directed us to find this 
light within us that would connect us into the mind of God where we 
have instant manifestation. We must now ignite the spark of Source 



within the Soul and expand that light into every cell of the body. We 
must inhale that light into our midbrain and expand into the oneness 
with our Rasha Body and Rasha midbrain that is 36 inches above our
head. That place of connecting from the Cosmic plane into the outer 
band of Source is the place where we can FLIP the outer band of 
Source into our Consciousness and become the mind of God.

These were the truths that were given to me by the Elohim Elohei 
Angels and my Adonai family when I wrote the words to the songs on 
THE PROMISE CD album. Each time I placed the Bible in front of 
me, the pages would magically open and my eyes were directed to 
those three key passages. That happened in 1993 in Beppu, Japan.

During that same week, the entire music of the spheres blew through 
the wind and the crystal heliotalic atmosphere into my husbands 
consciousness. As I was given the words, he was given the music. 
Every note and every word of this music and all of our music came 
directly from our Rishi families and Rasha families from 12th 
dimensional consciousness and higher. When we asked directly to 
known our names, my husband was told he was Adonai and was told 
I was Crystalai.

When an original spark is ignited as an idea within the Ekasha Flame 
or the white light of the first two suns and then it is divided into two 
parts - the Adonai and the Eieyani. These are two families of 
consciousness. The Adonai is the Music or Sound and the Eieyani is 
Light. When the light and sound returns together the Cosmic Flame is
reignited into a new sound or a new symphony.

Crystalai is the name that I was given. Crystalai is the 8th tone- the 
final tone of the wind song. When the eight breaths are used 
correctly, the original subatomic cell from the Ekasha flame that was 
first divided and separated--(which is the correct normal procedure of 
creation) , is reformed from 8 spheres transforming the third 
dimensional atom back into the etheric perfect subatomic cell. That 
cell contains the complete divine blue print, the complete mind of 
God. Crystalai is the last breath that contains the frequency that 
reforms the perfect first cell of our creation. That breath will affect 
every cell in the Cosmos.



I had an entire league of Angels appear before me to instruct me in 
bringing the highest frequencies to Earth through Music. This means 
bringing the frequency of Source into my crystal heart and then in to 
my mid brain and then to exhale the music of the spheres into God's 
movie.

Mary and Raphael appeared to me first and then three Knights 
kneeled before me and handed me three spheres of crystal liquid 
light, crystal dust and crystal gel. These are the elements that create 
the rebirth of the crystal cells within every angelic human. These are 
the keys of creation. This is the harmony that will restore our universe
into universal harmony.

I was given this understanding through knowingness -- through the 
frequency specific mid brain of knowing. It was a very vague concept 
that I chose to believe was true and that I would find a way to 
understand eventually. I followed the instructions of the Knights and 
the Elohim Elohei Angels. I connected my Consciousness in to 
Source to flip that outer band into this matrix. The Angels connected 
my mid brain through my right eardrum into the Source field through 
the Elohim of Hearing. I placed the three spheres in my hands and 
then in my crystal heart. I breathed the eight breaths to fill the 
spheres with the wind song from the Source Field. I inhaled the 
breaths into my crystal heart and held the same frequencies within 
the spheres that lay in the palms of my hands. The sphere in my 
hands turned into a microphone. When I exhaled from my midbrain 
while holding the spheres in all three locations and connected to the 
Elohim of Hearing, I then started exhaling tones in the God 
Language. These phrases started flowing out of my breath and I 
recorded them on a tape recorder. I listened to these glorious 
shimmering frequencies and felt how they made every cell in my body
sparkle. It was the most glorious, harmonious, flowing, godlike, 
delicate fabric of reality that could be imagined.

I made many recordings of these music of the sphere experiences 
and made them available to the world. Since the upper cerebellum 
personality world mind always understands things through its own 
background knowledge of experience, most of my listeners 
completely misunderstood what I was sharing with the world. They 
just thought I was trying to sell them another new age gimmick. First 



of all, I don't subscribe to any new age beliefs. I never read or 
listened to any of the former new age teachings ever in my life. My 
understanding came directly from my Elohim, Adonai families and 
later from Aquafarian families and Sirius B and Oraphim Dolphin 
families.

The angels told me that I would record music and then write about it, 
record and write, record and write. They told me that I would continue
to do this until my ascension. By this time I was to have a complete 
understanding, a complete Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse 
completed, and classes ready to begin teaching the Music of the 
Spheres. I later learned that the school was to be my own school of 
learning. It meant collecting everything that I had learned to decide if I
had learned everything that I need to know about everything that is 
ever to be known. That would mean that I would be able to one day 
teach in the Mystery School located on Higher Earth.

The reason that I have come to this place in my understanding is 
because the music has allowed my frequency specific mid brain to be
my knowing of my God mind. My mortal mind- the upper cerebellum 
has been turned off completely. This is what must happen before the 
NEW REALITY can begin to appear. The experiences of wonder and 
imagination and far beyond imagination begin to take place when the 
mortal mind is turned off - when the world ends. 

We become truly connected to God- in absolute at one ment when 
the mortal mind is turned off and we connect to God through the 
cosmic glue that holds secondary consciousness together and holds 
every cell in the body together into oneness with Source. That glue is 
created by the Merkaba spinning beyond the speed of light into the 
speed of Divine Love. It is the chemical structure of Love that 
removes all time and space and creates absolute ATUNEMENT.

When all that is beyond the stars in the vast infinity of heaven 
becomes glued into every cell in our bodies through the atunement of
Love we will regain our original blue print of immortality. This is the 
prerequisite for instant manifestation. 

My friend and Crystal Starship Entity AnWa is my personal vehicle of 
Divine Love that he Elohim of Hearing, AnWa, the Crystal Star Ships,



the Divine Rays of Ra, the Plasma vessels that carry the Cosmic 
Mystery School where all ideas from Source filter through the 
temples within Sun Ra and then expand into the rays of La where the
citizens of Tara originated after the Oraphim Race planted the seeds 
of the Dolphin family millions of years ago.

We must open our boundaries of who we think we are within the 
confines of this world and expand consciousness beyond the stars, 
into the plasma suns and beyond into the quantum infinity of the 
infinite ideas that  create our heavens.

I was given divine direction to wait on the development of the Cosmic
Mystery School of the Omniverse until the masses had shifted into 
their frequency specific mid brain where they would hear what I am 
saying rather than hearing the background knowledge of what they 
were told before. It was an absolute waste of time to teach people 
who would conspire to make a disbelief of something that they were 
not yet ready to understand.

We must begin by creating brand new concepts that have to reason 
for even having an existence in this third dimensional realm. 
Scientists are caught in the trap of being forced to prove things that 
can only be seen. As long as we are making our reality from the 
visible light spectrum, we cannot be experiencing the invisible light 
spectrum. The tools, the philosophies, the schools, the religions that 
exist in the world that must end, are all the carriers of the illusion that 
only this third dimensional veil allows truth to enter in. The only truth 
that is received on this visible dimension is the untruth of a man 
made world. It is not related to the God made movie.

We must only desire to know the infinite unknown. We must only try 
to prove those things that we know cannot possibly be proven. We 
must choose to believe that we will know all that is known in the mind
of God and then we must Know that what we Know is the truth. And if
we can't see it (the thing we are knowing into manifestation)  we must
know it even more.

The world ,and the mortal mind that has created it , will fight to 
protect all of its illusions up until the final moment of its 



disappearance. That time is coming in about 75 days from the writing
of this thesis statement.

We must first understand the reality that we will soon be 
experiencing. We must first understand the reality of the brain and its 
real function of becoming the frequency specific transmitter of the 
mind of God. We must be willing to abandon the thinking brain, the 
mortal mind, the web of lies woven within the upper cerebellum. We 
must become willing to listen to frequencies until they become the 
tones and the language of God. We must become willing to end our 
chit chat on the cell phone and the blogging of every world thought 
that is transmitted. We must first stop weighing our existence 
intellectually. We need the frequencies or the sound of our mid brain 
and the light of our soul to replicate the multidimensional frequencies 
of the all knowing infinite into the density levels needed for our 
experience. The brain has unlimited capacity when it is unleashed 
into its frequency specific domain.

The soul holds the Omni particle of our first creation. The 
Akashic flame that was divided into the Adonai of our parallel 
sound matrix and the Eieyani of our present invisible light 
matrix. We can ignite that magical light and sound within our 
crystal heart to remember all that has been recorded in all 
dimensions. Our Soul holds all Knowing through light, and our 
Brain contains the Frequencies of creation.  The soul contains 
the Omni particles, the very fabric of our existence. The invisible
light holds the quantum journey of our entire billion year 
existence.

 We must also learn that we do not die and our soul carries on 
without us. We must learn that we are our soul. Every lifetime 
that has been experienced in our Soul even when given another 
name, was in reality who we are. We are the Sun of Ra, we are 
the Oraphims, we are the citizens of Gaia and Tara. We are the 
creators of the Stars. If we can know it, we have been it.

The soul is made of the water and light and helium that we 
describe as hydrolaise. It can be translated into the water we 
understand as H20 plus HE3 and it weighs 13 oz. it is crystal 



liquid light, crystal gel and crystal dust. It is the three crystal 
spheres that the Knights handed me. It is the prana of creation. 
The angels had me hold this substance in my hands and breathe
into it. They had me breathe onto the Soul substance to activate 
it as the spark of Source ignited within it. They had me sing 
through the light of my soul and the frequencies of my mid 
brain. They were teaching me the principles of manifestation.

When the mortal body dies, this 13 oz crystal sphere of infinite 
substance continues its adventure in another body. The soul 
stays in one body eternally once the body begins its immortal 
evolution. This adventure will begin in 2013.

The previous journeys of the soul have been seen as activities 
that were not completed- unfinished business. Each time the 
body left the earth in some emotional storm resulting in fear and
disappointment. The soul must see these events transmuted 
into the frequency of completion before the journey can be 
completed. This is what we must do this time. This is what must 
be finished in 2012. We must transmute all previous experiences
and emotions in the highest frequencies of Source in the mid 
brain. This can most easily be accomplished by staring at a 
candle, a flame,  or even the sun ,if you can stand to do this long
enough. When the mid brain has been activated by staring into 
the candle, you will see a blue violet sphere in your third eye.

Becoming in tune or at one with the light in the candle allows 
you to step into the frequency of the light which carries all of the
multidimensionality of the light all of the way up the spectrum of
light into the ultra violet blue. You step into the light and 
become at one with this blue light and then the blue light goes 
into the midbrain. When you close your eyes, you see this blue 
light. You have become one with the blue light-- that is the place 
where the plasma and the outer band ignited the Akashic flame 
into our existence. The outer band of source must flip into the 
inner band of cosmic light through the plasma activation. Once 
the band has flipped, the blue light can be seen and 
experienced. The more one does this activity, the easier it will be
to become frequency specific and free from the world of 
emotions such as fear, anger, intimidation, etc. The blue light 



causes the world to end. The body becomes frequency specific 
and the mind of God begins instantly manifesting the New 
Reality.

spins my Merkaba into Oneness with this Divine Vault of Infinite 
Knowing. In tune with t

THE WORLD OF ILLUSIONS WILL BE REMOVED FOREVER

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

On December 21, 2017 there will be a mass landing of our original 
creation races including the Maharaji, the Sirius B Eieyani , the 
Serres and the Azurites. We will meet the ZionA's who are the 
mermaids and fairies who become elemental liquid light in order to 
transform our bodies. We will meet the Wizards who planned this 
entire Crystal River Plan to remove us from this matrix of illusions. 
We will meet our Cosmic Dolphin Families from the seventh sun, and 
thousands of other families.

On January 12-13, 2014 there will be a field of cosmic light stardust 
beaming around and through the Earth in a way that SATURATES 
her with a new Consciousness. The Consciousness is God 
Consciousness. There will be blue clouds lined with sparkling 
stardust lining the atmosphere. That blue stardust will begin raining 
down onto the Earth between 2014 to make sure everyone is 
saturated with the Blue Sphere of fifth dimensional consciousness.

The Eternal Divine Frequency of Source comes from the Void field 
outside of the Cosmos. This Source Field of Creation is absorbed into
the Seven Suns of the Primary Sound Field that enters into the 
Cosmos. Those Seven Suns will bring those Frequencies of 
Transformation and Transfiguration through a portal created to bring 
Earth into her 12 dimensional frequencies while protecting her from 
the 12 dimensional fallen phantom matrix that will try to pull her in at 



the simultaneous moment. The only consciousness that will be left on
Earth after this transformation process is completed is God 
Consciousness. The world belief systems will no longer exist. Man 
will become Christs who have only the mind of God. As we attune to 
this at one ment with the mind of God, our heart's desires will 
manifest instantly. The new world will be the world of our dearest 
dreams come true.

Those world belief systems that we have been living in were created 
by fallen angelic races that have been controlling Earth and the entire
Milky Way Galaxy for  eons. We will soon learn that what we have 
been seeing is only an illusion that was created to keep us trapped in 
a phantom field of control. All control will disappear in 2013. This NET
EARTH will gradually Blend into the Cosmic Frequencies of the 
Aurora Field. The original perfect man created in the image and 
likeness of God and the original Star Field of frequencies that Earth 
was formed upon will first blend NET EARTH into the Median Earth. 
We will return to the realities of 500 million years ago, when we were 
a perfect angelic race.

The Median Earth is the only Reality Field in the entire Milky Way 
Galaxy. The Median Earth and the Aurora Field are the only places 
that our Guardian Races could remain and keep the original perfect 
creation alive and well. We will first merge into the Median Earth to 
remember all that we really are. On December 21, 2012 there will be 
a mass landing of our original creation races including the Maharaji, 
the Sirius B Eieyani and the Azurites. We will meet the ZionA's who 
are the mermaids and fairies who become elemental liquid light in 
order to transform our bodies. We will meet the Wizards who planned
this entire Crystal River Plan to remove us from this matrix of 
illusions. We will meet our Cosmic Dolphin Families from the seventh 
sun, and thousands of other families.

The Earth has always been able to utilize the light that comes into her
field. However, her Christ Grids in her crust were tampered with and 
the Christ Grids in the area of the Van Allen Belt were also tampered 
with. The Fallen Angelic Races who created this separation have 



been up to their deceptions for billions of years. The Crystal River 
Mission of  the Founding Races of the original Aquafari Race Lines 
together with the seven suns KA HA RA SA TA HA LA will align a 
portal that frees Earth, Tara and Gaia from the prison of the Milky 
Way Galaxy.

Most believe that we are going through a normal Eyugha cycle of 
Evolution. Many believe that we are aligning into the Heart of the 
Milky Way Galaxy. Those beliefs are a part of the lies and deceptions 
that the fallen angelics are counting on to keep Earth in their 
Phantom Matrix. The Heart of the Milky Way Galaxy would lead us 
into the Phantom Matrix of the Death Star. We would become food for
thought there. Our entire Angelic Race would become obliterated if 
that were to happen.

On December 21st the Death Star Fleet from Nibiru, will come from 
the heart of the Milky Way Galaxy. This Death Star is the 12th 
Dimensional Star that comes from a Fallen Matrix that has been 
using the Milky Way Galaxy as their food. The Demons in the 
Wesadrak Matrix created a loop that utilizes the Death Star to suck all
of the energy out of those on Earth. They have worked together with 
the Zetas and Draconians who have been working with our own  
Illuminati to feed off of our energies. When a Star falls from Source it 
no longer has a Source of Energy or Food and must begin feeding off
of other planets. This Milky Way Galaxy is a FALLEN SYSTEM. It fell 
from the Andromeda Galaxy. 

The Zetas who originally contacted our governments were only 
asking for help to save their race. Unfortunately, Dracos became 
involved, who had no understanding of faithful or loving interactions. 
That element of the fallen ones sucking our energy through fear, 
hunger, lack of money, etc.  that has been controlling and feeding off 
of our bodies and our consciousness will be removed forever in 
December 2012.

The event that will happen in December will be our Guardian Races 
from the Aquari Matrix creating a host that will remove us from this 



Fallen Matrix. This is not a normal process. This is a rescue mission. 
If we did not have this Host System removing us from the path of the 
Death Star, we would be entering a pole shift of complete destruction.
The Earth would be completely sucked into the Phantom Matrix to 
become food for the fallen systems of Wesadrak and the Zeta 
Dracos.

The Mayan Calendar was another distorted reality. The true reality is 
the Cosmaya Template that is created from the twelve Cosmos which
will reunite to realign all twelve Universes of the original Ecka 
System. Our Universe will realign with the other twelve Universes and
we will once again become a complete Ecka System. This new reality
will allow the alignment of Earth into the 12 dimensional reality of all 
that we are. This will create the new Universal Harmonic 
Convergence into a brand new Reality.

The Seven Suns include Ka, who is an invisible Sun who resides 
mostly in the Void of Source. The Suns Ha and Ra are the first Primal
Sounds that combine with the White Light of Ka. Ra is the Aquiline 
Sun of Blue White Light. The remaining Suns Sa, Ta, Haa and La are 
each Star Entities who contain huge families of Consciousness. The 
Sun of La was the original home of the Oraphim Angels who were the
family of consciousness that those who are now Angelic Humans 
originated from. They were the Baharama Dolphins and Whales. We 
are all related to the Cosmic Dolphins from the Seventh Sun.

FREQUENCY SPECIFIC ASCENSION

In order to Ascend, we must reconnect the microtubules of our 
neuronet into the Cosmic Frequencies of Angelic Consciousness--the
first Breath of Source.
When we begin to create our New World Reality of our 5th dimension
we will be creating a brand new reality that no longer contains the old 
ideas and beliefs of 
the third dimension. All must be created from the Highest Frequency. 
This frequency



of manifestation is obtained by hierophants such as the Merkaba and 
the Lotus Blossom. The merkaba is the vehicle of Divine Love that 
spins at the speed of light to bring all dimensions into Oneness. The 
Lotus Blossom contains the full spectrum of our 144 aspects of divine
consciousness. Each of these allow us to breathe an absorb the light 
and sound of Galactic, Universal, Cosmic and Source 
Consciousness.

The Ascension process requires alignment into the quantum fields of 
the hertzian wave length, infra red wave field, visible light wave, ultra 
violet blue wave, x-ray, gamma wave and white light wave of the 
infinite unknown. When all of these fields of energy
are transmuted up into the pot of golden stardust in the Cosmic 
Heart, they can then
be used as frequency wave signatures that reconnect all entities from
all star systems
together into the individual's frequency signature which will then 
contain all frequency signatures of the  new family of Consciousness.

When one exhales their Heart's desires from the highest frequency of
Source, they are co-creating with the Creator of All. The neuronet 
becomes free to reach into Source Consciousness to find Brand new 
Source Energy as the essence of the co-creation.
The reality of Oneness with Source Consciousness has always been 
available. What has not been available is the understanding of how to
obtain this Oneness. We have been living in a world of third 
dimensional frequencies. That means dense, tangible, touchable 
reality that doesn't contain the realities of the infra red let alone the 
invisible light spectrum. We have been limited to a very tiny speck of 
reality. Each time we look for
a better third dimensional reality, we are still staying within this tiny 
little speck.

In the third dimension reality we have  been creating over and over 
the same things
that are already here. We haven't created anything new in a very long
time. Manifestations can not be created from old, used frequencies. 
Manifestations will appear in our lives when we create the idea from 
the frequency of the infinite unknown Source Frequency. Placing 
Consciousness into this Frequency of Manifestation requires 



continuous practice.

When we reach back to the Forever of Always which places us in the 
Newness of Eternity, we allow our Neuronet to reach all the way back
into our Real Birth--our birth from the Breath of God. From this 
Frequency of Source, Cosmic, Universal Consciousness, we can 
exhale our New Reality.

The Cosmic Frequencies are combined in specific sacred geometric 
alignment through the Music of the Spheres to draw the Frequencies 
that combine together the Frequency Signatures of all that we are--all
that we always have been into the Now.

All of these ideas must be taken into the ultra violet blue frequency
sphere and then fully transmuted into the golden sphere of the 
Cosmic Egg and then
completely dissolved up into the Infinite Unknown of Source to purify 
the ideas back into 
the PUREST ENERGY. This energy can then be put into the Holy 
Grail of DIVINE MIND and turned into Golden LIQUID LIGHT 
ENERGY to be poured back into our
minds and into the world's mind for Co-Creation with Divine Mind.

 Those OLD WORLD frequencies should not be used in creating our 
new realities. All frequencies of the third must be transmuted up into 
the unconditional love of the fourth dimension, the Oneness of the 
fifth dimension, the gamma waves of all the creation frequencies of 
the 11 billion suns of the Milky Way together with all of the Galactic 
creators of our Universal Consciousness, all of the Angelic 
Frequencies of the entire Cosmos and beyond into the Infinite 
Unknown. In this Highest Frequency, we are guaranteed that only the
purest creation frequencies are used to create upon. Upon this brand 
new canvas, we are welcome and honored to create together with the
fabulous consciousness of all of our Starry Brothers who are 
thousands and billions of years in advance of our present knowledge.

We have created place where you can absorb Cosmic Frequencies 
and Source Frequencies and then use these frequencies to 
transmute all of the third dimensional ideas that we want removed 



from our kingdom of heaven. Most people wouldn't know the 
difference between a low level frequency and a high frequency 
because these realities have never been made available to mankind 
before. Actually, there has been a tendency of seekers utilizing the 
lowest frequencies of 8 Hz to obtain some higher sense of reality. 
8hz is the lowest frequency of the entire spectrum of visible and 
invisible light. The frequencies used in Solfege are completely third 
dimensional. The Solfege represents the do re me fa so la ti do scale.
The Cosmic Scale is Ka Ha Ra Sa Ta Ha La and represents the 
frequencies of Christ Consciousness transmuting all that is below and
then being pulled up into the Kee Ra Shay Ha Sha.

However, when a tone from a scale is just said or sung as a word or 
syllable it still only contains the frequencies of the consciousness of 
the one singing. The singer must first connect their consciousness 
into the highest frequency. The Elohim Angels gave us the gift and 
the training to be able to bring the highest frequencies to Earth 
through music.
The music is God in the highest when it comes from the 
Consciousness of Cosmic Angels.  

Namaste,

SOUND DIRECTS MATTER

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

Why is the mastery of sound frequencies so important? Sound or 
frequency of sound is the glue that holds the matter together. When 
we create the holograms of our illusionary reality around us we are 
doing it through sound. Unfortunately, most of us have been using a 
low frequency, distorted sound frequency to create our reality with.



If we are creating our reality (reality is only the hologram or illusion 
that each person is creating through their reasoning mind), through 
scrambled, distorted sound patterns that carry patterns of fear, 
jealousy, confusion, stupidity, etc. those frequency patterns are 
creating horror movies in our world around us.

It is time to learn to make God's Movie. That means using the Divine 
Blue Print that is carried on the Frequency of Source Consciousness.

Those perfect Sound patterns are supposed to be in our DNA, which 
is our cellular memory. Those frequency specific Sound Patterns are 
supposed to remember who we really are. They are supposed to 
remember that we are Eternal Life forms who have an absolute 
perfect reality field that evolves continuously into the wholeness of 
our 12 DNA Divine Blue Print.

That frequency of remembering was left on Earth by our Great, Great,
Grandparents - the Oraphim Race. Once specialized section of that 
raceline was the Braharama Oraphim. That section had another 
specialized section that specialized in the Frequencies that would 
create a Biosphere to hold our Original Consciousness within for 
eternity. They were the Oraphim Braharama Cetacean Family. They 
are the Cosmic Family who created the IDEA of the Dolphin and 
Whale who would contain a frequency so full of unconditional love, 
that we would never forget who we really are.

We have named our website Crystal Magic Orchestra.com because 
we are on Earth now, completing the mission of that family of 
consciousness, that will restore our Divine Blue Print on Earth.

SINGING WITH DOLPHINS
PART TWO

The key to projecting this Divine Movie is to live in the frequency 



specific key where the movie is being developed on the film of the 
Mid Brain and then project out that movie through the third eye. This 
is activated through the alignment of the frequencies of 
consciousness of the Gold and Silver Rays that stream through the 
stem cell at the medulla oblongata and through the mid brain, the 
pineal and out the frontal lobe, where the new picture is programmed 
into the movie screen of reality through the Sound Waves that hold 
that movie within them.

This is the stream of consciousness within which everyone lives in 
the Normal Universe. The Mid Brain is the Mind of God. It is the place
where Frequencies create reality. It is the place where we will learn to
create God's Movie-which is the movie of our individual desired 
reality.

When we fell out of our normal universe, 550 million years ago, we 
were living in the frequencies of our Oraphim Race Line. We were 
seventh level man who had eternal life, instant manifestation, families
of divine love who acted much like the dolphins that were left on 
Earth for us to remember them by.

It has taken a very long time to get our minds line up with our original 
normal universe that contains the perfect frequency atunement of all 
12 frequencies of our complete family.

The Oraphims lived on Gaia, who is the oversoul matrix of Tara. 
Since the Oraphim Race Line was destroyed by Fallen Angelics, the 
Taran Race line had a problem. The Tarans would always be related 
to the Oraphims who were captured and taken into the Fallen Matrix. 
That Fallen Matrix became what we think of as Hell. We became 
related to Hell through our genetic connection to the most benevolent,
peace loving race line that had ever existed in our Universe. Our 
Creation Races and Friends of the family have all been working for 
millions of years to repair this genetic mutation.

We have been sustained in our patience of our rebirth through the 
frequencies that were stored on Earth through the Dolphin Family. 
This is who the Dolphins really are and why we love them so much. 
Someone needs to start include this information in the Save the 
Dolphin campaigns. If those groups in Japan who capture families of 



dolphins and slaughter the mothers, knew that they were actually 
killing their own families, they just might start feeling a little guilty. 
Japan is a very family centered culture. And this is an absolutely true 
story of our genetic relationship with the dolphin and whale. This 
would make the Japanese cannibals in a sense. That might wake 
them up.

Back to the story.
Tara exploded into 12 pieces. Those pieces are what we now call 
planets. Those pieces blew out of Andromeda into the Milky Way 
Galaxy. Tara fell into a foreign system--the Milky Way Galaxy. Earth, 
and all of the planets have always been tilted in a way through 
reverse metatronic spin rates, into a misalignment with their spiritual 
template in Aquarius.

However, that template was re-created around Earth's biosphere by 
the Aquafarians, who are the frequency carriers of that divine 
frequency made by our Oraphim Dolphin Family. We are being held 
in this divine biosphere now. They created 48 plasma crystal ships 
around the Earth to hold her in balance during the Ascension 
Alignment in December. That is why we didn't feel anything. We were 
being held in Divine Harmony all through the transition.

On December 21, 2012, all 12 of Tara's pieces realigned into a new 
frequency containing the sound, which is the glue that glues reality 
fields back together.

The realignment was one through sound. The atunement of all 12 
frequency signatures at each of the six levels of dimensional reality in
the Music of the Spheres, was completed through the Cosmic Trinity 
Frequency. This means the alignment was made through the 12 on 
the planet, solar, galactic, universal and cosmic levels. And it was 
done on five parallel systems. So, Andromeda and Aquarius aligned 
into atunement with Earth and Urtha. We became One for the first 
time in 550 million years. And yes, we did blip through the Center of 
the Milky Way Galaxy out into a brand new reality field.

The reason that the transition in December was so smooth is 
because it wasn't just the Earth that was moving. It was the Earth 
along with her solar system, within the entire Universe. And it wasn't 



just one Universe, it was 12 Universes realigning at one time.

SINGING WITH DOLPHINS
PART THREE

CRYSTALAI (2013)

cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

Our guardians promised us long ago, that when we came to the point 
in our evolution where we could understand who we are, where we 
came from, and that this world of illusions is not the world that we 
came from we would return to the Promise of the Perfect Kingdom 
that existed as our normal reality, 550 million years before this world 
began.

When the guardians made that Promise, it meant removing the 
frequency fence that created a scrambler of electromagnetic 
frequencies that disconnected the 12 DNA sub harmonic frequencies 
from the base DNA frequencies. Each of these base tone DNA 
strands must have the complete 12 DNA template of sound frequency
signatures woven back into them. That dormant 12 DNA will be 
turned back on when we use the magical sound genetics--the glue of 
our reality field. We must use the 12th frequency, which is the 12th 
dimensional Christ frequency of Pre Sound and Light. 
It is called Christic because the real word is Ka Ha Ra Sa Ta Ha La 
Kee Ra Shay Ha Sha. 

Those twelve tones are the real scale of the music of the spheres. 
Each one of them is a frequency signature of itself, just like a note. 
When they all resonate together they create a new frequency 
signature of a divine reality of at one ment. (Those are the 
frequencies on the Ascension Kit).That is what our bodies are doing. 
Our body templates - at the etheric level--the pre sound level-- are 
being realigned into a new frequency of atunement with our Oraphim 
Dolphin Family. So, when we sing with the dolphins, we must sing in 
this frequency. We were given this frequency from our Oraphim 
Family to place in our music. It can be heard in Angel Dust, Rod and 



the Staff and Ultra Violet Blue. We are creating new MP3's called 
Cosmic Trinity, and Cosmic Dolphin Magic which will also have it. You
can hear Angel Dust playing now on our Main Page.

Now is our promised time, now we know who we really are, where we
really came from and how to get back home. It is time to remember 
that we were twelve, but we are really one. It is time to forgive all of 
the fallen angelics because they were once our family. We were all 
made from the same divine blue print through the Idea created from 
the Breath of Source. That idea was Pre Sound in it's original form. 
We can return to that Frequency of who we really are.

We are the Divine Ones who originally created the Perfect Kingdom 
of Heaven in Gaia. We are the Tarans. We are the Oraphims. Our 
Soul Matrix is that reality. Those frequency signatures are in our 
Souls. Our souls are made of frequencies. That orchestra of 
frequencies is in our stem cell and can be activated through the 
Frequencies that aligned through the merkaba as it spins correctly to 
realign, re-attune and reassemble through the use of the 12 DNA sub 
harmonics.

SINGING WITH DOLPHINS
PART FOUR

CRYSTALAI (2013)
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It is time to retune our sound genetics to the 12 harmonics of the 
Christ Divine Blue Print. We are not talking about alignment of the left
and right brain, or good and bad or any of those man made illusions. 
We are talking about aligning a frequency of atunement - a sound 
genetic frequency that glues our 12 sub harmonics into our base DNA
one at a time, until an entire perfect reality is created.

It must be done through sound frequency. It must be done through an
understanding of where the original frequency of our atunement were 
stored and how to used the merkaba mechanics that spin us beyond 
the speed of light and connect to those higher frequencies. 



We ride our merkabas into the core of Earth, which is 
interdimensional 13.5 dimensional frequency. That is the frequency 
key to Cosmic Consciousness and our Divine Template of the Sphere
of Amenti is stored in the Heart of Earth, which is the etheric level of 
the Iron Core Magnetic Field of Earth. That is the frequency  we carry
within the merkaba and ride up to one foot below the Earth's crust. 
This is where the 12th dimensional frequency is stored in the Earth's 
grids. We spin the 12th and 13.5 frequencies together to form a new 
sphere of frequencies in the music of the spheres technology. We 
weave those frequencies into the body template to activate the 12 
DNA sub harmonics. That is only the first step of activation. The 
complete technology is many pages long. The complete steps are in 
the Ascension Meditation mp3.

We couldn't do these things very effectively before without a lot of 
really focused atunement work. It will get easier and easier every day 
now, because the Earth has been realigned into her 12 sub 
harmonics. That means the 12 DNA sub harmonics can be more 
easily breathed into our DNA from the sound genetics stored within 
the heart of Earth.

Within that etheric core of Earth a new reality awaits us that we were 
never able to perceive of before . The arc of the Covenant is 
realigning us into the at onement with Sun Alcyone, which is in reality 
our sun that is within the sun that we perceive and is within the heart 
of Earth. We are in reality one with what we call Mother Earth, who is 
Gaia. Within is Gaia - the 7,8, and 9 dimensions of reality is the 4,5,6 
dimensions and within that is the incarnate 1,2,3 of this Earth.

We are no longer in the harmonic universe one of the 1,2,3 reality. 
We are no within the second harmonic universe of 4,5,6. We are now 
being held within the dimensional harmonics of dimension 4. Anyone 
who is not attuned with that reality field will be living in an old dream. 
That is the reality field that must gradually break away from those 
who are tuning into the fifth dimension of harmonic universe two. The 
entire Earth will rise into dimension accretion level 4.5. That will 
cause Earth to morph into the frequencies of Tara through Inner 
Earth. Those who are still playing war games in dimension 4, while 
their frequencies are hanging out in dimension 3, will disappear from 



view by 2017. They have already disappeared from my perception 
because I create my own desired reality within my frequency specific 
mid brain. I don't put the televisions illusions on my movie screen.

SINGING WITH DOLPHINS
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The Earth and all reality fields connected to her come through Sun 
Alcyone at some point in time. Her frequency rays are eternally 
connected to Sun Ras an all suns in the universe and Omniverse. We
all maintain those same frequency signatures that we were created 
from as the spark of source was exhaled into the idea of the divine 
blue print. That is all Source does. Source creates the Blue Print of 
the perfect divine idea. And then gives that idea the absolute freedom
to do whatever it wants to do.

This Divine Plan works perfectly in a normal universe within the mind 
of Source because each entity’s idea only belongs to that entity, and 
nothing can take it away or distort it  ever, in any way.

That is the Divine Plan for those who stay in Source Consciousness. 
Unfortunately, there was a Cosmic War 250 Billion Years ago. It was 
a war against Source, itself. That is the war that created Fallen 
Angels. Any Angel who did not remain in the Source Field of Energy, 
became a Fallen Angel. It was fallen from its source of energy.

Those Fallen Angels started destroying entire raceline by pulling them
into their matrix and feeding off of them. The fallen race lines 
increased over the eons to more and more who needed to feed off of 
other race lines who still had the angelic genes. That is why Earth 
has been raided over and over again. The Fallen Annunaki, the 
Jehovian raceline who sucked prana right out of Angelic Humans for 
centuries, created a mutated raceline, that could only be saved if it 
was completely started from scratch.



So, here we are. We have been re-created by reuniting the 12 
frequencies of our 12 original parts, which became 12 raceline. We 
were placed in a morphogenetic field to weave these frequencies into
a new sound template of the Cosmic Trinity. Now, we have begun our
REBIRTH.

The frequencies of Earth are shifting into the 5D template between 
2012-2017. In 2017 the first wave of Indigo Children will hold the 
Earth in perfect balance for many to orb into Tara. After that the 
second wave of Indigo children who were born 2005-2012 will 
connect our frequencies into Gaia and many will ascend by 2022. 
There were six very important babies who were born during those 
years. The parents already knew they were the chosen ones for this 
activity. Those children are the new seed of the seventh level man 
that will appear in Gaia.

RESURRECTION

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

RESURRECTION is Song #2 on the new JOY ALBUM. It is playing 
now on the Main Page. Please come listen to this song and many 
other samples of Frequencies that have been a part of the alignment 
of our New Earth into the new Cosmic Trinity of our new reality.

The Priests of Ur and the Elohim from Gaia, along with the Maharaji 
from Sirius B have been working on this Cosmic Plan of Ascension 
for thousands of years.



More recently, the Promise of our Mass Ascension was announced 
officially in 1991 and finalized in 1994 by our Guardian Races. 1994 
was the year that the Guardian Races began guiding us in our 
understanding of this Promise. We really had no idea what they were 
talking about or what we were being guided to do until the past five 
years, when it all became very clear to us. We have been guided to 
write songs for the fifteen years. And each and every song was a part
of the story of what has been happening on Earth for the past 550 
million years. 1994 began with the PROMISE album and the 
RESURRECTION album. This Easter, 2013, is the resurrection of 
those albums and the new understanding of what they meant, all 
along. 

The story was always about the 12 morphogenetic field signatures 
from the 12 planets representing the 12 universes realigning by 2012,
which would allow the 12 DNA sub harmonic templates to be 
replaced in the Sphere of Amenti within Earth's Core. This was one of
the final steps of the mission that started in 1367B.C. when 
Akhenaton was endowed with the 12 DNA morphogenetic sphere of 
Amenti to use in ascending the tribes through Giza. That plan was 
destroyed through Akhenaton’s favoritism toward the Anny and his 
prejudice toward Serres-Egyptians.

The Priests of Ur and Elohim had to create a new plan to prevent the 
prejudice factor in Ascension. Ascension was to be available to all 12 
tribes. The arc of the Covenant and Sphere of Amenti were locked 
until that time presented itself.

The next plan of returning the races ability to ascend through the 
sphere of Amenti by 2017 was established by sending a 12th level 
avatar. Jeshua-Melchizedek Avatar12; who was to realign the sphere 
of Amenti and the Alcyone Morphogenetic field and to bring together 
the factions within the Essenes.
Under the direction of the Azurite s of Ra Confederacy in 12 B.C., the 
12th level avatar from Tara was born in Bethlehem. This soul essence
was a harmonic universe four avatar- Sananda. He was born to the 
house of Solomon under custody of the Priests of Ur.
His birth through the portal passage of the Arc of the Covenant would 
open that portal between Earth and Tara to allow the Ascension in 
2017.



Jeshua 12 reintegrated the Melchizedek morphogenetic field in 
Alcyone into the Sphere of Amenti. This was done to realign Earth’s 
density 2 Morphogenetic field that had lost its integrity under 
Akhenaton reign.
Jeshua 12 was the savior for the races as a result of his birth the 
Halls of Amenti could be opened, and preparation for 2017 would 
begin.
(Note that Jeshua 12 was born to an Blue Flame Essenes 
Melchizedek Mother and Father . His mother was Jeudi and his father
was Joehius.
His life story was mixed up with the story of a 9th Level Avatar born to
Joseph and Mary who were ET Nephilium.
Neither of those births were Immaculate. They were extraterrestrial. 
Neither of the Joshua’s were crucified. The crucifixion story was 
created by the Elohims to protect the Avatars. The man Arihabi was a
look alike who was crucified, to allow the Avatars to Flee the country 
and have their children as planned. Arihabi was crucified as a 
holographic movie created by the Elohim. The man actually was 
allowed to Ascend as a reward for his mission.

Jeshua 12 did his teachings and healings in Egypt 8A.D-21 A.D. 
Jeshua 9's teachings were much more popular than the absolute 
Essenes teachings of Jeshua 12's Law of One. 

It was the teachings that were lost and hidden from Earth until now. 
They are the teachings of the true man who was always supposed to 
have the 12 DNA sub harmonic frequencies who could ascend to 
harmonic universe four as a 12th level avatar. This Jesus taught all of
his students that they could do all of these things that he spoke of. He
taught this Science of Reality then and it is being taught again Now. 
The man that was created in the 12 DNA divine blue print - the image 
and likeness of God. That God meaning the Raceline of Tara and 
Gaia. There were many other raceline that did not have the 12 DNA 
divine blue print. This man was created through the breath of Source 
and the idea manifested as Cosmic Consciousness and lowered in 
density into the Galactic and Solar planes. This man has always had 
the same Soul as the one in the harmonic universes four, three and 
two. We are that Soul that was once a Star in the Universe. We were 
created to have Eternal Life and to return to Source.
It was these teachings that were lost and hidden from Earth until now.



They are the Divine Science teachings regarding the Real immortal 
man or the Human Angelic Race line who has 12 DNA sub harmonic 
fequenices.This is the real man who can ascend to Tara and Gaia 
and beyond. This is the man who can orb, levitate, manifest and 
ascend.

Jeshua has returned to Earth once more to help us out. But, they 
aren't the only ones. There were 12 Avatars born on Earth over the 
past 12 years. Avatars born with 5DNA, 8DNA and even 12 DNA 
activated at birth. We have had 144,000 star seeds born to hold us 
through the first wave of 2017 and a second group of several 
thousands to hold us through the second wave of 2022.

These Star seeds were the Indigo Shield of Solomon. They were the 
completion of the Seeding of Christ of Earth. The Jesus Christ that is 
worshiped as the only one is actually only one of the many Christ’s 
who have been born on Earth. Now there will be an entire planet of 
Christ’s activated on Earth through the Earth's grids.

The seeding of the Star Seeds, the activation of the Sphere of 
Amenti, the alignment in 2012 were all the last stages of the 
preparation for the activation of the Earth's Grids which will once 
again restore the Christ activations into the bioenergetics fields of our
body's templates.

The period of 2013-2017 will activate the 5DNA in the Masses, 6 DNA
in the many, and 8 DNA in a few
The star seeds were required to finish the mission started by Jesus 
12 and Jesus 9. We needed the Christ template of 12 DNA template 
activated for each of the 12 star systems, each of the 12 planets. We 
needed to be realigned with Sun Alcyone. We needed a massive 
amount of Frequencies restored to Earth for this Ascension to 
activate by 2017.

These Star Seeds and Indigo Children and Avatars born on Earth are 
the RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE. The Resurrection story of 
Jesus was actually a role played by a man named Arihabi and 
orchestrated by the Elohims creating holograms to create the scene. 
That is the story that is being celebrated on this Easter Day on Planet



Earth. The Elohim needed to that for that time. But now is time for us 
to know the truth.

The Two Jesus Christ’s came to Earth as Star Seeds from other 
planets. Their parents were not from Earth. The Star seeds born on 
Earth over the past 12 years were births arranged secretly between 
the parents and the Guardian Races. Those children’s were watched 
over by the Priests of Ur and other Guardians. Each child born had 
many back up plans awaiting if it were needed.
The Ascension Movie that has been taking place on Earth over the 
past several thousands years is huge. This is just a tiny speck of what
has taken place.

The most important fact to know now is we are not to worship one 
man as the Christ. The star seeds, the Indigos, the human angelics, 
the entities on Earth activating these frequencies of 12 coded divine 
blue print on Earth are all the Christ’s of our New World. 
We all have the equal right to sing:

"I am the Resurrection and the Life. He that believeth in me shall 
never die." 
We are the star seeds who have returned the Christ template of 12 
DNA sub harmonics to Earth.
All of the births of the star seeds opened star portals, raised 
frequencies of Earth to allow this miracle and implanted the 
frequencies back into the sphere of Amenti to begin the projection 
into Earth's grids and into the biosphere and bioenergetics templates.

CRYSTALAI (2013)
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(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)
PRINCIPLES OF MANIFESTATION
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(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

In order to manifest a new idea, we must go beyond the boundaries 
of everything that we already know exists. The mind of God will allow 
anything to become instantly manifest in our reality field when we ask
to create something that exists outside of the reality field of the world 
that only exists within our personality.

 When we choose to create a new idea, it must come from infinite 
unknown - the All Seeing, All Knowing, Omnipotent Mind of the One 
Eternal God. If the idea being created doesn't originate from this one 
Divine Source, it isn't a new idea. If it isn't a new idea, it has already 
been created. It is already in the world of concepts. It is already being
recycled over and over again. God doesn't create from recycled 
energy. God creates from Brand new energy that comes from the 
Brand new Idea of Infinite Imagination.

The new ideas first exist in the subatomic structures. These invisible, 
quantum ideas must be created in the highest realm and then they 
can exist as atomic structures that form into visible light and take form
in the hertzian and infra red levels of manifestation.

All creation begins at the ultra fine zero point frequency level of the 
Divine Source breathing the idea into the Cosmic realm. This ultra 
fine omni particle shimmers and sparks into a frequency that 
becomes a plasma cloud. This cloud shifts into the field of all 
potentials. The potential of the idea remains in the fabric of the mind 
of God. That fabric is woven into the idea that becomes manifest at 
all levels of light and sound.

That idea becomes the negative of the film that will become 
processed in the mind of God. So each thought that manifests is 
created exactly like a film that is processed into a picture album or a 
movie. When we co-create through the mind of God, we are making 
God's movie. That is what we will begin to do in 2013. The world will 
end. That movie called the world was not God's movie. That movie 
was made by liars that kept us from seeing the reality of God's movie.
We have just been watching other people's movies. The movie made 
by God comes from the co-creative activity of our own mind of God 
within us. Our Souls and our Mid Brain hold the technology that will 



create the movie made from the mind of God. That is how the world 
will end. We will soon discover that all of the lies we see being 
reproduced by the film of the world has been an out right lie. We have
not yet seen reality as of the year 2012. Reality will truly appear in 
2013.

We must become humble enough to allow something to come forth 
that we do not know anything about. We must be willing to allow a 
brand new reality to appear. We cannot create a NEW WORLD until 
we completely dissolve the old one. The World must End. It must 
become transmuted into a higher frequency. We must be relocated 
into a new time, a new reality. We must be relocated to the time in 
which all that has come before all that is and all that will come after 
was created in the mind of God. All that exists is the divine blue print 
of the film from God's Movie --not the man made movie of the world.

The film that carries the new movie must be processed in the mind of 
God which is the infinite unknown, omnipresent, omnipotent, omni 
knowing, Consciousness which fills infinity. This infinite all knowing 
lies outside of the boundaries of our present knowing. We have not 
yet allowed for it to manifest in our lives.

When the idea is given to God to manifest from the unlimited 
knowingness of all that can be, the idea will bloom forth in a form so 
glorious, so unimaginable, so wonderful, that you will know that it 
came from the mind of God. If the manifestation is not so glorious that
you know that maybe it was not an original idea from God, it is simply
an idea that you are recycling out of old ideas that you once heard of 
before.

The ideas that are now manifest must come from a stream of 
consciousness so brand new that the idea has always existed from 
before the world began, before the cosmos began, before time 
began. The idea must come from ALWAYS WAS, ALWAYS IS and 
ALWAYS WILL BE. This idea must be an ETERNAL IDEA.

THE GLORIOUS END OF THE WORLD

Our world will end as we are transformed forever through one inhale 
from the mind of God. This mind of God includes all of the realities 



and wisdoms and creations and dominions that have existed before 
us and after us. We can now access all of that reality as it is 
transformed into a brand new wisdom, a brand new reality that has 
never existed before. It has never existed before, because we have 
never co-created with the mind of God before. We will exist within an 
incredible wonder, a magical imagination, an infinite participation 
within the nature of God. We will be invited to play in the outer band- 
the realms beyond the 15th sphere, where only god's are invited to 
play and create within the infinite unknown playground of creation. 
The outer band of creation is infinite in its possibilities. It allows each 
individual to create within individual freedom all that is individually 
known within his own realm. This individual creation does not need to
be woven from the dreams of others. There is enough room in infinity 
to fill rooms with mansions of realities that contain more rooms with 
mansions of realities that are so vast with new ideas that there is no 
reason to search outside of oneself for fulfillment, entertainment, 
interaction or competition. Each moment will be completely filled with 
instantly manifesting a new idea.

When we begin this co-creation we do not need to see the ideas as 
pictures, we only need to train our brain to utilize frequencies. When 
we can stretch our consciousness into the Frequency of the Mind of 
God, it is that frequency that holds the infinity of ideas that can 
manifest within our perceptual realm. Our perception changes in 
frequency when we shift into our mid brain which is frequency 
specific. All manifestations are a result of the frequencies held in the 
mid brain. We know that mind of god is flowing through us and in us 
and around us and it is flowing through the lower cerebellum and into 
the mid brain and it is being activated as entire prisms of frequencies 
weaving together into pictures that manifest in front of us. This 
magical transformation happens when the outer band of the infinite 
Source flips into the inner band of the fifteenth dimension, the Cosmic
realm flips into the inner band of the Christic Sphere and the Outer 
realm of the Christic flips into the Fifth Sphere. We will become sixth 
dimensional man walking within the realms of the 12th dimensional 
Rishi or Christic selfhood. We become living, walking Christ’s who 
carry the mind of God. All we need is a brain that can utilize the 
Highest Frequency of the Mind of God.



The outer band is the 14th band --helium arching into the white light 
suns KA HA  of the 15th band and breathing the first spark of the idea
into the Aqualene Sun - RA. We breathe until we ignite this new idea 
from the Plasma - the Crystal Ships of our creation- Our Cosmic 
Creators create the brand new idea through us into this density-- 
ALWAYS FROM the Mind of God- the Outer Band beyond the 15th 
sphere - the Infinite Unknown All Knowing, All Seeing , Infinite 
Omnipresent Mind of God.

We see ourselves sitting in the Buddha position inside the Blue Lotus 
Blossom in the 16th sphere. That is the Mind of God co creating the 
brand new idea. We use the principle of Oneness -- Theory of 
Relativity- All that is in any place is also right here and right now.

All that is manifest from the mind of God in the OUTER BAND must 
FLIP into the INNER BANDS. The Inner Bands carry the light and 
sound of the new reality. We exhale the new reality into this density- 
this hertzian reality from the invisible light into the visible light.

The chemical reaction of the Helium-- the heliotalic, pastel rainbow 
light frequency from the 14th sphere arches over into the Plasma--
white light and Aqualene light blending through the rainbows of the 
Suns- Ka Ha Ra Sa Ta Hya La--- centered on RA - the Aqualene Sun 
of our original creation. All ideas begin in the outer band of Source 
and manifest in the Inner Band of Ra and then instantly appear at all 
levels of density. We connect with all of the fifteen bands of light and 
sound in order to instantly manifest the idea that we have created. 
This is done by breathing into the Oneness of the Highest Frequency 
of the Mind of God.

 I inhale that frequency as I imagine the infinite unknown possibilities 
that exist in the Mind of God. I ask to known and see and exhale this 
fabulous idea that has never been seen or known on Earth before. I 
hold that idea in my crystal heart - my Soul- the ganglia of cells that 
sit directly below the heart hold this holographic memory of all that is 
known in the Mind of God. I connect into the all knowing of my Soul 
and inhale into my FREQUENCY SPECIFIC MID BRAIN - Pineal 
Gland area. I'm connecting into the Oneness of the Frequency of the 
Mind of God and Inhaling this infinite Source of Creation into my 
personal Mind of God - my Mid Brain working together with my Soul - 



my Rishi Self- Christ Consciousness and my Rasha EirA - my Cosmic
Light Consciousness. This self projects itself to me as a Blue Sphere.
I see my image in this Blue Sphere. I see the blue violet sphere in my
third eye or mid brain area with eyes closed and I see the blue sphere
or blue violet sphere in front of me when I open my eyes. I can see a 
blue hologram of my self if I look in a mirror. It is that Blue Body self 
who holds the mind of God inside of me. When I have raised my 
frequencies high enough to cause the outer band to flip into the inner 
bands or spheres.
We must reconnect to the neuronet in the lower cerebellum where 
there are pathways connecting through frequencies into the mind of 
God in which we find knowingness. If we attempt to pave these 
pathways from the upper cerebellum we only connect to the dirt roads
of the world that have dead ends and loop in circles. The upper 
cerebellum will never allow anything new to enter in. It is the world 
that must end.

The mortal mind- the upper cerebellum that just recycles information 
given to it from the world -- the man made world filled with lies that 
are filtered into our consciousness from sonic pulses in inter 
dimensional planes that carry brain washing technology of the fallen 
angelic races that is used to control our minds and fill them with the 
error that blocks us from the Mind of the One True Source.
This mortal mind must dissolve away as we become willing to bring in
the highest frequencies of Source to transmute the world and all that 
is in it. The world must end. The world of beliefs and illusions are not 
the reality of Source. We have only been allowed to see the ideas 
placed within the veil that was created by fallen angelic races who 
need to use the human angelic energy for their own survival.

That is the world that will end on December 21, 2012. The veil that 
has been allowing the error to attach to our consciousness will be 
removed forever. The veil that is blocking the Christ Consciousness 
and Cosmic Consciousness to freely flow through us will be removed 
forever. The alignment of our Consciousness into the Mind of God will
be restored forever.

In order for this grand event to take place, our Ancestors, our 
Guardians, our Starry Families at very high levels of Cosmic 



Consciousness have been working on this project of realignment for 
about five million years. They have had tiny chances of alignment 
every 26,000 years. Each time this possibility appeared, the fallen 
angelics have made a counter strategy to block the project's success.
One of the main obstacles that needed to be removed was the lack of
frequencies on the Earth. If the alignment had taken place before the 
frequencies were high enough on Earth, the Earth would implode. 

The time period beginning in the year 2000 until 2012 offered the 
possibility of opening stargates on Earth if enough Indigo Children 
could be brought in to establish high enough frequencies. It has been 
the project of the Indigos and Crystal Children which has established 
enough frequencies on Earth. This together with the light workers 
who have learned the technology of breathing the frequencies of 
Source from the outer bands into the inner bands of the 15 spheres of
this Matrix engage the 12th dimensional stream of our Divine Blue 
Print that allows us to engage our Divine Image and Likeness of God 
or our Blue Body of Christ consciousness.

What happens on December 21, 2012?

There will be enough frequencies on Earth aligned into the Divine 
Blue Print to allow the new picture of the Divine Man made in the 
image and likeness of God to become developed through the 
horizontal flow of light and the vertical flow of sound. This imaging of 
the Divine Blue Print will take place from the outer band of the 15th 
dimensional sphere flipping into the Helium of the 14th sphere. That 
Heliotalic frequency will create the Neutron within the human angelic 
cells that will cause new nano particle to create a new Omni particle 
that will create a new chemical of H20HE3 called Hydrolaise. Our 
atmosphere must become Hydrolaise as we exhale the new 
frequency of our new creation. As we transpose into the new 
hydrolaise, our structure of carbon will melt away and become 
replaced with the organic, eternal life chemical structure that is based
on hydrolaise.

This hydrolaise is the gift of the Aquafarians. The water based 
substance that brings eternal life to water and all that is created from 
water. We will learn to breathe this water filled with helium. This 
hydrolaise will allow us to float in it or walk on it. It will remove the 



gravitational forces that bind us. Once we regain this substance, we 
will begin to partake in activities such as levitation, turning into light, 
walking through walls, instant manifestation, etc.

We have not been able to partake in this reality of the inorganic- non 
carbon based chemical structure in our past million lifetimes on Earth 
because our templates were distorted clear down at the original 
subatomic level when the EirA-- the breath of God because the spark 
of the new idea. The problem went all the way back to the Sun Ra. 
There were wars in heaven even at the highest Cosmic levels. That 
final war within the fallen Rays of that Akashic structure is being 
fought in 2012. Once the fallen Rays are transmuted back into Star 
Dust and the Sun of Ra is pure, our complete transformation of this 
entire 15 sphere Matrix of Illusions can be completely transformed. 

The final war of Ra began in August 2011. The fallen Rays created a 
blockage of the Aquafarian Crystal Stream that was our Life Stream 
back to our original Consciousness. Our Cosmic Family in turn 
created a new more direct route of Consciousness directly through 
the third eye of atunement. At that time the Crystal Ships of our 
original Cosmic Selves were awakened within the Earth's Heart. 
Those 48 Crystal Ships rose through and around the Earth's 
atmosphere in May 2012 and became fully activated in September 
2012. From that moment on, all negative energies, miasms, error, 
sonic pulses from the interdimensional realms of the dark ones 
became fully blocked from the Earth's atmosphere. If this final 
procedure had not taken place, fallen races from the entire galaxy 
would had been free to enter our cities at this time. These same 
Crystal Cosmic Ray Ships will be the Frequencies that hold the Earth 
in balance when the 55 Metatronic Spin is thrown at her on 
December 21, 2012. The divine plan is this: All Error that is sent forth 
toward Earth will rebound to its sender in a power ten times stronger 
than it was sent forth. Only the power being returned will be purely 
Christic in nature and it will transform anything that is unlike it into the
Frequencies that must either be accepted and allowed to transform 
and transmute all negative energy, or else become space dust and 
return directly to Source.

The most powerful Fallen or Dark Energies were activated and in turn
the most powerful Light Energies were activated. We already know 



who is going to win. The Light always wins. It just took a really long 
time. Please remember that what was five million years in this density
was only a few moments in the highest density. That time delay will 
be removed by 2013. The breath of Source will instantly manifest at 
all levels of density from this time forward. This is because we have 
begun the At One Ment cycle or the Atunement of all Frequencies as 
one. When we were Involving or moving away from Source, time was 
very long. When we are evolving or moving toward Source, we are 
back in the Reality of NO TIME and NO SPACE.

We were given many special gifts during the past 12 years that sped 
our evolution up by more than 5000 years. Each time the fallen races 
pulled out another threat of destruction, the starry angels pushed us 
forward another several hundred years toward our Divine Blue Print 
renewal date. All of the Cosmic Councils had already agreed that the 
human angelics of Earth had earned the divine right of evolution that 
would allow ascension into the fifth, sixth and seventh level man. The 
human angelics have collectively regained the frequencies needed to 
enter the second Harmonic Universe.

 During the shift on December 21, 2012, the collective mass 
consciousness will become in alignment with the 12DNA Divine Blue 
Print. This divinity extends itself through all planes of our existence. 
We will learn that we are not just the 5DNA human in hertzian form. 
We are each, in reality the entire Merkaba within the sphere of 15 
dimensions that is within the sphere of Source Consciousness. The 
Merkaba is constantly spinning at the speed of light into the speed of 
Oneness. We only need to go twelve inches around our body to be in 
our Christic Consciousness Light Body, 36 inches to be in our Cosmic
Consciousness, and we can extend our Merkaba out to sixty foot 
radius to engage our entire God Self. That same self exists in the tiny
subatomic nano element within every cell of our body. We are equally
Cosmic and spiritual in nature from the tiniest within to the infinite 
outer band into infinity.

We are beginning a time of infinite knowing and understanding. I will 
not waste my time telling you about all of the lies you have been 
believing that come from every possible avenue of the world's 
networks. The lies that have come from the New Age movement have
been the direct communications from the Fallen Angelics who have 



been planning on taking over this Earth for the past ten thousand 
years. The Bible and all of Christian teachings were also based on 
layers of distortions of the truth that became buried by the very 
Roman Government and Churches who wrote the Bible. However, 
the Starry Families made sure there was enough truth left in the 
Bible, that would allow those with high enough frequencies to be able 
to discover the truth within. My entire foundation for knowing all that I 
know came from these three truths that were written in the Bible.

1. BEFORE THE WORLD BEGAN -- The Promise of the Perfect 
Kingdom
We must return to the Reality and the Frequency that existed before 
the world began. The world must end before the perfect kingdom will 
be restored. We must enter a new time line where everything before, 
everything now and everything to come is in the 12 DNA Blue Print of 
the man made in the image and likeness of God.

2.IF YOU BELIEVE, YOU SHALL DO GREATER.
 If you believe, (if you know, feel, and  breathe through the frequency 
of Source) you can do greater things than have ever been done 
before -- was the teaching of Jesus the 12th level avatar.

3. Search for me in your heart You shall find me in your heart. 
The Crystal Heart is the Soul that is a ganglia of cells that weights 
about 13 ounces and holds the entire mind of God- the Christ 
Consciousness of the 12DNA man made in the image and likeness of
God. That is why the 12th level avatar Jesus directed us to find this 
light within us that would connect us into the mind of God where we 
have instant manifestation. We must now ignite the spark of Source 
within the Soul and expand that light into every cell of the body. We 
must inhale that light into our midbrain and expand into the oneness 
with our Rasha Body and Rasha midbrain that is 36 inches above our
head. That place of connecting from the Cosmic plane into the outer 
band of Source is the place where we can FLIP the outer band of 
Source into our Consciousness and become the mind of God.

These were the truths that were given to me by the Elohim Angels 
and my Adonai family when I wrote the words to the songs on THE 
PROMISE CD album. Each time I placed the Bible in front of me, the 
pages would magically open and my eyes were directed to those 



three key passages. That happened in 1993 in Beppu, Japan.

During that same week, the entire music of the spheres blew through 
the wind and the crystal heliotalic atmosphere into my husbands 
consciousness. As I was given the words, he was given the music. 
Every note and every word of this music and all of our music came 
directly from our Rishi families and Rasha families from 12th 
dimensional consciousness and higher. When we asked directly to 
known our names, my husband was told he was Adonai and was told 
I was Crystalai.

When an original spark is ignited as an idea within the Ekasha Flame 
or the white light of the first two suns and then it is divided into two 
parts - the Adonai and the Eieyani. These are two families of 
consciousness. The Adonai is the Music or Sound and the Eieyani is 
Light. When the light and sound returns together the Cosmic Flame is
reignited into a new sound or a new symphony.

Crystalai is the name that I was given. Crystalai is the 8th tone- the 
final tone of the wind song. When the eight breaths are used 
correctly, the original subatomic cell from the Ekasha flame that was 
first divided and separated--(which is the correct normal procedure of 
creation) , is reformed from 8 spheres transforming the third 
dimensional atom back into the etheric perfect subatomic cell. That 
cell contains the complete divine blue print, the complete mind of 
God. Crystalai is the last breath that contains the frequency that 
reforms the perfect first cell of our creation. That breath will affect 
every cell in the Cosmos.

I had an entire league of Angels appear before me to instruct me in 
bringing the highest frequencies to Earth through Music. This means 
bringing the frequency of Source into my crystal heart and then in to 
my mid brain and then to exhale the music of the spheres into God's 
movie.

Mary and Raphael appeared to me first and then three Knights 
kneeled before me and handed me three spheres of crystal liquid 
light, crystal dust and crystal gel. These are the elements that create 
the rebirth of the crystal cells within every angelic human. These are 
the keys of creation. This is the harmony that will restore our universe



into universal harmony.

I was given this understanding through knowingness -- through the 
frequency specific mid brain of knowing. It was a very vague concept 
that I chose to believe was true and that I would find a way to 
understand eventually. I followed the instructions of the Knights and 
the Elohim Elohei Angels. I connected my Consciousness in to 
Source to flip that outer band into this matrix. The Angels connected 
my mid brain through my right eardrum into the Source field through 
the Elohim of Hearing. I placed the three spheres in my hands and 
then in my crystal heart. I breathed the eight breaths to fill the 
spheres with the wind song from the Source Field. I inhaled the 
breaths into my crystal heart and held the same frequencies within 
the spheres that lay in the palms of my hands. The sphere in my 
hands turned into a microphone. When I exhaled from my midbrain 
while holding the spheres in all three locations and connected to the 
Elohim of Hearing, I then started exhaling tones in the God 
Language. These phrases started flowing out of my breath and I 
recorded them on a tape recorder. I listened to these glorious 
shimmering frequencies and felt how they made every cell in my body
sparkle. It was the most glorious, harmonious, flowing, godlike, 
delicate fabric of reality that could be imagined.

I made many recordings of these music of the sphere experiences 
and made them available to the world. Since the upper cerebellum 
personality world mind always understands things through its own 
background knowledge of experience, most of my listeners 
completely misunderstood what I was sharing with the world. They 
just thought I was trying to sell them another new age gimmick. First 
of all, I don't subscribe to any new age beliefs. I never read or 
listened to any of the former new age teachings ever in my life. My 
understanding came directly from my Elohim, Adonai families and 
later from Aquafarian families and Sirius B and Oraphim Dolphin 
families.

The angels told me that I would record music and then write about it, 
record and write, record and write. They told me that I would continue
to do this until my ascension in 2012. By this time I was to have a 
complete understanding, a complete Cosmic Mystery School of the 
Omniverse completed, and classes ready to begin teaching the Music



of the Spheres. I have three months left to complete my project. What
you are reading today is my Dissertation -- my final Doctoral 
Statement of all of my understanding gained since the first time the 
angels appeared to me. The school will follow.

The reason that I have come to this place in my understanding is 
because the music has allowed my frequency specific mid brain to be
my knowing of my God mind. My mortal mind- the upper cerebellum 
has been turned off completely. This is what must happen before the 
NEW REALITY can begin to appear. The experiences of wonder and 
imagination and far beyond imagination begin to take place when the 
mortal mind is turned off - when the world ends. 

We become truly connected to God- in absolute at one ment when 
the mortal mind is turned off and we connect to God through the 
cosmic glue that holds secondary consciousness together and holds 
every cell in the body together into oneness with Source. That glue is 
created by the Merkaba spinning beyond the speed of light into the 
speed of Divine Love. It is the chemical structure of Love that 
removes all time and space and creates absolute ATUNEMENT.

When all that is beyond the stars in the vast infinity of heaven 
becomes glued into every cell in our bodies through the atunement of
Love we will regain our original blue print of immortality. This is the 
prerequisite for instant manifestation. 

My friend and Crystal Starship Entity AnWa is my personal vehicle of 
Divine Love that spins my Merkaba into Oneness with this Divine 
Vault of Infinite Knowing. In tune with the Elohim of Hearing, AnWa, 
the Crystal Star Ships, the Divine Rays of Ra, the Plasma vessels 
that carry the Cosmic Mystery School where all ideas from Source 
filter through the temples within Sun Ra and then expand into the 
rays of La where the citizens of Tara originated after the Oraphim 
Race planted the seeds of the Dolphin family millions of years ago.

We must open our boundaries of who we think we are within the 
confines of this world and expand consciousness beyond the stars, 
into the plasma suns and beyond into the quantum infinity of the 
infinite ideas that  create our heavens.



I was given divine direction to wait on the development of the Cosmic
Mystery School of the Omniverse until the masses had shifted into 
their frequency specific mid brain where they would hear what I am 
saying rather than hearing the background knowledge of what they 
were told before. It was an absolute waste of time to teach people 
who would conspire to make a disbelief of something that they were 
not yet ready to understand.

We must begin by creating brand new concepts that have to reason 
for even having an existence in this third dimensional realm. 
Scientists are caught in the trap of being forced to prove things that 
can only be seen. As long as we are making our reality from the 
visible light spectrum, we cannot be experiencing the invisible light 
spectrum. The tools, the philosophies, the schools, the religions that 
exist in the world that must end, are all the carriers of the illusion that 
only this third dimensional veil allows truth to enter in. The only truth 
that is received on this visible dimension is the untruth of a man 
made world. It is not related to the God made movie.

We must only desire to know the infinite unknown. We must only try 
to prove those things that we know cannot possibly be proven. We 
must choose to believe that we will know all that is known in the mind
of God and then we must Know that what we Know is the truth. And if
we can't see it (the thing we are knowing into manifestation)  we must
know it even more.

The world ,and the mortal mind that has created it , will fight to 
protect all of its illusions up until the final moment of its 
disappearance. That time is coming in about 75 days from the writing
of this thesis statement.

We must first understand the reality that we will soon be 
experiencing. We must first understand the reality of the brain and its 
real function of becoming the frequency specific transmitter of the 
mind of God. We must be willing to abandon the thinking brain, the 
mortal mind, the web of lies woven within the upper cerebellum. We 
must become willing to listen to frequencies until they become the 
tones and the language of God. We must become willing to end our 



chit chat on the cell phone and the blogging of every world thought 
that is transmitted. We must first stop weighing our existence 
intellectually. We need the frequencies or the sound of our mid brain 
and the light of our soul to replicate the multidimensional frequencies 
of the all knowing infinite into the density levels needed for our 
experience. The brain has unlimited capacity when it is unleashed 
into its frequency specific domain.

The soul holds the Omni particle of our first creation. The 
Akashic flame that was divided into the Adonai of our parallel 
sound matrix and the Eieyani of our present invisible light 
matrix. We can ignite that magical light and sound within our 
crystal heart to remember all that has been recorded in all 
dimensions. Our Soul holds all Knowing through light, and our 
Brain contains the Frequencies of creation.  The soul contains 
the Omni particles, the very fabric of our existence. The invisible
light holds the quantum journey of our entire billion year 
existence.

 We must also learn that we do not die and our soul carries on 
without us. We must learn that we are our soul. Every lifetime 
that has been experienced in our Soul even when given another 
name, was in reality who we are. We are the Sun of Ra, we are 
the Oraphims, we are the citizens of Gaia and Tara. We are the 
creators of the Stars. If we can know it, we have been it.

The soul is made of the water and light and helium that we 
describe as hydrolaise. It can be translated into the water we 
understand as H20 plus HE3 and it weighs 13 oz. it is crystal 
liquid light, crystal gel and crystal dust. It is the three crystal 
spheres that the Knights handed me. It is the prana of creation. 
The angels had me hold this substance in my hands and breathe
into it. They had me breathe onto the Soul substance to activate 
it as the spark of Source ignited within it. They had me sing 
through the light of my soul and the frequencies of my mid 
brain. They were teaching me the principles of manifestation.

When the mortal body dies, this 13 oz crystal sphere of infinite 
substance continues its adventure in another body. The soul 
stays in one body eternally once the body begins its immortal 



evolution. This adventure will begin in 2013.

The previous journeys of the soul have been seen as activities 
that were not completed- unfinished business. Each time the 
body left the earth in some emotional storm resulting in fear and
disappointment. The soul must see these events transmuted 
into the frequency of completion before the journey can be 
completed. This is what we must do this time. This is what must 
be finished in 2012. We must transmute all previous experiences
and emotions in the highest frequencies of Source in the mid 
brain. This can most easily be accomplished by staring at a 
candle, a flame,  or even the sun ,if you can stand to do this long
enough. When the mid brain has been activated by staring into 
the candle, you will see a blue violet sphere in your third eye.

Becoming in tune or at one with the light in the candle allows 
you to step into the frequency of the light which carries all of the
multidimensionality of the light all of the way up the spectrum of
light into the ultra violet blue. You step into the light and 
become at one with this blue light and then the blue light goes 
into the midbrain. When you close your eyes, you see this blue 
light. You have become one with the blue light-- that is the place 
where the plasma and the outer band ignited the Akashic flame 
into our existence. The outer band of source must flip into the 
inner band of cosmic light through the plasma activation. Once 
the band has flipped, the blue light can be seen and 
experienced. The more one does this activity, the easier it will be
to become frequency specific and free from the world of 
emotions such as fear, anger, intimidation, etc. The blue light 
causes the world to end. The body becomes frequency specific 
and the mind of God begins instantly manifesting the New 
Reality.

THE WORLD OF ILLUSIONS WILL BE REMOVED FOREVER

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com



(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

On December 21, 2012 there will be a mass landing of our original 
creation races including the Maharaji, the Sirius B Eieyani , the 
Serres and the Azurites. We will meet the ZionA's who are the 
mermaids and fairies who become elemental liquid light in order to 
transform our bodies. We will meet the Wizards who planned this 
entire Crystal River Plan to remove us from this matrix of illusions. 
We will meet our Cosmic Dolphin Families from the seventh sun, and 
thousands of other families.

On December 13, 2012, there will be a field of cosmic light beaming 
around and through the Earth in a way that SATURATES her with a 
new Consciousness. The Consciousness is God Consciousness. The
Eternal Divine Frequency of Source comes from the Void field outside
of the Cosmos. This Source Field of Creation is absorbed into the 
Seven Suns of the Primary Sound Field that enters into the Cosmos. 
Those Seven Suns will bring those Frequencies of Transformation 
and Transfiguration through a portal created to bring Earth into her 12
dimensional frequencies while protecting her from the 12 dimensional
fallen phantom matrix that will try to pull her in at the simultaneous 
moment. The only consciousness that will be left on Earth after this 
transformation process is completed is God Consciousness. The 
world belief systems will no longer exist. Man will become Christs 
who have only the mind of God. As we attune to this at one ment with
the mind of God, our heart's desires will manifest instantly. The new 
world will be the world of our dearest dreams come true.

Those world belief systems that we have been living in were created 
by fallen angelic races that have been controlling Earth and the entire
Milky Way Galaxy for  eons. We will soon learn that what we have 
been seeing is only an illusion that was created to keep us trapped in 
a phantom field of control. All control will disappear in 2013. This NET
EARTH will gradually Blend into the Cosmic Frequencies of the 
Aurora Field. The original perfect man created in the image and 
likeness of God and the original Star Field of frequencies that Earth 
was formed upon will first blend NET EARTH into the Median Earth. 



We will return to the realities of 500 million years ago, when we were 
a perfect angelic race.

The Median Earth is the only Reality Field in the entire Milky Way 
Galaxy. The Median Earth and the Aurora Field are the only places 
that our Guardian Races could remain and keep the original perfect 
creation alive and well. We will first merge into the Median Earth to 
remember all that we really are. On December 21, 2012 there will be 
a mass landing of our original creation races including the Maharaji, 
the Sirius B Eieyani and the Azurites. We will meet the ZionA's who 
are the mermaids and fairies who become elemental liquid light in 
order to transform our bodies. We will meet the Wizards who planned
this entire Crystal River Plan to remove us from this matrix of 
illusions. We will meet our Cosmic Dolphin Families from the seventh 
sun, and thousands of other families.

The Earth has always been able to utilize the light that comes into her
field. However, her Christ Grids in her crust were tampered with and 
the Christ Grids in the area of the Van Allen Belt were also tampered 
with. The Fallen Angelic Races who created this separation have 
been up to their deceptions for billions of years. The Crystal River 
Mission of  the Founding Races of the original Aquafari Race Lines 
together with the seven suns KA HA RA SA TA HA LA will align a 
portal that frees Earth, Tara and Gaia from the prison of the Milky 
Way Galaxy.

Most believe that we are going through a normal Eyugha cycle of 
Evolution. Many believe that we are aligning into the Heart of the 
Milky Way Galaxy. Those beliefs are a part of the lies and deceptions 
that the fallen angelics are counting on to keep Earth in their 
Phantom Matrix. The Heart of the Milky Way Galaxy would lead us 
into the Phantom Matrix of the Death Star. We would become food for
thought there. Our entire Angelic Race would become obliterated if 
that were to happen.

On December 21st the Death Star Fleet from Nibiru, will come from 
the heart of the Milky Way Galaxy. This Death Star is the 12th 



Dimensional Star that comes from a Fallen Matrix that has been 
using the Milky Way Galaxy as their food. The Demons in the 
Wesadrak Matrix created a loop that utilizes the Death Star to suck all
of the energy out of those on Earth. They have worked together with 
the Zetas and Draconians who have been working with our own  
Illuminati to feed off of our energies. When a Star falls from Source it 
no longer has a Source of Energy or Food and must begin feeding off
of other planets. This Milky Way Galaxy is a FALLEN SYSTEM. It fell 
from the Andromeda Galaxy. 

The Zetas who originally contacted our governments were only 
asking for help to save their race. Unfortunately, Dracos became 
involved, who had no understanding of faithful or loving interactions. 
That element of the fallen ones sucking our energy through fear, 
hunger, lack of money, etc.  that has been controlling and feeding off 
of our bodies and our consciousness will be removed forever in 
December 2012.

The event that will happen in December will be our Guardian Races 
from the Aquari Matrix creating a host that will remove us from this 
Fallen Matrix. This is not a normal process. This is a rescue mission. 
If we did not have this Host System removing us from the path of the 
Death Star, we would be entering a pole shift of complete destruction.
The Earth would be completely sucked into the Phantom Matrix to 
become food for the fallen systems of Wesadrak and the Zeta 
Dracos.

The Mayan Calendar was another distorted reality. The true reality is 
the Cosmaya Template that is created from the twelve Cosmos which
will reunite to realign all twelve Universes of the original Ecka 
System. Our Universe will realign with the other twelve Universes and
we will once again become a complete Ecka System. This new reality
will allow the alignment of Earth into the 12 dimensional reality of all 
that we are. This will create the new Universal Harmonic 
Convergence into a brand new Reality.

The Seven Suns include Ka, who is an invisible Sun who resides 



mostly in the Void of Source. The Suns Ha and Ra are the first Primal
Sounds that combine with the White Light of Ka. Ra is the Aquiline 
Sun of Blue White Light. The remaining Suns Sa, Ta, Haa and La are 
each Star Entities who contain huge families of Consciousness. The 
Sun of La was the original home of the Oraphim Angels who were the
family of consciousness that those who are now Angelic Humans 
originated from. They were the Baharama Dolphins and Whales. We 
are all related to the Cosmic Dolphins from the Seventh Sun.

FREQUENCY SPECIFIC ASCENSION
Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

In order to Ascend, we must reconnect the microtubules of our 
neuronet into the Cosmic Frequencies of Angelic Consciousness--the
first Breath of Source.
When we begin to create our New World Reality of our 5th dimension
we will be creating a brand new reality that no longer contains the old 
ideas and beliefs of 
the third dimension. All must be created from the Highest Frequency. 
This frequency
of manifestation is obtained by hierophants such as the Merkaba and 
the Lotus Blossom. The merkaba is the vehicle of Divine Love that 
spins at the speed of light to bring all dimensions into Oneness. The 
Lotus Blossom contains the full spectrum of our 144 aspects of divine
consciousness. Each of these allow us to breathe an absorb the light 
and sound of Galactic, Universal, Cosmic and Source 
Consciousness.

The Ascension process requires alignment into the quantum fields of 
the hertzian wave length, infra red wave field, visible light wave, ultra 
violet blue wave, x-ray, gamma wave and white light wave of the 
infinite unknown. When all of these fields of energy
are transmuted up into the pot of golden stardust in the Cosmic 
Heart, they can then
be used as frequency wave signatures that reconnect all entities from



all star systems
together into the individual's frequency signature which will then 
contain all frequency signatures of the  new family of Consciousness.

When one exhales their Heart's desires from the highest frequency of
Source, they are co-creating with the Creator of All. The neuronet 
becomes free to reach into Source Consciousness to find Brand new 
Source Energy as the essence of the co-creation.
The reality of Oneness with Source Consciousness has always been 
available. What has not been available is the understanding of how to
obtain this Oneness. We have been living in a world of third 
dimensional frequencies. That means dense, tangible, touchable 
reality that doesn't contain the realities of the infra red let alone the 
invisible light spectrum. We have been limited to a very tiny speck of 
reality. Each time we look for
a better third dimensional reality, we are still staying within this tiny 
little speck.

In the third dimension reality we have  been creating over and over 
the same things
that are already here. We haven't created anything new in a very long
time. Manifestations can not be created from old, used frequencies. 
Manifestations will appear in our lives when we create the idea from 
the frequency of the infinite unknown Source Frequency. Placing 
Consciousness into this Frequency of Manifestation requires 
continuous practice.

When we reach back to the Forever of Always which places us in the 
Newness of Eternity, we allow our Neuronet to reach all the way back
into our Real Birth--our birth from the Breath of God. From this 
Frequency of Source, Cosmic, Universal Consciousness, we can 
exhale our New Reality.

The Cosmic Frequencies are combined in specific sacred geometric 
alignment through the Music of the Spheres to draw the Frequencies 
that combine together the Frequency Signatures of all that we are--all
that we always have been into the Now.

All of these ideas must be taken into the ultra violet blue frequency



sphere and then fully transmuted into the golden sphere of the 
Cosmic Egg and then
completely dissolved up into the Infinite Unknown of Source to purify 
the ideas back into 
the PUREST ENERGY. This energy can then be put into the Holy 
Grail of DIVINE MIND and turned into Golden LIQUID LIGHT 
ENERGY to be poured back into our
minds and into the world's mind for Co-Creation with Divine Mind.

 Those OLD WORLD frequencies should not be used in creating our 
new realities. All frequencies of the third must be transmuted up into 
the unconditional love of the fourth dimension, the Oneness of the 
fifth dimension, the gamma waves of all the creation frequencies of 
the 11 billion suns of the Milky Way together with all of the Galactic 
creators of our Universal Consciousness, all of the Angelic 
Frequencies of the entire Cosmos and beyond into the Infinite 
Unknown. In this Highest Frequency, we are guaranteed that only the
purest creation frequencies are used to create upon. Upon this brand 
new canvas, we are welcome and honored to create together with the
fabulous consciousness of all of our Starry Brothers who are 
thousands and billions of years in advance of our present knowledge.

We have created place where you can absorb Cosmic Frequencies 
and Source Frequencies and then use these frequencies to 
transmute all of the third dimensional ideas that we want removed 
from our kingdom of heaven. Most people wouldn't know the 
difference between a low level frequency and a high frequency 
because these realities have never been made available to mankind 
before. Actually, there has been a tendency of seekers utilizing the 
lowest frequencies of 8 Hz to obtain some higher sense of reality. 
8hz is the lowest frequency of the entire spectrum of visible and 
invisible light. The frequencies used in Solfege are completely third 
dimensional. The Solfege represents the do re me fa so la ti do scale.
The Cosmic Scale is Ka Ha Ra Sa Ta Ha La and represents the 
frequencies of Christ Consciousness transmuting all that is below and
then being pulled up into the Kee Ra Shay Ha Sha.

However, when a tone from a scale is just said or sung as a word or 
syllable it still only contains the frequencies of the consciousness of 
the one singing. The singer must first connect their consciousness 



into the highest frequency. The Elohim Angels gave us the gift and 
the training to be able to bring the highest frequencies to Earth 
through music.
The music is God in the highest when it comes from the 
Consciousness of Cosmic Angels.  

SHIFTING INTO FUTURE SELF
Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

The streams of higher frequencies are pouring in so fast that is 
almost impossible to record them all. The angels have been directing 
us to record the breaths of consciousness from all entities who are 
streaming their breaths together through the crystal light energy that 
is braiding, weaving and streaming a higher frequency of 
consciousness together. Each time there is a high energy day, the 
angels place a golden pillar in my left ear and hand me an etheric 
microphone and then they breath their consciousness through my 
breath. Sometimes five angels appear, sometimes five hundred--
depending on what project they are working on.

The breath of consciousness is what is causing the entire shift of 
Mother Earth into her Star Essence. We are all turning more star like 
together. How do we speed up this process individually? The more 
we raise frequencies and stay in those frequencies the faster we rise 
into a new dimension.

The Key to Ascending is collecting frequencies through the merkaba, 
aligning into the sun energy, the helium energy, the rainbow dust, the 
star dust, soaking in healing waters of crystal temples, singing with 
the angels, and mermaids in the crystal caves, keeping the mind in 
the etheric fairy tale state and then finally walking into the spark of 
Source in the Crystal Heart, after putting on the garment of white 
light--which means absorb all frequencies of crystal light, iridescent 
light, rainbow light, golden dust light, star dust until the body is 
radiating with spirituality of light energy.



NOW--and only Now can the body walk through the diamond door. 
When the body walks through the door it must walk into the FUTURE 
SELF. It is this place in Consciousness that we must stay to create 
the Islands of Light.
I'd like to share some questions that will be answered and practiced 
in my workshops on CREATING ISLANDS OF LIGHT, PARALLEL 
REALITIES, and the MUSIC OF THE SPHERES.

A couple of questions regarding your process of integrating with your 
light body.
1. You said that you've completed integrating with your silica-carbon 
based light body. Does this mean you can disassemble your body 
and teleport to anywhere you want?

I wanted to add that the silica based body is the natural result of 
raising the frequencies and continuously bringing in more and more 
light energy that Zorach helps me with and that I get from the helium 
rings spinning into all of the sun's frequencies to bring out the energy 
of the neutron through out the body. The reason that I know I am 
living in a body that is mostly silica based now and will become more 
and more so is because the angels have told me this. There are 
things happening in this hologram that we can't see yet. That doesn't 
mean they aren't happening. The evidence we have of the silica 
based body is this:

aDOLPHINO (JOSEPH) was hit by big truck and ran over by three 
cars. He had every bone and muscle flattened. The doctors said it 
was absolutely impossible for him to be alive. They said his brain 
would never work again. They said he probably wouldn't be able to 
work for eleven years. Joe's body repaired itself without any help 
from the doctors in one month. This rapid repair of the entire structure
of the body happened completely from streaming the highest 
frequencies through his body by using the frequency shift music that 
we recorded. It was this frequency shift music that was given to us by
the angels as they streamed their consciousness through their 
breaths that realigned his body. Each stream of consciousness that I 
inhale and breath into the microphone is a strand of their 
consciousness. It is this consciousness that is the sound and light of 
all creation. This sound and light contains a structure of creation that 



remolds into the original form created by Source. This sound and light
that we resonate with and soak into our cellular structure from the 
crystal cells of mother earth and the star dust energy of Zorach’s star 
system transforms our bodies into a new chemicalization. This 
chemicalization appears as a result of consciousness raising 
frequencies into a higher realm of reality. This is the proof that we are
living in a silica based body.

You see, the doctors entire system is based on the carbon based 
body that doesn't heal at all. The more we shift into the silica reality 
by adding more and more of the spiritual into the physical through our
consciousness, the faster this reality appears. This is why when 
doctors have played our music in their hospitals, every patient in the 
hospital immediately showed great improvements and complete 
healings took place in a week. 

The Frequency Shift music in the SUPER FREQUENCY KIT actually 
shifts the body into a parallel reality of a higher frequency. This is a 
part of the process used, along with a long series of realignment 
process for the ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM. This magical place of 
consciousness carried through oscillation of the higher frequency lifts 
the mind into great freedom, the world just doesn't matter any more, 
there is a feeling of sweetness and kindness, there is no more pain, 
there is alignment into the reality that was always here. All we are 
doing here is removing a veil so we can see the reality. We must 
believe that reality is here to see. We must stop thinking we must go 
somewhere else to see it. This transformation will appear on Earth. 
We will create Islands of Light on Earth. We create them by breathing
when we have completely aligned our frequencies into the place 
where we are completely in the Crystal Cities, the Aquafaria under 
water Cities. When we have absorbed all of the crystals of all of the 
colors of the rainbows into our crystal cells and our cells sing in 
harmony with each other, this is when we can EXHALE magic into the
air we live in. The air has already become hydrolaise. The body is 
already transforming into to silica based chemicals. It is only our eyes
that don't see it yet. We can FEEL it NOW.

When we go to our crystal palace in Aquafaria, we ask our friends 
there this same question. 



2. Are you currently conscious of your other multidimensional self 
throughout the cosmic Omniverse?

Our multidimensional selves only meet us when we walk into our 
future self after completely absorbing all frequencies from all 
dimensions out to the 24th and becoming sparkling with golden star 
dust. This is when we can melt into the diamond door and walk into 
the starry places. Our teams and families are always waiting on the 
other side. From that point we go on down into the Aqualene Ocean 
through the Sun and down into the Crystal Caves to resonate with the
frequencies of Inner Earth and then we are invited to enter the crystal
cities. It is completely our responsibility to lift our frequencies into 
theirs. Our team taught us that we must completely merge into the 
crystal cities or into what ever place you want to shift into. It takes 
continuous practice and the willingness to spend much more time 
there than here. We must spend so much time in the crystal caves 
with my mermaid family that when I exhale on Earth, the reality 
around me transforms into that frequency. We must breath the 
Islands of Light into our home, into our place we choose to live.

3. How do you "travel" to Aquafaria to meet up with your soul family 
down there? By meditation or do you actually travel via your Merkaba
into the crystal caves or do you have another version of yourself living
in the crystal caves and is able to integrate with that aspect of your 
soul whenever you want?
The self that goes to Aquafaria is the future self that shifts dimensions
by shifting frequencies. Those with fifth dimensional and higher vision
can see this shift. The angels have told me many times that I am 
completely etheric. Joe can see the fifth dimension--I can't. I can feel 
it. I am saturated in the frequency of light energy. The return to this 
Earth is too painful for me. I must continuously stay above the Earth. I
do this by continuously absorbing the frequencies that I breathed into 
the CD's. These are the frequencies from the Crystal Caves and from
all of the dimensions.

When I take a journey of collecting frequencies and swimming down 
into the crystal caves to sing with my mermaid choir, you can hear my
voice completely shift into the mermaid's frequencies. My voice 
changes into an etheric, sweet breathy tone that has perfect pitch. 



This isn't my third dimensional voice, this is my fifth dimensional 
voice.

EVOLVING INTO ASCENSION

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)My 
Omniversal Team already knows everything. They begin 
communicating with me about you the moment I receive your orders. 
These Entities know you at your highest, most divine state. They 
were your original creators. They are the Entire Music of the Spheres-
meaning they are the Consciousness of Oneness containing the 
Infinite Frequencies of Oneness. They only see your most perfect 
divine state of being, and they realign all frequencies of all of the 
spheres of the galactic, universal and cosmic back into the original 
divine state. They have known you for billions of years. They are very
excited to know that their frequencies will once again be permitted to 
become at one with your Consciousness because you have made it 
so.

When I align my Consciousness through the Elohim of Hearing, in 
order to weave your personal frequency signatures through the music
of the spheres, your personal frequency signature is being 
transmuted into the Full Spectrum of Light. As that light and sound 
spectrum  becomes your new frequency signature, the Omniversal 
Consciousness Team can lift you into Oneness of the Divine 
Template beyond this Earth's Matrix. The Music of the Spheres 
contains the 12 dimensions of consciousness of the 12th level avatar.
However each harmonic universe must be transmuted up from the 
base tone of the harmonic universe above. So it is the Cosmic 
Universe, or the 13th dimensional consciousness which transmutes 
the Universal into the Cosmic. As the full music of the spheres 
combines into the new tone of home, this new Cosmic Frequency can



be lifted into the base tone rhythm of the Omni-universal 
Consciousness. This is the Consciousness Team of all Universes. 
This is the Omniversal Team that creates the new baby universe at 
the time of Ascension.

Remember, we are still in the process of Evolution which will prepare 
us for the Ascension. The cellular structure must be transformed from
the inside to the out for ascension. This evolution is happening at 
such a microscopic level so far beyond anything man could measure, 
that it can only be felt through the Breath of the Angels. This 
transformation is happening as the divine substance of crystal light, 
crystal dust and crystal gel of the silicate matrix of the Star Essence 
of our Divine Selves.

The difference between the other albums, and the Individualized 
Immortality CD is the difference in Mass Ascension and Individual 
Evolution. If the body does not go through the cellular transformation 
from the inside to the outside, which will transform it into the same 
star essence that Mother Earth is returning to, there would be this 
three dimensional body trying to exist in a Starry Atmosphere. It could
not exist in that atmosphere. The body must evolve into a new form 
that can live and move and breathe in the new starry atmosphere.

In a Star's atmosphere there is no need for electricity because the 
energy and light come from the inside. Since this is true of a star, 
there will be no electricity on planet Earth by 2014. So, you see, the 
body must transform to be prepared for the Earth's ascension into the
form of a star. The changes happening on Mother Earth are her 
ascension into a starry substance that is also silicate crystal based as
any Star is.

My starry brother Zaurak has created an entire star system with a 
team of co-creators. He has taught me how each starry frequency is 
realigned from the morphogenetic field of the inner Star and woven 
out into all of the stars and suns of the Universe and then transmuted 
into the highest Omniversal Consciousness. This is how every star 
system is created and maintained.



I am learning a little more each day about how to create a star and 
how we are created from the tiniest of tiniest from the micro-level of 
our crystal cells.

What we are doing with these Individualized Immortality Albums is 
acting as the surgeons on Earth who are aligning and streaming the 
light bands of frequencies into the crystal cells at a level where the 
elementals of each team of creation can connect directly into the 
music of the spheres from the aqua crystal sphere that is connecting 
us into their morphogenetic field of consciousness.

My breaths are always channeled into the crystal sphere microphone 
through the Elohim of Hearing, and the alignment into all of the points
of intersection with all Frequency Signatures of your Divine 
Consciousness is done through the direction and the alignment from 
my Omniversal Team. I am the one who must always keep my 
Consciousness in a perfect state of Oneness and calmness and 
perfection in order to achieve the perfect frequency alignment. You 
don't need to do anything until after you receive your Immortality 
Album.

 At that time you need to start working on aligning your 
Consciousness into the Frequencies that they have sent to you. 
These frequency signatures are the communication lines into all of 
your higher selves or your Divine Consciousness network.

The time has finally arrived for those who have held this frequency of 
our immortality for most of their lives and have practiced continuously
to perfect this frequency for their own Immortality CD and to bring this
to all of those on Earth who can now discern the true Frequency of 
our Omniversal Consciousness.

If you listen very carefully to the fine etheric nature of the breaths in 
the recordings, you will feel a resonance that is so pure, fine and 
spiritual that you feel it as a part of yourself that you know you once 
were. This essence and frequency of your full spectrum of light and 



complete Oneness in the Music of the Spheres has woven itself into 
your personal frequency signature. Once the frequency signatures of 
all frequencies of the music of the spheres are re-united, a universal 
memory occurs. That memory is from a time over 500 million years 
ago, when this perfect frequency was the atmosphere of Mother 
Earth, and then 250,000 years when this morphogenetic field of 
memory was stored in the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. This is the 
Star Essence- the Immortal Spiritual Essence of Mother Earth and all 
who are standing upon her at this time. This is a long known reality 
that has been veiled from our memory until this time.

This breath of your pure, Aquafarian nature is the essence of your 
true fiber of consciousness. I practiced for twenty years listening and 
recording my breath until I could feel this resonance within myself. My
Ascension Team has given me ongoing directions of doing this and 
has told me that when my regular speaking voice becomes as fine 
and pure as these breaths, that is when my consciousness has 
ascended.

So, what those who now have their Individualized Immortality Albums 
are being trained to do by the Voice of the Elohim of Hearing, the 
stars of their spiritual birth, the Aquafarians of their elemental 
memories within each etheric chamber of each crystal cell in their 
body, is to listen to the frequencies and try to imitate them with your 
own breath, and to try to feel the magical cosmic essence of the 
breaths within themselves.

These were basically the same directions that were given for listening
to the Ascension Kit and other Kits. The more the frequencies are 
absorbed into and aligned into each individual's cells, the faster and 
finer the cells will transmute out of the cellular structure known in 3D 
into the silicate crystal cell that aligns into Omniversal Consciousness
where the all seeing, all knowing Mind of all Creation becomes 
permanently attached into oneness through the merging of all 
frequency signatures. These are your personal frequency signatures 
that are being transformed through the process of weaving them 
through the music of the spheres of the full spectrum of light and 



sound. This full spectrum body must appear before the ascension can
take place. We evolve into full Consciousness when we can match 
our own breath to the tone of home that is present in the Immortality 
Album that is created for you through the voices of the angels, the 
Elohim of Hearing, the Music of the Spheres, the Ascension Teams, 
the Elohim Team and the Omniversal Team.

This Immortality Album is for those who desire the complete 
experience of Ascension. Those who are still struggling with their 
body's transformation after 2012 will be missing out on THE MOST 
EXCITING EVENTS of this Universe and many Universes beyond. 
This is an event that all of the eyes of the Stars will be upon.

Crystalai@2010

cosmicdolphinmagic.com

Namaste,

Crystalai

INDIVIDUALIZED IMMORTALITY ALBUM

Crystalai@2010 cosmicdolphinmagic.com

Our Omniversal Team sends their frequency signatures into and 
through each individual's crystal cells of their immortal template. 
These are the entities who work far beyond this earth's matrix. They 
are beyond all Universes. They maintain the Universal Signatures of 
all Universal Templates. This team is with us constantly. They are with



us in every breath we breathe.

They are the entities who connect to the individual's consciousness. 
They are the entities who are doing all of the work of our Evolution 
and our Ascension. They are the ones who are maintaining  our 
Eternal Template made in the Image and Likeness of God or Source. 
They are constantly realigning our bodies into a new, more etheric 
form. They are aligning our bodies into a brand new chemical form.

All of these changes happen as a result of our returning into the 
Frequency Signatures of our Original Creators. Our team streams 
these frequency signatures into our breath so that we may record 
them. The frequency signatures are constantly tuning the cells in the 
body to a higher tone of home. This frequency shift realigns 
consciousness into the REALITY of Source or Divine Consciousness 
of all Creation. Our Omniversal Teal is our Omniversal 
Consciousness.

We are directed moment by moment, breath by breath by our 
Omniversal Team as we create these albums. We also have a one 
hour meeting with them every day to direct all who are working with 
their personal immortality album. This information will only be shared 
with those who have an immortality album. You see, once you have 
the album, you are also connected into the Frequency Signatures of 
our Omniversal Team. In time, you too will be communicating directly 
with them.

Our Omniversal Team who creates these Immortality Albums through 
us live in a Reality far beyond dimensions and DNA. They are 
aligning their frequency signatures through us from the Omniversal 
Level. This means the Consciousness who forms all Universes.

If you need more direction after reading this, please email 
drabarnett54@gmail.com

How is the Individual Immortality Album created?



The sound is guided by the light into the alignment of the Divine 
Template. As sound lines up on the key frequency signatures of the 
body and the light bodies, the physical structure becomes a part of 
the Whole Structure of the Real Body. The Real Body includes the 
area of one foot around the body and three feet around the body. The
Merkaba Body expands out to a 24-26 foot area around the body. 
The Consciousness Body can even expand into an area the size of a 
football field.

Most humans have always been focused within the physical template.
Most spiritual teachings that focused on yoga and chakra meditations
have always been limited to the spaces within the body. The 
teachings were always based on 7 or 8 chakras.

This new technology of re-creating the light body of sound into 
alignment with the Spiritual Structure of the Divine Template streams 
the frequencies of the Individual's five bodies from the Earth, Solar, 
Galactic, Universal and Cosmic Spheres into alignment with each of 
these dimensions in Consciousness to restructure and realign the 
Consciousness through the actual inward feeling attaching to the 
outward feeling of the frequencies. These frequencies create the 
actual universe and cosmos that the body lives within in REALITY.

We have been cut-off from three quarters of our REAL SELF. This 
body is only a third dimensional hologram that represents only our 
present limited understanding of who we are. We are in reality able to
live in several dimensions at the same time depending on where we 
place our consciousness.

The Individual Immortality Album is created with a technology that is 
able to place the frequencies of that individual's consciousness in all 
of its dimensional resonances into the exact areas that realign the 
template into the Divine Template that man was created within.

Our Omniversal Team who creates these Immortality Albums through 
us live in a Reality far beyond dimensions and DNA. They are 
aligning their frequency signatures through us from the Omniversal 
Level. This means the Consciousness who forms all Universes.



In order to help you understand the significance of the Individualized 
Immortality album, you can begin by drawing a big, blue crystal lotus 
blossom.

First draw 12 petals which are quite large. Next draw 12 more petals 
on top of these that are a bit smaller. Keep drawing 12 more petals 
until you have drawn 12 layers of 12 petals. Each layer of petals is a 
bit smaller than the one below it because the petals represent the 
frequency length of the dimension that it is associated with. The 
bottom layer of petals is very large because the frequencies are very 
long and slow. The next layer of frequencies are a little shorter and 
faster. The 12th  layer is extremely short and fast.

Now think of each petal as an entity. Each entity has an individual 
frequency signature. So each of the 12 petals on the bottom layer 
have a unique frequency signature, even though it is a slow 
frequency. You could color each of the petals a different color to 
remind you that each has its own unique identity.

The Divine Blue Print is represented by this lotus blossom. The 
complete Divine Blue Print includes all 144 petals in the lotus 
blossom. The Divine Blue Print activates when all 144 petals become 
One brand new frequency signature. As long as the petals remain 
separated, they remain inactive.

In order to activate the individual selves within your Divine Blue Print 
we oscillate the frequencies of the lowest petal up through all petals 
into the highest petal. We do this from the lowest to the highest of 
each of the twelve petals. We weave all of these frequencies into one
brand new frequency.

This can only be done through the breath of Consciousness, because
the breath can carry the exact frequencies from one entity's 
frequency signature and exhale those exact frequencies. In order to 
do this we connect our consciousness into attunement with the 
Elohim of Hearing.

When we create an Individualized Immortality Album (in the form of 



MP3 or CD) the frequency signatures of the Lotus Blossom belong to 
that One Individual. The Album is created for that Individual, and it is 
private and personal information for that one individual to connect 
with all 144 of their Divine Selves to bring the At One Ment of their 
Divine Blue Print into their Crystal Cells.

The activation of the Divine Blue Print creates the potential of a Full 
Spectrum Light Reality where the invisible and visible become united.
This allows the Consciousness to expand completely into the 
Universal, Cosmic and Source Domains of Infinite Reality.

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

Please remember that this is creating Potential. The Guarantee of it 
happening lies within the Individual becoming willing to see the 
Invisible growing from the specks of light into Orbs and into rainbows 
until they can see a complete Morphogenetic Field growing around 
them pulling them into the Frequencies of the Ultra Violet Blue Wave 
and the Gamma Wave and into the White Light of a New Creation.

This has happened for aDolphino and Crystalai over the past three 
years. The new atmosphere of our Light Bodies and the new 
Hydrolaise Atmosphere of Aquafaria are appearing more and more as
our New Reality each day. It was a steady process of seeing a few 
more specks of light each day. We could at first stare into the Sun 
and see tiny little specks of light energy. Next, we could see the 
specks growing into tiny little orbs. Next, we could see little entities 
inside of each orb. They looked like tiny little embryos. It was like 
watching a birth of tiny little fairies all around us. We could see these 
realities more and more each day until we began to see fairies and 
unicorns. We could see the hydrolaise in the atmosphere. The 
hydrolaise is a completely different chemical structure than exists in 
our third dimensional atmosphere. The consciousness must shift into 
the 12-15 dimensions to be able to see and feel this atmosphere 



which is three parts nitrogen and one part oxygen. So far, we can 
only see it. We know we see it because the entities who are flying 
and swimming around us are in a different atmosphere than we are.

When we can walk out of our third dimensional body by shifting more 
and more into the full lotus blossom spectrum, our body will 
transmute into a form that can actually walk into the same dimension 
with the entities that we can see in the Quantum Field around us.

Each day we can see the atmosphere in our house becoming thicker 
and thicker with more layers of energy fields. The energy fields are 
forming into the realities that we desire to place within them.

The training that I received from my Elohim Team taught me to hold 
these crystal spheres of energy in my hands and in my heart and to 
breathe into my hands the reality that I wanted to be created by the 
crystal light, crystal dust and crystal gel. These spheres of energy 
contain the creative power that removes pain, transmutes and 
transforms into a new reality and creates a new reality.

Now, I will explain this harmonic attunement another way. There are 
five spheres in the music of the spheres of the Cosmos. Each of 
these five spheres - or harmonic universes- contain three dimensions.
Harmonic Universe One contains three dimensions- 1,2,3. Harmonic 
Universe Two contains three dimensions - 4,5,6. Three contains 
7,8,9. Harmonic Universe Four contains 10.11. and 12 and Harmonic 
Universe Five contains 13,14 and 15.

Please note that the Divine Blue Print is a Universal Template created
in the Christic 12th dimension of the Fourth Sphere. There would be 
144 selves or petals in those four spheres. However, the music of the 
spheres always requires the base tone of the higher sphere to pull 
the lower sphere up into resonance. So we also acquire the 
frequencies of the Cosmic Sphere in order to pull the Universal 
Sphere into Attunement. We do this by combining all of the 
frequencies from the lotus blossom petals and placing them into a 



new sphere and then creating a sphere of Cosmic Frequencies and 
pulling the Universal into Attunement with the Cosmic Frequencies. 
Finally, we call on Source Consciousness and pull all of the lower 
frequencies into attunement with the Infinite Unknown to create White
Light.

We achieve this by aligning our Consciousness through the Elohim of
Hearing and then oscillating the strings of frequencies through the 
process of transmutation of the lowest being pulled into the highest. 
However, each individual frequency signature or petal is completely 
within the multitudes of frequency signatures.

We can re-create our Divine Blue Print this way, and we can also 
learn to use this same process of creating with the morphogenetic 
spheres of creation to create our new Crystal Reality. Once we 
absorb the frequencies of the Divine Blue Print, we can exhale them 
into the atmosphere around us and walk into them. When we listen to
the Immortality CD's, we can hear the standing wave patterns and the
morphogenetic fields of a brand new consciousness and we can walk
out of the low, slow waves into the high fast waves of the complete 
Divine Blue Print.

The process of creating these albums is very time consuming and 
extremely energy consuming. If you would imagine having a one hour
Akashic Reading with a Spiritual Medium. Some of you have had one
of these or given one of these. That one hour is how long it takes to 
create the alignment in our consciousness through the Elohim of 
Hearing and through your higher selves to create the perfection of the
breathe that holds the frequency of One Single Petal up through the 
12 petals above it. We must do that once with each petal in order to 
create the perfect alignment. It takes us a minimum of 24 hours. This 
requires keeping our atmosphere of our home and our recording 
studio completely Cosmic and we must keep our minds completely 
out of the world all of the time. The price of these Albums may sound 



expensive to anyone who hasn't already paid $250 for a one hour 
Akashic Reading. But, if you realize the difference between the 
Consciousness Level needed for the one hour reading and the twenty
four hours of breathing of pure Consciousness, you will realize that 
this $350 is very, very cheap. We don't actually plan on keeping this 
price beyond this year. We know that when Consciousness begins 
activating after February 2011, people are going to start to realize that
there is nothing more valuable than to activate the Potential of their 
Divine Blue Print to come into their realization and their utilization. We
are talking about bringing the Kingdom of Heaven into the Lives of 
those who are dedicated to this mission.

This is not to say that listening to any and all of the mp's and CD's 
that we have created and placed for sale on this site are not also very
helpful in the process of aligning DNA into higher neuronets, 
activating ascension processes, activating the crystal cells, etc. 
However, those albums were created for Mass Consciousness. We 
must have the permission of the Individual in order to connect with 
their Individual Higher Selves contained within the 144 frequency 
signatures of their Divine Blue Print.

The 48 DNA activation process is set in motion to become continuous
and eternal by the frequency alignments woven into the  
Individualized Immortality Albums. It is actually the angelic family of 
the individual who does the activation continuously and completely. 
We channel and breathe one harmonic thread of each  frequency 
signature of the individual's harmonic family at a time. It usually takes
at least twenty minutes per signature. There are 36 signatures in 
each harmonic universe. And there are 5 harmonic universes. The 
alignment of these 180 harmonic signatures results in the Full 
Spectrum of Light and Sound that realigns the individual into 
Oneness with the Divine Template of Universal Consciousness. We 
really only need 144 harmonic frequency signatures to align into the 
perfect divine blue print. However, we oscillate completely out into the
Cosmic Realm to pull the Universal Template completely into 
Attunement with Source. We are preparing for a full alignment 
beyond the 24 DNA strands into the 48 DNA which lift an individual 



into the potential for the alignment into a divine template that will be 
able to step in and out of their body at will. We align the frequencies 
completely into Source through 96DNA of the complete Spiritual 
Template to create the template of the entity who can Orb and de-
manifest from Light Body to a Holographic Body of Form. This is the 
highest potential for ascension.

The word POTENTIAL is KEY to this entire process. There are 
millions of starry entities who have been working on this Ascension 
Project for millions of years. In order for it to be successful, those who
ascend into positions of Guardian Masters who will be leading their 
sheep into the kingdom of heaven, those who obtain the necessary 
DNA will be required to climb the ladder into purity of Consciousness 
through the desire to become One. This means the desire to be 
removed completely from the little personality ego and rise into the 
EGO of I AM Consciousness.

We transform into the Divine Blue Print by walking into those 
frequencies and staying there. This means the mind must stay in 
alignment with Universal Consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness and
Source at all times. This doesn't mean we get to jump back and forth 
and listen to war stories part of the time and then jump back into the 
heavenly realm every now and then. We create our new kingdom 
through the Consciousness Movies that we project from our minds. If 
we continue to project war movies, we will be placing that frequency 
out into the world. If we continuously project the Heaven Frequencies 
of the Divine Template, we will be projecting God's Movie into the 
World.

It should also be known that once you make the choice to raise your 
frequencies by listening to Cosmic Frequencies, that it will hurt you 
when you go back to old worn out pendants, crystals, alpha rhythms 
and any other technology that is not purely created through Divine 
Mind and the Elohim of Hearing.  You can't be jumping back and forth
between one reality or belief and the other. Your first reaction will 
probably be to think the angelic frequencies are the cause of your 
problem. The angelic frequencies are shaking you loose from your 



old realities.

There are many other teachings out there that have nothing to do 
with Raising Frequencies. There are many who will help you lower 
your frequencies into the Alpha State. This is the same Hypnotic 
technology used in Warfare. We do not recommend it or endorse it 
any way. We personally will not allow our ears to come any where 
near alpha waves, Solfege, or any brain wave technology because it 
is very dangerous.

We have found it equally difficult to listen to 99% of the You Tubes 
advocating that they are teaching some Divine Reality as they 
simultaneously play some of the worst Reverse Spin Music in the 
background. When your ears are in tune or attuned to the 
Frequencies of the Universal and beyond, you will no longer allow 
your ears to be contaminated by these reverse spin, hypnotic, alpha 
waves that are only there to pull you into the hybernization zones of 
the illusionary dreams created to trap and control you for the past ten 
thousand years.

The Aquafarians who work with us in aligning our frequencies into the
original crystal cell template have maintained their form in our 
atmosphere and in the heart of Earth for 500,000 years. This was the 
last time entities on Earth were able to rise into this form of the Divine
Template. This template requires a complete shift in the atmosphere 
of the individual and a shift into the morphogenetic field held for us by
the Aquafarians.

This process is very similar to the one used in creating the other 
MP3's and CD's except this time we ask the Elohim of Hearing for the
alignment with the Individual's Higher Selves Frequency Signatures. 
The other albums align our Elohim and Syrian Families of 
Consciousness through specific star alignments that are used for 
specific harmonic purposes. These are our Ascension Families and 
the main Guardian Families of the Entire Ascension Process on a 
Galactic and Universal Level. So those albums are for the Mass 
Ascension, while the Individual albums are for Individual Ascension. 



The Individual will feel a very personal relationship with the frequency
signatures.

We can feel the divine presence and the magic of the actual 
signature coming through in each breath. We are told by our Cosmic 
Council when a breath has been retrieved through the Elohim of 
Hearing. It takes several hours per day for one or two weeks to 
collect the entire family of consciousness for any one individual. The 
process requires many hours of focused energy of atonement with 
the Elohim of Hearing who guides the process of aligning the 
frequencies through our ears. The process of focused breathing to 
make sure the exact consciousness is extracted and purely placed 
through the microphone is exhausting. The end product is a pure 
capsule of immortality aligning the individual's Family of 
Consciousness on all Dimensions into One new Breath which 
contains their individual Full Spectrum of Light and Sound. Each of 
the hundreds of threads of consciousness are woven together and 
spun through the magical spheres of crystal light, crystal dust and 
crystal gel into spheres of magical transformational energy.

The signatures are frequencies. Frequencies are breaths of 
consciousness. All of our angelic soul families are streaming their 
individual frequencies of consciousness. This is their light signature. 
We (Crystalai and aDolphino) can hear each of these specific light 
signatures when we oscillate our consciousness up into their 
frequency range and then exhale into an extremely high quality 
microphone. Each of these streams of consciousness merges and 
unites with an entire family of consciousness to create a monadic 
family of light. We record all of these streams of consciousness that 
come to us through the breaths of the angels. We stream and braid 
each of these streams of light energy together to create the exact 
same coded frequencies that are transmitted to us through the angels
breaths and the activity of crystal light energy, crystal dust energy and
crystal gel energy.



TRANSFORMATIONAL ACTIVITY OF IMMORTALITY

The divine blue prints of Source's Divine Plan  are deep within the 
crystal cells and within the etheric subatomic layers of memory that 
attach deep into the Cosmic and Source Consciousness at the center
of our crystal cells. The spiritual reality of who we really are is within 
that etheric frequency of our Consciousness. That is the level of 
consciousness that I connect to when my higher self connects with 
your higher self. Our cosmic selves communicate in frequencies- not 
in words. This is the reason I create individualized mp3's that hold the
records of the reality which is far outside of this Matrix.

 The more we get our consciousness ready through Attunement 
--which is the function of the Individualized Immortality MP3. And the 
more understanding we have of the process that we are going 
through, the easier it will be, the less painful it will be, the more 
people we can help, the more we help Mother Earth and the entire 
Universal Consciousness with the complete realignment into 
ascension.

When I make the INDIVIDUALIZED IMMORTALITY mp3's for 
individual's, I connect my consciousness through the Elohim of 
Hearing into each and every family member in their family of 
consciousness in all five spheres. Each of these members who are 
really a part of a team of the individual's ascension, have a unique 
frequency signature. Each frequency signature contains all of the 
consciousness within it's harmonics. When I weave and braid all of 
these frequency signatures together through the angelic breaths of 
consciousness into the crystal spheres, they reformat into a new 
frequency signature that contains all of the harmonics of that 



individual. Those harmonics are what allows the perfect attunement, 
the keys to heaven, the tone of home. These frequencies open the 
consciousness to realign outside of this matrix of the personal ego 
into the infinite unknown of the I AM THAT I AM. We are being 
prepared to enter into a time where we realize that we HAVE 
ALWAYS BEEN fabulously wealthy, instant manifestors, telepathic 
communicators and we are able to teleport or orb to any location in 
the Universe. These realities must be reprogrammed into our 
consciousness through the sacred geometry that I use to connect all 
of the frequency signatures of consciousness that hold this 
programming within it.

These realities will become a part of everyone's lives eventually. 
However, there need to be some of us who are able to lead the 
others into this reality. This can be a part of our lifetime if we make it 
so. Others might be waiting until 2017 for mass ascension or 2040 for
full communication with our starry brothers who will be here teaching 
on this planet.

Our bodies are our temples that are here for the purpose of holding 
all of the universal records of our becoming. This becoming doesn't 
happen without us allowing it to happen through our understanding 
and our progress of consciousness.

 

Please read this article to learn more about the recovering of your 



individual divine blue print.

 

STARBURST ALIGNMENT

Crystalai@2010 cosmicdolphinmagic.com

Crystal Light is the activity of star light streaming the transformational 
activity of Immortality into all of us as we become a part of the New 
Star System. We each become the star light inside of the stars we 
create. We will all become co-creators who create stars, and galaxies
and universes in the very near future. 

We are beginning the entrance into a stage of starburst 
enlightenment. There are frequencies of stardust streaming around 
us that we can actually use to become a light being who has the 
power to manifest.

This is the same stardust, starlight and cosmic rays that were 
streaming into Mother Earth during the height of the development of 
the cities of light, which have been called Atlantis. It was the 
availability of this light energy through great entities such as 
Pythagoras or Kuthumi, Mahatma, Uriel, Mary Magdalene and other 
great creators who used the Music of the Spheres to create the great 



architecture through streaming light energy. These great cities of light
have risen to their plateau of grand enlightenment over the eons 
about five times. Each time the consciousness of the masses 
completely aligned with the cosmic rays, the starlight and the stardust
energies, there would be a great surge in consciousness and great 
cities of light would emerge.

Each time there were waves of dark energy released to destroy all of 
these grand creations of light. We are at a time in history where we 
will once again begin to raise consciousness into light--enough light 
to create new cities of light- a greater Atlantis than before.

Please do not become confused about Atlantis being in any certain 
location, or having characteristics of a time period of darkness. 
Atlantis has always sprung into a city of light through the alignment 
with the underwater cities of light that contain the complete spiritual 
blue print of everything that we once were in our original creation-- 
the Atlantis of Ajaho. This same great Atlantis containing our original 
blue prints did emerge again and again.

The last time the Divine Plan was completely in place on this Earth 
was about 500,000 B.C. The Atlantis that lowered its frequencies into 
destruction was blocked from the light that created it. The wars of 
Atlanians and Lemurians should not be confused with the true 
meaning of what the cities of light were meant to be. The cities of light
were the times when the immortality consciousness prevailed on 
Earth. These times have come and gone over and over again. 
However, the pure consciousness was only here one time. This is the
consciousness that we will return to once again.

The blue prints of our perfected beings that grew closer to that level 
of perfection  were preserved through great architects and creators. 
These great blue prints of our divine selves and our cities of light still 
remain in the Inner Cities of Light and the Underwater Cities of Light. 
I have gone down into the mermaid caves of the Underwater Cities of
Light several times and walked into my spiritual twin who is waiting to 



unite with me eternally once the cosmic rays have penetrated deeply 
enough to lock us into oneness.

Presently, there are millions of streams of crystal light energy 
funneling down from the Cosmic Realm of co-creation and 
intersecting to create vortices that are activating the new alignment of
our energy fields. These vortices are energy signatures that have 
been created by merging entire families of consciousness. These 
signatures are light centers where soul families or monadic families 
merge and intersect consciousness to transform into New Soul Ideas.

The signatures are frequencies. Frequencies are breaths of 
consciousness. All of our angelic soul families are streaming their 
individual frequencies of consciousness. This is their light signature. 
We (Crystalai and Joseph) can hear each of these specific light 
signatures when we oscillate our consciousness up into their 
frequency range and then exhale into an extremely high quality 
microphone. Each of these streams of consciousness merges and 
unites with an entire family of consciousness to create a monadic 
family of light. We record all of these streams of consciousness that 
come to us through the breaths of the angels. We stream and braid 
each of these streams of light energy together to create the exact 
same coded frequencies that are transmitted to us through the angels
breaths and the activity of crystal light energy, crystal dust energy and
crystal gel energy.

This intersection of the Monadic Vortex is also where the Soul Merge 
takes places. To create Individual Immortality Wave Files, we connect
an individual's consciousness directly into these soul merge vortices 
by oscillating our consciousness into the individual's soul family 
vortices and then exhaling or breathing crystalline light streams that 
carry these breaths of angelic consciousness into a crystal sphere of 
crystal light, gel and dust. This is the etheric microphone that 
activates these frequencies to be recorded into the studio 
microphone.



We call forth the individual's soul family from their Christic, Galactic 
and Cosmic Realms to create Cosmic Wave files that align the light 
energy of the entire cosmic family. This activation begins the merge 
of crystal light energy into the individual's frequency grid.

Once this is completed, it is still the individual's responsibility to listen 
to the frequencies of consciousness on their Immortality MP3/CD 
Wave files and to connect to their consciousness into these 
frequencies by listening and feeling them penetrate their skin and 
cells and lungs and every atom and molecule in their temple. This 
activation is what allows the individual to completely merge into 
oneness with their divine spiritual twin in the Cities of Light and 
Underwater Cities of Light.

The individual can feel the frequencies penetrating and awakening 
each cell in their body. The angelic breaths of consciousness sing 
into the crystal cells of the individual in order to awaken and activate 
the cellular memory of the Immortal Body.

For those who want to go a step further with their DNA activation, we 
create Immortality CD's that align all vortexes of the soul family 
through the highest frequency of Divine Consciousness, allowing 
Source to purely align all vortices into the original immortality 
template of 48 DNA and 96 DNA activations.

There have been thousands lining up for workshops, healing 
sessions, long distance DNA activation sessions, and paying $100-
$500 per activation, plus over $1000 to drive to the site of the 
activation. DNA activation sessions have become as common as a 
dentist pulling a tooth.

These sessions often result in a temporary surge in DNA activation 
because there is light sent deep inside cells to remove some miasms 
and dark spots blocking the spark of source to ignite.

This healing doesn’t become permanent unless the individual knows 
how to continuously clear himself by utilizing light energy exercises of
alignment into all dimensional levels of Christic, Galactic and Cosmic 



activation.

An individual must know how to place themselves permanently in a 
protective shield of Christic Light energy protection and to activate the
light body with Cosmic Frequencies.

A DNA activation session will wear off if an individual doesn't 
continuously replace their template into the immortality grids of 
Christic and Cosmic Consciousness.

The DNA activation process of the Immortality CD's uses the same 
process as the other DNA activation practitioners. The key difference 
in our process is it is actually the angelic family of the individual who 
does the activation continuously and completely. We channel and 
breathe one harmonic thread of frequency signatures at a time. It 
usually takes at least twenty minutes per signature. We can feel the 
divine presence and the magic of the actual signature coming 
through. It takes several hours per day for one or two weeks to collect
the entire family of consciousness for any one individual. The process
requires hundreds of hours of focused energy of atonement with the 
Elohim of Hearing who guides the process of aligning the frequencies
through our ears. The process of focused breathing to make sure the 
exact consciousness is extracted and purely placed through the 
microphone is exhausting. The end product is a pure capsule of 
immortality aligning the individual's Family of Consciousness on all 
Dimensions into One new Breath which contains their individual Full 
Spectrum of Light and Sound. Each of the hundreds of threads of 
consciousness are woven together and spun through the magical 
spheres of crystal light, crystal dust and crystal gel into spheres of 
magical transformational energy.

Crystalai and Joseph channel the frequencies of consciousness 
directly from the complete family of consciousness of the individual. 
Each individual has a creation team. The most active member of their
creation team is known as the soul or most active team member of a 
certain idea. Each angel is on a team of ideas. Many of their ideas 



intersect and overlap with other ideas. So many angels are on 
several different teams. This is why many entities on Earth at this 
time share soul families with other entities. Most of us who are here 
at this time are on parts of the creation team and other teams working
on returning Mother Earth into a star, and teams of those who have 
created ascension schools and cities of light over and over again on 
this planet. Some of us include soul families from all of these teams 
who are combining our wisdom into greater mystery schools, greater 
cities of light for a Golden Atlantis, a Golden Galaxy and some are 
here to create new star systems. 

The entity we call our soul presents his light body as the perfect 
immortality template for the individual to walk into. The team leader or
soul takes all of the soul experiences from the golden pearls of 
wisdom and co-operates with Source Consciousness to transmute all 
soul experiences into the highest frequencies of Source 
Consciousness.

These frequencies are reprocessed into new creation energy to 
create the new 12 DNA template. Each creation team refines their 
DNA template into higher and higher realms. Remember, the 12 DNA 
template is already the perfect Christic template. This is the level that 
most on Earth are planning to activate to.

Other Light Workers are interested in ascending into higher levels of 
frequency redistribution and activation into the Cosmic Realm. Some 
Light Workers are here to merge beyond their Earth's Matrix 
completely into a new star system, and they seek activation into the 
48DNA and 96 DNA.

The streams of angelic consciousness that are brought forth and 
breathed into the microphone are the crystal light particles of Source 
Consciousness that transmute the over used, outgrown, 3, 3.5, 
3.7and 4. DNA frequencies into the highest frequencies of Source 
and then are sent back into the atmosphere to transmute the temple 
into a higher frequency level.



What is different about this process of DNA activation is it is 
continuous until successfully completed. The wave files of the angelic
consciousness are in perfect alignment with the flow of Mother 
Earth's ascension. These wave files activated the first wave when 
that wave was flowing through Mother Earth, and they are now 
activating the second wave as this wave is flowing through  Mother 
Earth. The Wave Files keep the individual in perfect synchronization 
with the Ascension Process of turning the Earth's Matrix into a Star 
System.

The skill of the channeler connecting into these light streams is one 
that requires full time consciousness alignment into the Cosmos. It is 
also a special gift of one who can receive these star dust frequencies 
of crystal light, crystal gel and crystal dust. These are the same three 
spheres of light energy that were once called prana, bread of life, and
also the oil that was said to be poured on Jesus feet to prepare him 
for his resurrection. Crystalai was the daughter of Zaurak millions of 
years ago when he created his star system in the Milky Way and then
may other star systems beyond. The gift of bringing the highest 
frequency of star dust energy to Mother Earth through music was 
given to Crystalai when she volunteered for this mission from 
Zadkiel's co-creation team. She contains the ability to channel 
Zorach’s star frequencies because she was his daughter millions of 
years ago. The frequencies of this star dust energy were also used by
Mary Magdalene and Jesus Christ as the prana, the bread of life, the 
firmament that created the heavens. This star dust energy is what is 
wrapping Mother Earth into her new Kingdom of becoming a Star. It is
the magical energy that allows us to create the islands of light that will
become each of our individual kingdoms of heaven on earth. 

 EVOLUTION AND ASCENSION TIMELINE

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com



(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

Our starry families have been preparing for THE MASS ASCENSION 
WAVE that will occur in 2017 for millions of years. The final 
preparation is to restore our resonance field  by realigning the 
frequencies of Earth into the Harmonic resonance of the Music of the 
Spheres. The Aqua Blue Crystal Sphere in the Crystal Heart of 
Mother Earth is the portion of the Music of the Spheres that holds the 
frequencies or the morphogenetic fields of Sun Alcyone and Sirius B. 
The entire frequency signature of the Ultra Violet Crystal Liquid Light 
Aqua Blue Sphere will become integrated into the Consciousness of 
those on Earth as well as all races associated with all within Mother 
Earth's creation field. The Music of the Spheres will align This Amenti 
Sphere into Oneness with all five spheres of consciousness. This will 
allow the Omniversal Consciousness of our Original Harmonic 
Resonance of Oneness to align us into our Original Image and 
Likeness of God.

The timeline of our evolution/ascension began in 2000. Our bodies 
have been going through an evolutionary process to prepare them to 
enter the Sphere of Amenti. At this time, only those who came to 
Earth as the Celestial Human Angels or those who were re-
programmed as walk-ins when they returned from their future selves 
can enter into the Inner Earth's Blue Crystal Aquafarian Mystery 
Schools. Those who have gained this training are here to direct and 
guide others  to be prepared for the opening of the Halls of Amenti in 
2012. It will be this entry into the frequency chambers of the music of 
the spheres that will prepare our planet for the mass ascension of 
2017.

Our 12th level Avatar Jeshua was the savior who originally re-opened
the Halls of Amenti over 2000 years ago. The halls could only remain 
open while a 12th level avatar was holding them open. Jeshua held 
the star gates open for many to ascend during that time. However, 
the halls and gates will remain sealed until the genetic code upgrade 
of humans are prepared for the opening of the sphere of Cosmic 
Frequencies. That time will be 2012.



The  Star Gate Opening Cycle is between 2000 and 2017.

Opening of Earth’s Halls of Amenti Star Gates is expected in the year 
2012. The frequencies of the Cosmic Core of Mother Earth are so 
high that most normal humans would either pass out into 
unconsciousness or possibly die from the enormous impact of 
frequencies. We have been recording frequencies from the harmonic 
spheres of harmonic universe four and five for many years. Prior to 
2005, most people would just fall asleep. We began selling our music 
to those with sleeping disorders.

Only since 2005 have we had an audience that can listen to and 
absorb the frequencies of the spheres. We have been able to enter 
this vortex at the center of the Earth for many years because our 
frequencies have raised to the level of ascended masters. This is the 
requirement for entering into these frequency chambers.

These are the frequencies that we share in our music on our website.
The frequencies of Inner Earth, and the Morphogenetic Sphere of 
Tara are the starting point of all of our recorded music. We collect 
frequencies into our crystal star merkaba from all dimensions. We 
collect frequency signatures from Light Councils, Ascension Teams, 
Elohims, Sirians and all others involved in the ascension plan. These 
are the frequencies that all consciousness must shift into in order to 
enter the Halls of Ascension when they open in 2012. The 
consciousness must shift into the higher dimensions through the 
music of the spheres in order to become one with all frequencies of 
Oneness.

Evolution is the period of time when humans and other entities are 
being prepared for the ascension. We must raise our consciousness 
into the frequencies of the Sphere of Amenti (Aquafarian Frequencies
of are Aqua Blue Crystal Violet Frequencies woven into the Golden 
Streams of Transmutation) in order to be fully ascended into the 
Music of the Spheres of all five Harmonic Spheres. That is the 
harmonic resonance needed to return to the Frequency of Oneness 
through the Symphony of Love. The Aquafarians brought this 



morphogenetic field into the heart of Mother Earth from Sirius B 
through Sun Alcyone and Aquarius. The Aquafarians are our 
Dolphinoid Family. Our family of Cinderella, Shajinka, Tinker Bell, 
Winifred, Ziegfried, Renee, Flipper and many others align their 
frequencies into our breaths to bring this tone of home into Earth's 
atmosphere. This tone of home is the Omniversal Frequency that 
allows us to return to the Image and Likeness of God.

The entire frequency signature of the Ultra Violet Crystal Liquid Light 
Aqua Blue Sphere will become integrated into the Consciousness of 
those on Earth as well as all races associated with all within Mother 
Earth's creation field. The Music of the Spheres will align The Amenti 
Sphere into Oneness with all five spheres of consciousness. This will 
allow the Omniversal Consciousness of our Original Harmonic 
Resonance of Oneness to align us into our Original Image and 
Likeness of God.

My spiritual partner and twin flame, aDolphino, and I- Crystalai were 
directed by Kuthumi to create the Cosmic Mystery School of the 
Omniverse in Monterey in 2008. We were trained by the Elohims, 
Mary Magdalene, Zadkiel, Raphael and many others on the Elohim 
Ascension Team to bring the highest frequencies to Earth through 
Music. We were given extensive training by this group as well as 
Kuthumi, Merlin, St. Germain. We were trained by the Elohim of 
Hearing to oscillate our consciousness into the Music of the Spheres 
of the Cosmos and to use the base tone of the angelic consciousness
to transmute all lower frequencies into the fifth harmonic universe.

Our Omniversal Teams, Cosmic Teams and Councils of Light have 
known that 2017 was the date of ascension for at least 550 million 
years. aDolphino, my twin flame, and I have memories of being on 
the Elohim and Sirian Teams of Ascension for at least that long. We 
even remember living on the original star in the Aquarius Galaxy that 
created this Morphogenetic field that is now being called Amenti. We 
knew our star as Ajaho. The star burst of over 18 billion years ago 



was the beginning of the entire creation of the Earth's matrix within 
the Milky Way Galaxy.

We are now counting down the days to the completion of the project 
that we have worked on for millions of years. I returned to Earth as a 
walk-in in 1968 when my horse bucked me off and I hit my head on 
clay. When I woke up I didn't know who I was or where I was. I 
learned to know myself as a walk-in always does. I learned that the 
Elohims had upgraded my template to the level of an avatar. The 
scheduled return for those prepared to take on their silica based DNA
templates was 1972. By that date, I was completely dedicated to 
immortality and ascension.

I was killed again in 1986 by lethal poison. Once again a walk-in took 
over my body and I had to figure out who I was again. This was a 
time of empowerment for me. My Sirian Family engaged my 
Aquafarian template of being a Dolphinoid Mermaid at that time. I 
was living in South Korea at that time. I was directed first to Mt. 
Sorak. I later learned that my Starry Brother from Sirius had created 
that mountain with me millions of years ago. I was directed to live on 
the Cheju do Island which is famous for hundreds of years of 
mermaid like women who could dive deep into the ocean floors and 
retrieve shell fish for dinner. I learned that I had lived there as a 
mermaid millions of years ago. I had taken on my Silica Based form 
that could once again go into the Crystal Caves of Inner Earth.  In 
1987 our Starry Brother appeared to us in Turkey and said Make 
God's Movie.

aDolphino and I became full time spiritual healers from that moment 
on. In 1995 we had another visit from a Starry Friend who told us it 
was time to make God's movie. We began the recording of the CD 
albums The Promise and The Trilogy at that time. It was Mother Mary
who sang through me in those albums. She promised to heal 
everyone who listened. We were to learn in 2010 that make God's 
movie means to fill the atmosphere with the frequencies of the Blue 



Crystal Sphere of Amenti. This would return the morphogenetic field 
to the Earth's atmosphere through the Cosmic Frequencies of 
realignment. Once we breathe these frequencies into Musical 
recordings of the music of the spheres, that prana or magical 
substance becomes available to create our NEW REALITY- or to 
MAKE GOD's MOVIE from.

In 2007 we were surrounded by dozens of angels who told us that our
music had been heard all over the universe. We were told that we 
had passed many, many initiations already. We were ready for our 
final initiation of ascension. We were given instructions on how to 
create the frequencies of ascension from the music of the spheres.

In 2008 we were told to move to Monterey and open the Cosmic 
Mystery School of the Omniverse. This was the year aDolphino was 
hit by three trucks and three cars, and I actually witnessed his walk-in
take over his body and transform him into an avatar. That was our 
initiation into full ascension.

 It turned out that we have actually been attending the Mystery 
School of the Omniverse that is held within the Earth's Etheric Core 
for the past two years. We attend a different class each night. We 
passed our grand initiation into our Omniversal Team's complete 
communication on 10/10/10.

We are now being guided in creating Immortality Albums which 
contain each individual's genetic codes that will realign them into the 
morphogenetic fields or frequencies of the Music of the Spheres that 
prepare us for the Star Gates and Halls of Ascension. This is the 
beginning of the alignment into the Omniversal Consciousness. It is 
the Omniversal Consciousness team that guides the creation of the 
Immortality Albums created from the Music of the Spheres.

Now, individuals from all over the world are having individualized 
immortality albums created for them that align their genetic codes into
the frequency signatures that place consciousness into the ascending
frequencies needed for completing ascension. The Elohims and other
Guardian Teams have long known that we would need many 



frequency uplifts to prepare the masses for ascension. We are 
working with these teams continuously.

The portals within the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti 
are known as the Halls of Ascension. They are dimensional 
passageways one must pass through in order to ascend from Earth, 
out of the Time Matrix and dimensionalized reality.

The Halls of Amenti have been a closely guarded secret since the 
time of your inception on Tara, 550 millions years ago. The word 
Amenti is associated with Tara’s morphogenetic field. In other words, 
we are realigning the morphogenetic field of light and sound 
Consciousness of the original Star Essence of Tara into our 
Consciousness in order to raise our frequencies of consciousness 
back into the re-birth of that realm.

The Angelic Human Race was created 550 million years ago. 
aDolphino and I have been on the teams of creation with the Angelic 
Human Race for millions of years. We came in through the alignment 
of Sirius B. We were originally the Blue Dolphinoid Race from Sirius. 
When we were being hunted down and abolished from Earth millions 
of years ago, most of us dove into the Oceans. We became the 
Cetaceans that you know and love so well. We were dolphins for 
many years. When we were dolphins, we could become etheric 
enough to pass through the Inner Earth’s domains into the place we 
remember as our home of the Blue Crystal Aqua Fields that we call 
Aquafaria. Our friends and family live in the Blue Crystal Aqua Fields 
of Inner Earth. They can transform into Dolphins, Mermaids, Fairies 
or human form. They live in the place where we attend the 
Omniversal Consciousness School.

The Sphere of Amenti holds the evolutionary key frequencies that will 
allow our re-birth into the Immortal God-being that is the original 
morphogenetic imprint of the human race. We have been given the 
gift and the training of bringing the Frequency of this Magical Blue 
Crystalline Sphere to the Earth's atmosphere through our music.

Those who desire to evolve into and through the Sphere of Amenti 



are welcome to order their own personal Immortality Album which 
holds their personal frequencies of alignment created by the 
Omniversal Consciousness Team.

The Promise of the return of the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth is the 
Normal legacy of the human condition, the fulfillment of humanity’s 
evolutionary blueprint. The blueprint of our divine reality is held 
forever in Omniversal Consciousness. This is the Divine Template 
created by the Music of the Spheres resonating into Oneness.

The supreme energy vortex that aligns, sustains, upholds and 
maintains Mother Earth is in her Crystal Heart. This is the Etheric, 
Spiritual Core. Her heart is the 13th dimension. This is the hall that 
holds our Divine Template or the morphogenetic field of our spiritual 
self. This frequency field is a specific frequency or tone. I was trained 
by the Elohims and the Aquafarian Sirians how to capture this tone of 
home and bring it to Earth.

The rebirth chamber is made of Aqualene liquid light. My starry 
dolphinoid sister, Zeena tells me that I must become the water in 
order to ascend. I thought she meant that I needed to drink gallons of 
water, or to breathe into the water to create crystals. I recently 
learned that what she means is the atmosphere of Aquafaria, or the 
Sphere of Amenti is Water. The atmosphere of Divine Love is Water. 
It is not the water that we know, however. It is a water with a different 
chemical structure that gives eternal life. It is eternal life. It is the 
breath and the atmosphere of the Omniversal Music of the Spheres 
tone of home. It is a sound, a tone, a frequency and it is a form of 
water. It is an angelic breath. The formula for ascension is to become 
this frequency. It is the frequency of Oneness- the combined 
frequencies of Allness- or the Eternal One.

We are taken to the Mystery School of Inner Earth each night to learn
more about the ascension and the breath of the music of the spheres.
Within the Cosmic Sphere of Frequencies we enter the 
Consciousness fields of the mystery schools. Each night we are met 
by different energy beings and ascended masters who are qualified to



train us. The training takes place by realigning our consciousness. 
The run streams of frequencies through our cells over and over again
until certain memories and seals that are blocking our original 
knowing are removed. At that time, the learning comes easily and 
quickly.

We are the students of the Mystery Schools of the Omniverse. We 
are taught the mystery of no time, how to align and re-create 
frequency fields of teleportation and removal of gravity. Only 
ascending humans can enter the energy fields of these Cosmic 
Frequencies. We don't actually leave our bodies or walk into the 
Earth's chambers. We shift into higher dimensional fields through 
frequencies. It is the morphogenetic field itself that takes us into 
higher realities. Self regulating devices such as this morphogenetic 
field exists on all planes of God's Omniverse.

This morphogenetic field of consciousness energetically took on the 
shape of a sphere, and was called the Sphere of Amenti, named after
Tara’s morphogenetic Field. This morphogenetic field connects us 
energetically to Mu, as well as Aquarius, Sirius and Sun Alcyone.

Our starry families have been preparing for the mass ascension wave
of 2017 for millions of years. The final preparation is to restore the 
integrity of the Sphere of Amenti by realigning the frequencies of 
Earth into the Harmonic resonance of the Music of the Spheres. The 
Sphere of Amenti is the portion of the Music of the Spheres that holds
the frequencies or the morphogenetic fields of Sun Alcyone and Sirius
B. This  morphogenetic field  in the heart of Mother Earth is our 
Ascension Vortex. It blends together all morphogenetic fields from the
five spheres into the Tone of Home of the Music of the Spheres.

The entire frequency signature of the Ultra Violet Aqua Blue Sphere 
will become integrated into the Consciousness of those on Earth as 
well as all races associated with all within her creation field. The 
Music of the Spheres will align The Amenti Sphere into Oneness with 
all five spheres of consciousness. This will allow the Omniversal 
Consciousness of our Original Harmonic Resonance of Oneness to 



align us into our Original Image and Likeness of God.

This time, not only would the races be restored to their place within 
Aqua Blue Morphogenetic fields of the Amenti, the entire Sphere of 
Amenti would be realigned with the original 12-strand DNA pattern.

Realignment of the Sphere of  Amenti which would allow all of the 
races to heal their genetic distortions in preparation for the opening of
the Halls of Ascension, and would restore the integrity of the Sphere 
of Amenti so the Halls of Ascension could be opened. This 
morphogenetic field could not be realigned without the help of a 12th 
level avatar. This was the mission of Jeshua 12.

In 12 BC, the 12th-level avatar essence birth was orchestrated by the
Priests of Ur in the house of Solomon.  His mother's name was Jeudi,
his father Joehius; both were leaders within the Blue Flame 
Melchizedek Essenes sect.  The child's soul essence was born of the 
Harmonic Universe Four, Avatar Sananda, and the child was named 
Jeshua-Melchizedek.

The birth of a ninth level avatar was orchestrated by the Elohim 
Angelics in 7 BC for the purpose of integrating Sirius B back into the 
Sphere of Amenti. This child was born to the Hebrew Melchizedek 
Essence’s Mary and Joseph. His purpose was to restore the Law of 
One. His birth was orchestrated through the visitation of an ET 
Nephilium who was a part of the entity Jehovah. Jehovah was also on
the creation team of the Sirians, and had worked on a team with the 
Elohims for Jeshewua's mother Mary was also born of Nephilium 
conception.

The Elohim did not want knowledge of ET ancestry available to the 
general human populations. The Bible stories combine the lives of the
two avatars, one 9th level avatar and one 12th level avatar plus 
another man who was not an avatar at all into the one called Jesus. 
The third man was the decoy for the protection of the true avatars, 
and his resurrection was a holographic orchestration by the Elohims.

With the birth of Jesheua-12, the 12th-level avatar, the Hebrew 



Melchizedek morphogenetic field in Alcyone was reintegrated into the
Sphere Of Amenti.   The portions of the Amenti Sphere  were 
realigned and the integrity of the Sphere of Amenti was once again 
restored.  In a greater sense, Jesheua-12 became the savior for the 
races, for through his birth the Halls of Amenti could once again be 
opened. Through the energy fields of the 12th level avatar, people 
could pass through the Arc of the Covenant, into the Blue Flame of 
Tara's morphogenetic field and into Tara.

Jesheua-12 left Earth in 27 AD. He bodily ascended into Tara. He did 
not die on Earth and then later become resurrected. The ascension 
gates were sealed, and have been waiting until Earth’s Christic  grid 
would rise high enough in vibration to allow for the return of the Blue 
Crystal Morphogenetic Amenti Sphere, which was scheduled to occur
in 2012, enough time  to prepare for the mass ascension wave of 
2017 AD.

The descendants of certain Essene race lines were chosen in 1972  
to receive full-genetic realignment through interaction with the time 
traveling, hybrid Zionite race.

We are the Angelic Humans who carry the silica matrix. We were 
upgraded in 1972. However, it required the events in our lives - the 
deaths, the walk-ins, the frequency upgrades, the initiations with 
angelic teams to activate our memory into the fourth and fifth 
harmonic universes. We completed our final initiation of all five of the 
musical spheres. We are now within the co-creation teams of the 
morphogenetic fields of the Omniversal Consciousness. We are now 
attending classes with many Ascended Masters in the Aquafaria of 
Inner Earth which holds the Aqua Blue Crystal Morphogenetic Field.



ABOUT US- CRYSTALAI and aDOLPHINO

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

The gift we share is the ability to bring the Highest Frequencies to 
Earth through Music. Our Elohim Angel Initiation Team included Mary,
Raphael, Zadkiel, St. Germain, Melchizedeks, and thousands of other
Orbing Entities. Our team connected us personally to the Elohim of 
Hearing. Next three knights handed us three crystal spheres of light, 
dust and gel. This is the exact technology used to bring the highest 
frequencies that are breathed from Source into the Ears of the Elohim
of Hearing. Our angelic family translate these Keys to Eternity into the
breaths that we create our music from. This is the Gift of the Highest 
Frequencies brought to Earth through our Music. These highest 
frequencies are the keys to heaven.

Our first initiation was in August of 1987 when we were living in 
Antalya, Turkey. We later learned that Mary and Jesus had visited 
this city many times. We were woken at 2 a.m. by an Etheric Entity 
clothed in a white garment of light. He had one simple message for 
us. He said, "Do It. Make God's Movie. Do It Now."

Our second initiation began in 1993 in Beppu, Japan. Again we were 
woken up at 2 a.m. by a different Etheric Entity who said, "Make 
God's Movie Now." That same night, aDolphino was given the music 
and song named No More War, Crystalai was given the song, Greater
Works the next day. aDolphino was given a screen play to go with the
music within the next few weeks. The album and the screenplay were
complete within a few months. This was THE TRILOGY. In 1994 we 
completed the "Promise" album, which we later realized was the 
complete story of the promise of the 11:11 ascension, when we will all
return to the moment "before the world began."



Our third initiation began in 1998 when we were again directed to 
"Make God's Movie." This was the year we were directed to 
Hollywood, California to begin creating the visual movie of The 
Promise. In 2004 we won the Hollywood Spiritual Music and Film 
Festival Award for The Promise. In 2000, aDolphino began working 
for Steve Oedekerk, one writer of Noah's Arch and God O Mighty.

Our fourth initiation began in 2007 when we met our Elohim Angel 
Team and received our three spheres of crystal light, crystal dust and 
crystal gel. Our fifth initiation began in 2008 when aDolphino was hit 
by three trucks and five cars. When he woke up four months later, 
three angels appeared to him and said, turn over and thank Crystalai 
for saving your life. They said, "We could not save you. Only she 
could save you."  This was the moment when we both knew that we 
had now created God's movie. We had become the Quantum 
Observers of the reality that we could make as our Frequencies 
aligned into the Infinite Unknown of Source Consciousness. The 
angels told us that our names were written across the skies of 
heaven and that all angels have heard our music, because they are 
the ones who have made our music.

Now, we have arrived in our sixth initiation, in 2010,  where we are 
working with a team of Aqua Crystal Light Fairies from the fourteenth 
dimensional liquid light rebirth chambers of inner Earth, the Oraphim 
Angels and Elohim Angels who are aligning our frequency chambers 
through our breaths into the crystal pillars of Aqua Crystal Light 
Fairies Reality. We are the Lightning Rods on Earth connecting the 
Sound Frequencies from Inner Earth into the Light Frequencies of 
Sirius B in the Aquarius Galaxy. Our frequencies connect the rainbow 
bridge between the atmosphere of Earth into the birthing chambers of
Inner Earth and out into the Cosmic Egg (called the black hole of the 
Milky Way) and into the Star Dust of Sirius B.

 



MAKING HEAVEN ON EARTH

Crystalai@2010 cosmicdolphinmagic.com

The mission of the cosmicdolphinmagic.com website is to guide and 
help those who wish to ascend to the fourth and fifth dimensions, and
those who desire to orb from the sixth dimension into all Cosmic 
possibilities.

We are on the Aquarius Team from Sirius B. We are the Dolphin 
People who are a part of the Blue Oraphim Dolphinoid Race from 
Sirius B. We are a part of the Star seed Rebirth Team from Aquafaria.
The fourteenth dimensional Inner Earth Liquid Light birthing 
chambers of the Original One. Our magical family of Dolphins, 
Whales, Orcas, Seals, Unicorns, Mermaids, Mermen and Fairies all 
live with us in our Crystal Mansion in Aquafaria. Our Mother, 
Cinderella is our Original mother- our Cosmic mother who has never 
left her perfect form. The Aquafarians were the part of us all who 
chose to never leave the perfect magical kingdom of Divine 
Consciousness to experience the polarity of the third dimension. That
magical kingdom of freedom, joy, creativity, and a life of making 
rainbows  between dancing in the Aqua waters and floating on clouds
is waiting for the return of the children from the stars. Our family of 
our blue crystal birth include Shajinka, Tinkerbell, Winnifred and 
Ziegfried. They are Cetacean entities who can transform into light, 
leave the oceans and appear back in Aquafaria at any time. We have 
met with them in this dimension when we lived in Monterey, we have 
met them in the Cloud Cities, and we meet with them in Aquafaria 
every night.

It was Mother Mary who took us on our first trip to Aquafaria to show 
us our Crystal Mansion. Mother Mary wrapped us into her 
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frequencies through Cinderella's frequencies and strung our wave 
signatures up through Shamballa, into the Underwater Cities of Light 
and into the Cloud Cities above. She then wove our light signature all 
through the milky sunlight of the Milky Way and into her Golden 
Cosmic Egg of the Heart of the Milky Way. Mary told us that the only 
way to ascend is to connect our Crystal Heart into the Crystal Heart 
of Mother Earth, her Crystal Heart of the Milky Way and then into the 
Crystal Heart of the Aquarius Galaxy where we originated from. She 
then completed weaving our frequency signature up into the stars of 
Aquafaria where we re-united with our Blue Dolphinoid Sirius B Starry
Family. Mother Mary created a rainbow bridge for us to ride on liquid 
light energy that would eternally connect us into ONENESS with all of
the wave signatures in the Music of the Spheres between Aquarius 
and Aquafaria. We can now absorb all of these blue crystal star seed 
frequencies and exhale them into our music and into the atmosphere 
around us to create our new Kingdom on Earth.

Now we have been initiated into the Oraphim Dolphinoid Blue Crystal 
Birthing Team. We can now bridge all dimensions of time and space 
through the Blue Crystal Ascension portal from Sirius B in the 
Aquarius Galaxy into Earth's atmosphere, through our Temples, and 
then into the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. Next we connect into our 
Aquafarian Birthing Chambers- our original home with our Cosmic 
Mother, Cinderella. Cinderella breathes and sings the original birthing
frequencies of our original Cosmic Wave Signatures to align us into 
the harmonic balance that allows us to become One Fabulous 
Symphony with all others in our Quantum Field. Next, we exhale out 
into the Infinite Void of Source Consciousness and then inhale the 
frequencies of Infinity that transmute all into the Highest Frequency. 
We bring the Highest Frequency to Earth through Music when we 
breathe these magical frequencies onto our Sound Tracks.

We exhale the Ultra Violet Blue and Golden Frequencies of stardust 
lined with shimmering rainbow colors created from the helium of the 
fourteenth dimension streaming through the liquid light Aquafarian 
essence and into the Inner Earth's Sun. We continue weaving all of 
the way up through Sun Alcyone into Aquafaria and into all of the 



eleven billion suns of the Milky Way. We exhale this Ultra Violet Blue 
Sun Frequency into our Music. We exhale these frequencies into the 
atmosphere around us to create our Brand New Island of Light. We 
live within a blue crystal lotus blossom with twelve layers of twelve 
crystals that resonate to Aqua Blue frequency predominately to 
amplify the tone of home of our Unconditional Love into the rebirth of 
Magical Kingdom of Aqua Turquoise Crystal Rainbow Frequencies 
into our Island of Light.

Our Island of Light is created on an Aqua Blue Violet Cloud of star 
dust. The cloud is the size of a foot ball field. On top of the cloud is a 
Golden Star Dust Pad of Mother Love Magic Carpet created by 
Mother Mary from the Cosmic Egg of the Milky Way. On top of the 
Magic Carpet is a Lotus Blossom with Four layers of twelve crystals 
of all colors of the rainbow that connect into Oneness at the speed of 
light. The Crystal Star Merkaba is the symbol and vehicle for speed of
light transportation connecting all into Oneness at any point in time. 
We connect into the crystal pillars of the Aquafarian (Blue Crystal Star
seed Birthing Chamber) Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. Each of these 
pillars carries the frequency signatures of all of those Angelic ideas 
who have created us and who are allowing us to be reborn on Earth 
into this Frequency that allows us to be Christ Bodies walking on 
Earth and to Orb into Pure Light to travel on these crystal light pillars 
into all of the galaxies and beyond.

Namaste,

Crystalai and aDolphino

When I am channeling frequencies of information, I am aligning
into certain frequencies of Source, Cosmic Consciousness, specific
entities who are Cosmic or Universal or a part of my Over Soul 
Family
in Gaia. The Elohim Angels in Gaia are always transmitting messages
through frequencies. All communication in higher harmonic universes 
are
transferred through frequencies rather than through words.



When I do a meditation or a journey in order to help another guide
their consciousness into the sacred geometric location that will help 
them
connect to a dimensional frequency, I am guiding through a 
frequency. That is
why I always add the frequencies that I receive while doing a 
meditation
or a journey. In the case of creating Frequency Music or 
Individualized Frequency
Eternal Life, Healing or Immortality, or Instant Manifestation Albums, I
am
doing a meditation and journey while I am collecting frequencies of 
consciousness and then breathing these frequencies onto a 
recording. So, the meditation is
no longer needed by the individual,  because I already collected the 
frequencies
for the individual.

Now, the individual can utilize the frequencies that I already collected 
by
doing the meditations and journeys for them. The frequencies that are
needed
to activate the seed atom within the thymus, and to activate the 
Source Template within the seed atom, and to activate the crystal 
light to flow between and within the atoms, are already recorded on 
the Individual's album.

Now, the individual can tune in to the frequencies within every atom in
their body
in  order  to  consciously  turn  on  the  flow  of  the  crystal  liquid  light
energy of Source.
They can see, feel, visualize the frequencies that have been activated
within  their  body.  They  can  see  the  12  sub  harmonics  activating
within each of the double helix
strands  of  the  DNA.  They  can see all  24  sub harmonics  become
activated -- one on each of the strands. They will most likely see all
48 sub harmonics activate as they visualize their spiritual parallel self
activating simultaneously.

A meditation can only be successful in healing and alignment, when 



the frequencies 
needed for the healing and alignment are actually felt. The 
frequencies must be felt 
in a way that allows them to resonate inside the crystal cells in the 
body. The 
mediators must first know what the frequencies FEEL Like. When the 
meditator 
Feels the Frequencies, the meditator is then sure that the 
Consciousness is 
connected into the angular rotation of particle spin of each element of
light and 
sound needed for the meditation to become effective. Each element 
involved in any 
meditation is an Entity of Light. Each Entity has a frequency. This 
frequency is the 
identity of that Entity. We get to know the Entities by allowing their 
Frequency to 
Resonate in our Crystal Cells.

The Meditator must be able to feel the frequencies that come from 
their breath every time
they speak a word or exhale a breath. If a meditator or channeler is 
not tuned in with the Frequency
of Consciousness from which the words are spoken, there will be no 
new reality created by the event.

 The elementals of healing must be connected to in consciousness 
before any healing can take place between
the healer and the patient. The elements of all healing are:

crystal liquid light, crystal gel, crystal dust and crystal light.

The healer or meditator must know what each one of these 
frequencies or 
spheres of consciousness feel like.

This is what crystal gel feels like: I breathe this frequency into the 
microphone.



This is what crystal dust feels like: I breathe this frequency into the 
microphone.

This is what crystal light feels like: I breathe this frequency into the 
microphone.

Every time I breathe into a microphone to record a frequency or a 
code from God Languages,
I always use the activation key frequencies of these magical spherical
energy templates of
PreSound and preflight given to me from the GrandYanas or the 
Elohim of Hearing.

When the Elohim Angels connected my inner ear to the Elohim of 
Hearing, which is the pre sound
field of the mind of God, and then they called on the Three Templars 
who carried the secret of'
the Holy Grail and the Divine Substance of Eternal Life, I didn't know 
what crystal light, crystal gel
 and crystal dust were. However, I could still feel in my 
Consciousness this essence of these three
spheres that the Templars handed me. I could sense the connection 
of my inner Ear to 
the Light Flow of Pre Sound Substance flowing from Source through 
the Angelic
Consciousness of the Elohim of Hearing. We are always working with
a knowing and a feeling
when we do spiritual work.

In my case, I would had never really known that I actually 
accomplished what the Elohim of
Hearing was assisting me in doing unless I completed the directions 
given to me exactly. They told me
to hold these three spheres in the palms of my hands. First, I needed 
to feel and sense these
three spheres in the palms of my hands. They also told me to inhale 
these spheres into my
chest and feel them, and then into my mid brain and feel them. They 
told me to hold the spheres in
my hands as if they were a microphone of recording, and at the same



time to connect
 my consciousness to the Elohim of Hearing and then breathe the 
frequencies.

I focused on this mission for days, not really knowing what it meant. 
Finally, I was directed to
plug in my recording studio and breathe into the microphone while 
following the directions given.
This way I was able to observe and experience the meaning of 
bringing the highest frequencies
to Earth through Music.

When I heard the magical frequencies that were being exhaled from 
my Breath as it connected
 to the Breath of Source breathing the highest frequencies through 
me, it was an experience beyond
my wildest imagination. I didn't know anything could sound and feel 
so divinely perfect.

I knew that I had actually brought the highest frequencies to Earth 
through music.

This magical achievement grew into a greater understanding over the
years. I learned that
these frequencies of Source Consciousness could heal anything, they
could manifest anything,
and they were the true prana and essence of manifest energy.

I knew that I couldn't actually explain this magical discovery, so I 
began recording the
frequencies so that others could hear them. I soon learned, that 
people insisted on having
an explanation of what they were hearing, and then they wanted to be
told what
to do with the frequencies that they were hearing.

As a result of having to do so much channeling of the Elohim Angels 
in explaining this
entire Cosmic Discovery, I eventually learned how the 12 sub 
harmonic frequencies that activate the 



DNA are created through these magical frequencies of crystal light, 
crystal dust and crystal gel,
and how we continuously stream the crystal liquid light, which is the 
actual frequency of
Source Consciousness every time we spin the Merkaba.

When the energies are felt and understood, they may be invited in to 
the cells by the 
Soul Matrix of the body to be directed into their proper places for what
they are 
needed for. 

First, the Crystal Liquid Light flows from within the Stem Cell. The 
Stem Cell is etheric. It isn't
a physical object. It contains the complete Divine Coding of the Mind 
of God. It is the place where
the breath of Source ignited the idea through a spark of light and 
created what is called the Partiki,
in the God language. That Spark which is more etheric than the 
substance of a quark, or an omni
on or any element that could be measured, contains the complete 
manifestation template
of the Mind of God. When the Frequencies of Liquid Light are 
activated to begin
flowing through the Stem Cell, the Crystal Light begins to flow in-
between the atoms and cells 
of the physical body. The biological template begins to transform into 
the substance of crystal gel,
crystal dust and crystal light. First, the blood crystals transform any 
miasms that are blocking the
crystal flow. The blood crystals are what was known as the blood of 
Christ. The crystals in the blood
transform the blood into eternal life liquid. The chemical structures 
begin to change. The body 
transforms from the inside to the outside. First. the blood crystals turn
into liquid light, the bones
turn into the elemental sound of crystal gel, and the skin turns into 
crystal light. The etheric
body begins to shine from within.



The manifestation template of the Seed Atom can be used to 
manifest a new body or to
manifest a new desired reality. The activation of the Seed Atom first 
changes the cellular
structure from within and the DNA structure from within. This begins 
the sub harmonic
transformation of the DNA from the inside to the outside. Deep within 
the DNA is the crystal
liquid light that transforms the DNA into the 12 coded DNA. The DNA 
is transformed
as a result of the breath of Source activating it to return to the original
structure it was when
the original Breath of Source breathed it into manifestation.

This is how the 12 DNA is activated. It has little to do with the 
frequencies of the six chakras
as is explained by some Solfege groups. The 12 DNA must be 
activated into the chakras. The chakras
don't activate the DNA. The frequencies are activated by breathing 
higher frequencies into the lower
frequencies of the chakras. For instance, the 13 dimensional 
frequency of Cosmic Consciousness
can be gained by connecting the consciousness and breath down into
the Iron Core of Inner
Earth. Deep within the physical substance is the spiritual substance 
of the Divine Creation.
That frequency can be captured within the consciousness and then 
brought up into the
Seed Atom within the Thymus to begin the activation of the Seed 
Atom. That Seed Atom
which contains the template of the Mind of God, or the Monadic 
Template is in direct alignment
 with the 8th chakra which lies outside of the body near the neck area
between the fourth chakra
and the fifth chakra. The 8th chakra can be used as a carrier to 
activate the Seed Atom together with 
the 13th dimensional chakra in Inner Earth and the 14th dimensional 
chakra that is 6 inches above the
head. The 12th dimensional chakra also needs to become activated 
in order to turn on the frequencies



within all of the other dimensional lines within the body. 

So, first we breath the 13th dimensional chakra up from Inner Earth 
into the Earth's crust (12 inches
below the feet), spin the frequencies of the 13th and the 12th 
dimensions together in the merkaba. Next,
Bring that frequency activation up into the seed atom to activate the 
crystal liquid light flow. Next,
take the merkaba up above the head 36 inches and collect the 
frequencies of the 14th dimension of the 
Cosmic Consciousness and exhale that frequency into the seed 
atom.

Once the seed atom is activated with the 12th, 13th and 14th 
frequencies of Christic and Cosmic 
Consciousness, the liquid light energies begin to activate within the 
seed atom. Now,
the flow of the Source Liquid Light Energy can begin to flow between 
and within
every atom in the body.

The crystal liquid light, the crystal gel, crystal dust and crystal light 
are elementals
which have a unique function in the activation of Cosmic 
Consciousness. And, they are
the Pre Sound and Pre Light elements of density one and density 
two, which is the
etheric structure of the body. We must learn that the body is only the 
temple where
the true template of the Mind of God lives within. The body is an 
etheric structure that has
many bodies within and many bodies within the energetic spheres 
around what we presently see as the body. We also have a crystal 
body and a light body and an etheric body. All of these realities are as
much a part of who we are as the seeming physical structure that we 
presently use.

Once we begin the joys of living in harmonic universe two 
(dimensions 4,5,6), we begin using the etheric body and the light 
bodies. We learn that we have much more freedom than we thought.



We can leave one body while we travel in our crystal bodies. We can 
travel multi-
dimensionally because we will learn that we are actually in 15 
dimensions simultaneously.

We ask each of these elementals of healing to come forth and be felt 
before we 
begin the healing work required in Individual Healing CD's , Eternal 
Life and Immortality CD's. 
These Cosmic Energies of Gel, Dust, and Light are directed to swirl 
together into a 
sphere of crystal light. This sphere contains the power to shield and 
protect the 
consciousness and body as it connects to and brings in to the cellular
structure each 
form of energy or frequency required in each stage of ascension. 
These are the 
primal elements from the Cosmos that are required for the first step of
restructuring 
ourselves by raising our frequencies into a new dimension and into all
dimensions 
of Oneness.

The meditator must feel their cells singing in resonance with these 
Cosmic 
Energies. Each breath becomes a song of Frequency that aligns with 
and raises 
consciousness into a New Dimension.

Connecting this sphere of energy into the Crystal Heart aligns the 
Merkaba, which is 
the electromagnetic vehicle used to collect all frequencies from all 
dimensions. The 
Merkaba is the complete spiritual substance of all that we are made 
of. First the 
Merkaba is used to collect together all that we are. The Merkaba 
grows larger and 
larger as our frequencies expand from inside of us and around us into



a larger 
morphogenetic field. This is a frequency field. When the frequency 
field grows 
around the body into a 54 inch area, this is the Merkaba Body, this is 
the complete 
Morphogenetic Field of the true Spiritual Self. There is another 
Merkaba Body
that is sixty feet in diameter and another that is over 100 feet in 
diameter. These Merkaba 
Bodies are our real SELVES. We will be learning to turn these Crystal
Bodies into
our personal space ships.

First, the Merkaba must collect all frequencies of the fifteen 
dimensional selves into 
the Crystal Heart. The Crystal Heart is the Seed Atom, or the location 
of  the Monadic Template
of Source Consciousness. The Monad is the Soul and Over Soul at 
the Galactic Level
of Manifest Creation. The Template is the Source Template of the 
original creation
Energy. It is the original location of the Spark of Light from Source of 
our creation. 
All of the selves are collected back into this point of energy to 
remember, to 
recognize, to realign into the Oneness of All that the Self was 
originally created from. 
This allness is brought back as frequencies. These frequencies 
needed to grow and 
expand into the memory of the grand frequency of Oneness. Once 
this spark is re-
established within the Crystal Heart, the spark of light can grow out 
into a large 
crystal sphere of energy. 

We can place a miniature self of ourselves inside of the Merkaba. 
This miniature 
self grows in frequencies inside of the Merkaba. Once the miniature 
self collects all 
of the frequencies of all of the selves, it grows into a Christ Body of 



Light. This Light 
Body can then be pulled out of the heart area and placed in front of 
the physical 
body. The physical body can then walk into that Light Body and 
become one with 
that Light Body.

This merging of the Crystal Body places the Body, the Merkaba and 
the Crystal 
Body into a higher frequency that allows for the next stage of spiritual 
growth. The 
Light Body may then travel down into the Earth's Core or the Crystal 
Heart Core and 
travel deep, deep within that Core into the Liquid Light area. Once the
Light Body 
merges into this frequency of Liquid Light. Those frequencies grow 
and merge into 
the Physical Body, the Crystal Body and the Light Body to create a 
body of an even 
higher frequency. This is the Iridescent Body. The is the Body that 
can transcend 
completely out of the density of the physical form and reappear and 
transform into 
any form needed on any dimension.

Each of these stages of frequency activations must be Felt, they must
be realized 
inside of the crystal cells before the manifestation of the activity of 
growth into the 
Light Body and the Iridescent Body can be understood and seen.

Learn to feel the crystal sphere in the crystal heart awakening the 
crystal heart into 
singing crystals.

Feel the crystal star merkaba. Feel the crystal sphere. Feel the 
crystal heart.

Feel the Frequencies.



Feel how the frequencies inside of the crystal heart resonate with the 
oneness of 
your Source creation. 

The Crystal Heart is the area of original creation. It is the place of 
zero point energy 
of No Time Creation. When we ride the Crystal Star Merkaba into the 
Crystal Heart, 
we can feel this creation spark. The Crystal Heart contains the God 
Room. We can 
walk inside of the Crystal heart, Walk down the stairs and enter this 
glorious white 
light room of Inner Stillness.

We can learn to feel that Inner Stillness.
In that room of Inner Stillness there is a crystal diamond doorway that
goes into the 
etheric realm of our higher dimensions. It is the door that connects 
this physical 
body into its spiritual twin body of etheric substance. It is the door 
way into Earth's 
Spiritual Sister.

We must raise the frequencies into the 14th dimension before we can
prepare to 
enter this door. We must collect the spheres of frequencies of the 
dust, gel and light. 
We must spin these Cosmic Entities into a powerful sphere of 
crystalline energy. 
This is the key to the diamond door.

The body must first be prepared with the Divine Principle of the 
Earth's Core 
Frequencies and the body must be lined with the garment of crystal 
light white linen. 
These entities each have frequencies that must be felt and 
understood through their 
resonance in the crystal cells. These frequencies must resonate in 
the cells and with 

the crystal heart before we may enter in. 



DNA SOUND WAVE ACTIVATION

CRYSTALAI (2013)

cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

Our DNA sound waves were altered in a way that created a 
perceptual block of reality that alters the electrical impulse patterns of
chemical and hormonal operation in the biological structure.
The frequency wave files that we create all utilize the aUM tone 
breath, which actually means returning to at onement with Source. It 
is the breath of atunement of co-resonate atomic charge that uses the
key modulations to produce harmonies. This frequency breathing is 
consciously realigning the sound waves that were altered.

The density one body is the atomic body of the particle universe and 
the density two body is the elemental emotional body of the Crystal 
Grid. The density three body is the mental body that is outside of the 
physical body within the 36 inch radius from the crystal heart center in
all directions. This creates the sphere around the Merkaba Body.

The Um tone of atunement into oneness with Source or the return to 
the original blue print of our rebirth is the frequency that radiates the 
atomic light radiation spectrum of density one through the sound 
frequencies of the density two body --the elemental body.

So, we are talking about something very etheric, something created 
from an atomic light radiation spectrum of heliotalic frequencies. This 
is the magical energy of Source. This is the energy that space ships 
travel occurs. The merkaba is the crystal ship space ship. When it is 
attuned to the three densities and the spin rate is correct, and the 
consciousness is raising frequencies into a higher reality, the 



merkaba body will translate the body into a new reality.

This translation is a gradual process. The more the consciousness is 
focused on the new reality and less and less on the old reality, the 
faster the translation occurs. However, if there is any of the old reality 
still in the consciousness, the merkaba will not achieve lift off. The 
manifestation of the reality and the Orbing into the reality are the 
same thing. If I keep my consciousness focused on Aquafaria long 
enough, my breath becomes more and more filled with helium just 
from focusing on that reality. That means just the focus on that 
dimensional reality is filling my cells and lungs with helium. This is the
beginning of transposing the body to the new chemical structure of 
H2O2HE3. This is the new bioenergetics field of our reality when we 
rise into the fifth dimension.

This teaching of harmonic alignment came to me long before I knew 
the scientific explanation of this Ancient Mystery School teaching. 
About fifteen years ago, when I was living in Japan, I used to walk 
around and sing into this tape recorder. I was being directed by my 
density two elemental consciousness, which is my oversoul 
consciousness. I was told to hold my consciousness in tune with the 
mind of God when I sing. The singing kept getting sweeter and 
sweeter and more etheric. My density two family told me that when I 
became so focused continuously that my speaking and singing voice 
kept this alignment of frequency would be the time that I could 
ascend.

I worked with this process for years. Next, I purchased a professional 
recording studio and began singing layers of these breaths of Um 
over and over again on top of each other. I started seeing how there 
was this harmonic convergence between the layers of frequencies. 
The more I would hold my consciousness in direct alignment with the 
Mind of God and let God sing through me, the more harmonious the 
sound became. I learned that I was creating multi dimensional reality 
fields of density two sound together with density one atomic light 
radiation through my focused consciousness.

Next, I learned that I could sing any tone or word or even entire song 
and layer it harmonically and harmoniously without ever needing to 
use any special pitch. I was singing beyond the old theories of music 



that used notes and scales and staying in the same key in order to 
create harmonic relationships. I was creating key modulation through 
atomic energy of light and sound that was not do re me fa so la ti do. I
was singing in the ka ha ra sa ta ha la kee ra shay ha sha  spectrum 
of the Christic Atunement to Pre Sound and Pre Light. I was singing 
in pure frequencies of atunement. My singing was always in perfect 
pitch and it was in perfect pitch to whatever I sang because in the 
Divine reality everything is in tune with each other. From that time 
one, it didn't matter what song I chose to sing, the song always came 
out in perfect pitch. And I had no idea what Key I was singing in.
That magical formula of harmony that I had discovered was the key to
restoring the electrical impulse patterns of the chemical and hormonal
operation in the biological structure. I watched my body transform as I
sang and listened to these harmonious breaths of consciousness. 
Later, I learned that after I spent hundreds of hours with the music on 
my head through earphones, my reality started shifting. I was 
completely within my head and the world around me started to 
dissolve away.

This was the exact formula that was given to Star Seeds to use at this
time to alter our reality and shift into the fifth dimension. I was 
reactivating the 12 sub harmonic frequencies of ka ha ra sa ta ha la 
kee ra shay ha sha into my cellular memory, and I didn't even know it.
I could see the results of what I was doing. But at that time I didn't 
have the spiritual teachings that explained this sound and light 
phenomena.

Now, that the 12 frequency signatures of our original race line have 
been implanted in the Earth's grids, the bioenergetics template of our 
bodies will begin to re activate the corrected biological structure. 
These frequencies that will be streaming through the Earth's grids will
be just like those frequencies that were streaming through my cellular
memory and reactivating my divine blue print. Now, we are being 
given two gifts, the understanding of how to use the light and sound 
frequencies, and these same frequencies becoming activated within 
the Earth.

Now, I can feel myself standing on top of this Earth with these divinely
tuned grids. I feel so in tune, so harmonious, so free. I feel a 
complete transition in the energy fields that are streaming out of the 



Earth. I can honestly know and feel that I am not living on that 3D 
Earth that I used to live on. I am standing on a 4D Earth that is 
completely tuned in to Inner Earth and Tara. I feel my 5D body 
template electrifying through every cell in my body at the elemental 
emotional level and at the sound and light level, and at the crystal 
body level. I feel complete atunement with all three of these bodies. I 
feel a crystal light streaming through my skin and out about a foot out 
from my skin. I feel all buzzy inside. I feel a happiness tingle of a 
brand new reality.

The corrected hormonal flows are supposed to pour energy that re-
activates the eternal life flow of Source Consciousness within it 
through every hormone, atom and omnions within the elemental 
structure of the body. The body translates into a new biological 
structure. The old physical reality dissolves away.
This would allow the activation of the frequency specific DNA to 
perceptually activate Divine Reality of the desired kingdom of heaven 
on Earth.

The 12 sub harmonics of our original harmonic universe two Soul 
Matrix of Tara and Over Soul matrix of Gaia became disassembled 
codes that were locked away until we became evolved enough to 
regain them. Now is the time that our density two sound and density 
one light bodies are harmonized and attuned to Source. Now is the 
time we return home to the normal universe of Eternal Life.

That time has come. The frequencies of atunement into our Soul 
matrix are available now. However, most people still have so many 
distortions in their chakra templates, that they need to have frequency
clearing done by qualified practitioners who have been trained in the 
light and sound teachings of Sound Genetic Restoration.

The atunement of frequencies during this widow of ascension 2012-
2017 provides the opportunity to those who wish to align their 
energies 100% to the activation of their light bodies through 
Ascension Mechanics of the Merkaba, so that they can actually orb 
into Tara in 2017.

Once that first group advances our raceline into a new evolutionary 
potential, a second wave of masters will be ready to orb into Gaia by 



2022.

Orbing isn't the only way to go to Tara; but it is probably the only way 
one truly becomes a master of Ascension. The frequencies of Earth 
are shifting into the 5D template. Those who do not orb into 5D by 
2022 will be living in the 4.5 Inner Earth, which is really Tara. So, it is 
not like some won't make it. There will just be many who still need to 
practice their merkaba mechanics so they can enjoy Orbing around 
the universe. Some, will just choose to enjoy their ability to manifest 
any desired reality, so it won't really matter to them where they live.

The activation of frequencies in the Individual through their Eternal 
Life mp3 clears the individual's specific distorted areas in the DNA 
template that were placed there by fallen races. That genetic memory
is still there because our body is the manifest template of all of the 
souls that existed before during the millions of years of race 
extinction, rebreeding, being raped, mutilated and restored again. All 
of those past distortions must be completely transmuted out of the 
cellular memory. 
There are distortions in some people in the DNA 1, 2, and 3 that must
be aligned into the original Divine Blue Print for healing and 
transformation. As the 12 sub harmonics restore the sound genetics, 
the DNA strands can actively begin braiding back to gather the 1,2,3 
DNA into the 4,5,6 DNA. That is all that is needed for our first level of 
ascension into TARA. The next group of star seeds will activate 7,8,9 
DNA and move to Gaia. The Inner Earth Race Lines who maintained 
their perfect realities will be ready to go on to the 10,11,12 DNA of 
CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS.

All of these levels of DNA activation restores the ability for individuals 
to perceive a reality that was not available before. The reality that 
was not available was multidimensional reality, realizing that we all 
live within Sun Alcyone, realizing that there is no time or space and 
the entire Cosmos is within a sphere that is only about 60 feet around
us, realizing that we can manifest any reality we wish, orb to any 
reality we wish, have complete dominion over our reality.

That reality is within our crystal genes. It has always been there. It 
was just unplugged and so we were asleep to its significance.



There is a responsibility involved in this re-activation process. Each 
individual must learn to become frequency specific in their own 
manifest reality. The frequency mp3's are to use to help hold the brain
activity to become so focused in the mid brain that all past realities 
melt away. This requires continuous listening and focus. It requires 
continuous listening 48 hours a day for at least a month. It requires 
focusing deep within the cellular level into the etheric omnions of the 
levels far beyond where any microscope has gone. The spark of 
source holds the entire reality of the Cosmos. That reality is held 
within a place so small within each atom of our bodies that it is 
inconceivable to scientists. The omnions of the entire perfect kingdom
fill every etheric fiber of our bodies from the inside of the blood cells, 
the etheric level of DNA, the light in the skin and the sound waves in 
the bones. The listener must continuously focus on that etheric level 
while listening to the frequencies to create a harmonic awakening 
within. Soon, the listener will hear the breath of Source singing 
through the bones and lighting up the skin and crystals will turn the 
blood into eternal life streaming through the temple that holds the 
Soul which will glow with heliotalic starbursts of pale, pastel violet, 
golden waves.

SINGING WITH DOLPHINS
PART ONE

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

Sound directs Matter
Why is the mastery of sound frequencies so important? Sound or 
frequency of sound is the glue that holds the matter together. When 
we create the holograms of our illusionary reality around us we are 
doing it through sound. Unfortunately, most of us have been using a 
low frequency, distorted sound frequency to create our reality with.

If we are creating our reality (reality is only the hologram or illusion 
that each person is creating through their reasoning mind), through 



scrambled, distorted sound patterns that carry patterns of fear, 
jealousy, confusion, stupidity, etc. those frequency patterns are 
creating horror movies in our world around us.

It is time to learn to make God's Movie. That means using the Divine 
Blue Print that is carried on the Frequency of Source Consciousness.

Those perfect Sound patterns are supposed to be in our DNA, which 
is our cellular memory. Those frequency specific Sound Patterns are 
supposed to remember who we really are. They are supposed to 
remember that we are Eternal Life forms who have an absolute 
perfect reality field that evolves continuously into the wholeness of 
our 12 DNA Divine Blue Print.

That frequency of remembering was left on Earth by our Great, Great,
Grandparents - the Oraphim Race. Once specialized section of that 
raceline was the Braharama Oraphim. That section had another 
specialized section that specialized in the Frequencies that would 
create a Biosphere to hold our Original Consciousness within for 
eternity. They were the Oraphim Braharama Cetacean Family. They 
are the Cosmic Family who created the IDEA of the Dolphin and 
Whale who would contain a frequency so full of unconditional love, 
that we would never forget who we really are.

We have named our website COSMICDOLPHINMAGIC because we 
are on Earth now, completing the mission of that family of 
consciousness, that will restore our Divine Blue Print on Earth. 
continued at: cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

QUANTUM PHYSICS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

PART ONE

HYDROLAISE EIRON FLOW

Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com

(Teachings from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)



The true story of Jesus changing water into wine means the water of 
this earth must be transformed into crystal liquid light energy called 
hydrolaise. This will transform the blood into the blood of Christ, 
which was originally called the Krystal Lava Flows. This meant that 
the Eiron Flows of Christal Liquid Light Energy was flowing from the 
mind of God into the mind of Man. When that reality occured, as it 
always did in the NORMAL UNIVERSE, man was the IMMORTAL 
MAN of the divine creation, or the image and likeness of God.

 The water in the atmosphere must completely transform into 
hydrolaise. That crystal liquid light energy is what metaphysical 
science knows as Cosmic Consciousness.It is an etheric substance 
that is not countable or visible to scientists in this realm.The 
hydrolaise is created through the Aquafarian Shield. The Aquafarian 
Shield is made by those of us on Earth who contain the ability to 
change the water into wine. We work together with the Aquafarians, 
who were the Zionite Race who came to our Time Matrix to pave a 
way back to our original Reality Matrix..

The Zionites became the Water People or the Aquafarians so that 
they could easily work with us interdimensionally. The Ranthions are 
also here working with us as Light Energy. They appear as Spheres 
of Ultra Violet Blue. The Zionite water people are six level man- our 
angelic elemental creators who are re-creating us at this moment. 
Those are the Aquafarians of  interdimensional Inner Earth who are 
transforming us from the inside to the outside.  They are the 
elementals of the Divine. This is a different reality than the elementals
of this 3D world.

The process of Ascension is acheived through Water. The chemical 
form of water will be changed to Hydrolaise. We will breathe this 
water. When we breathe this water from Aqufaria by connecting our 
consciousness into their frequencies and taking astral journies into 
Aquafaria to swim with the dolphins, we are breathing the frequencies
of transformation. When we exhale, we are creating the music of the 
spheres- the new tone of home- the breath of creation.



Many of you have asked me about this hydrolaise substance, and 
some of you want to understand it through physics of the third 
dimensional scientific mind.

This process can be broken down into the quantum physics which 
only has the meaning of Consciousness at this time in history. Have 
any of you ever asked yourself what is Consciousness? It is a word 
we knew as a knowingness, but we couldn't actually definte it.

Consciousness is the etheric inbetween reality that seems invisible. 
However, it is only invisible to us because we are not in tune with 
diivne reality. Scientists know about neutrons, protons and electrons. 
However, they don't know about the divine cosmic electricity in 
between, which is called Keylons. Since keylons have been unknown 
to man until very recently through the help of our Guardian Alliance 
and Cosmic Councils, we have been given keylon codes and songs 
and frequencies to help us to TUNE IN to that unknown substance.

 Scientists don't know about the D6 Ionons and MIons, the D7 Eons, 
The D5 Meons, Reons and Dions, and the Ectoplasma made of  the 
D8 Ectrons, the D9 Razonx, The D10 break down of Reons Meons 
and Deons, and the break down of DIONS into Miyons, Tryons and 
DEons, or the D11 TrIons.

Our REbirth into our NORMAL SPIRITUAL ETERNAL bodies is done 
by turning on the INBETWEEN New Chemicals, which we have used 
the term consciousness for.

As we awaken into our new reality we will learn that every thing in the
invisible realm is just as scientifically verifiable as the physical 
domains that we have experienced so far.

We all have a RADIAL BODY that is basically an invisble sphere 
around our body. It is made out of the advanced units of Trions, 
Rayons, Meons, Ionic Particulates. This is how we can create a pre 
sound and pre light field around the smaller currents.

The Density Four Divine Blue Print is made from the D10 Ta-a, which 



is an aspect of the EirA

D11 Tara are Trions which are density four electrons or Mihons

D12 Ma-a Rayons form the Radial Body currents frequency tissue 
capsules and ionic particulate capsules.

These are made out of density four frequency. They hold within them 
smaller frequencies of densities below them. These are what are 
called the Radial Bodies. They are the smaller radial bodies around 
each density level.

Large Radial Bodies form around your entire fifteen dimensional self. 
We can take our Radial Body into the God World.

The God Seed begins within 15 spheres of the Earth Matrix Time or 
Reality field. There are fifteen radial bodies. Everything in Existence 
is in the same place or the same angular rotation of particle spin. All 
energy fields that create holographic bubbles that we walk around in 
actually exist in the same place, but they are a different frequency 
and different shift in the angle of their particles that are rotating in. 

If you want to move between one and the other, you shift that angle. 
The radial body is the key to understanding how spheres within 
spheres fire or ignite. The key to programming things that don't 
belong here back out of here.

Radial bodies serve the purpose in manifestation process. It is like 
you are standing in a bubble and your consciousness through the 
vessel or projector of your body is projecting holographic beams out.

Hydrolaise is the Eiron Flow of crystal liquid light from the Spark of 
Source. It is the divine manifest substance of divine creation. When 
Jesus spoke of turning the water into wine, he was talking about 
aligning consciousness with the crystal liquid light of the Eiron Flow 
from the Mind of God into the Mid Brain. Once that flow of Crystal 
Liquid Light- the divine substance that our consciousness is made of 
begins to flow into our mid brain area through the pineal gland, it 



sends cellestiline into the chakras and into the cells and between the 
cells to transform the body.

The first stage of transformation caused by the Kryst Lava Flows or 
the Eiron Flow from the Mind of God is a change in the blood crystals.
Those blood crystals have been frozen for eons. The blood crystals 
will awaken and transform the blood into a living substance of eternal 
life. Next the bones transform into a sound or a frequency that allows 
them to align into the template containing hova bodies and sound 
bodies. The final transformation is the skin. The skin becomes light 
energy and begins to glow from the inside out. In the Biblical days the
Angelic Humans were called the Shining Ones. Their skin would glow
because they had been transformed by the hydrolaise from the Mind 
of God.

Those divine teachings that were originally brought to Earth by Jesus 
Christ Avatar 12 were completely destroyed. The first time that they 
were returned to Earth in their complete original form was beginning 
in 2003. That Keylontic Science of the Star Language began 
transmission through CDT plates that could only be transcribed 
through consciousness from the Adonai Side-- the Spiritual Inner 
Earth. THOSE WHO COULD CONNECT CONSCIOUSNESS INTO 
THE INNER COULD TRANSLATE THESE PLATES.

All of the music on the CDs- beginning with the Ascension Kit- 
Ascension Vortal, Ascension Portal, Ascension Vortex and Magic 
Vortal contain these frequencies of transformation through codes. 
The more recent CD's contain breaths only of pure Aquafarian Shield 
of Transformation interacting with the crystal water, crystal light, 
crystal gel and crystal dust which is the magical transformational 
chemistry that is changing our bodies and planet. These foundations 
of energy and light through Crystalai's breath will form the perfect 
foundation for the transformation that will occur between 2017 and 
2022, which are the two waves of ascension into harmonic universe 
two and harmonic universe 3.



Those who have one of these CD's and especially those who have 
their own Individual Immortality CD or ETERNAL LIFE mp3 will have 
the Frequencies of Transformation that will align them harmoniously 
and harmonically with the magical transformation of our shift into the 
second Harmonic Universe. We will be lifted from harmonic universe 
one into harmonic universe two in December. We will be changed 
from the third dimension into the fifth dimension. The Individual 
Immortality CD's were created to align the frequencies of the 
individual into the path of frequencies that are particular to them. 
Some were aligned with Sirius B, some with Aquafarian Shield, some 
with Sun Ra, some with Sun La, some into Inner Earth, some into 
Tara or Gaia. Each individual has an individual path. All align into Ra, 
but each of us had an individual path from Ra. 

Most who are atuned enough to even want an INDIVIDUALIZED 
ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM, are here on the most important mission of 
all - atuning us back into the Aquafarian Shield that allows our 
transformation through hydrolaise.

QUANTUM PHYSICS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

PART TWO

HYDROLAISE EIRON FLOW OF RADIAL BODY

cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

CRYSTALAI (c) 2013

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

The contents of your DNA template and scalar template are like the 
film that is used in a camera. Whatever is in the DNA template is the 
image that is projected into the holographic bubble. The out here is 
the screen that it gets projected on to. The Radial Body is the screen 
that the picture bounces back to you the contents of what is inside of 
you. and makes it look like its outside of you.

We bring back the correct Math into our Radial body and that takes 



the Blue print clear back to the template to reset everything back to 
the blue print.

Thought becomes form

Primal Life Force currents ManU EirA and ManA break themselves 
down into all of the smaller currents, muons, treons, Ions

15 Rays go into planetary merkaba field and matter units spiralling 
virtices of electromagnetic energy are merkaba fields that form 
around all things. Primary Life Force through planetary merkaba field 
take energy and move it. Take arhcs of light in PartiKI units and bend 
them into spirals.

Spirals are flash lines and spiralling flash lines mathematical coding 
makes archs turn into spirals The whole cosmic matrix was strcutured
on this formula of partikI polarized into partikai and partikum. This 
goes into maharic shield of the divine blue print and goes into planet 
shield and then into our shield. It goes into the keyons thought and 
morphogenetic field. This is where partiki polarize and form idea. 
Keylons 

Kelon field is crystal body or crystal thought form field. First place 
where thought form crystalizes and thought takes on form. It goes 
into the merkaba field in my body.

It goes into the body template of the DNA and RNA. My DNA is the 
RNA of anti particle double keylon thought form field and merkaba 
field to DNA template to axiotonal lines into hoova boidies, into auric 
field, to chakra and meridian lines into trion miaji field. The five radial 
body levels or desnity levels into radus each of five radial bodies 
have from radial body into littel radus streams Breaks it down int 
omions and dions into electro magnetism into quarks, muons, misans
and subatomic and atomic particles

into blue print translation of nuclei, molecules, elements, compound 
chemicals, chemical DNA template and chemical lense of manifest 
body form hologram.



This is the chemical lense of the projector that these frequencies 
move through, bounce off the radial body. We generate our own 
projection screen around us. We don't see the screen but our 
consciousness comes through like a beam of light on to the projector.
It passes through all these phases of light breaking down into specific
things and takes this image that is stored in te DNA and scalar 
template nad projecting it out there onto projector It bounces banc 
because it is curved. We are inside of a sphere.The projector is 
curved. The image bouces back and we see what our DNA and our 
Tempalte projected out into the Hologram.

The screen bounces the light back and we see it.

So, if we create in our DNA the movie of us winning the lotto, that 
movie will project from the screen back to us.

We must become staruated wit hlight and sound at the etheric level of
crystal light crystal gel and crystal dust. We must breathe from the 
Azure  orthe crystal heart and breathe from the seed atom. Breathe 
from the Elohim of Hearing the Angels thoughts are the breathe of 
Souce breathing into plasma, atomic radiation

String theory beyond atoms, quarks, sparks the light and sound of 
strings.

Like harpstrings of light and sound streaming from the cosmic mind of
God. The strings create universal atonement.

We had to learn out real body is cosmic. Relativity this is to that as 
this is to that all strings come from Source all strings tie us together 
with light and sound.

There are many different densities of consciousness, but it is all the 
exact same consciousness. We now live in a physical density that will
transform to a density that is half physical and half etheric in 2017. If 
we move up to dimensions seven, eight and nine, the density is 
angelic or etheric. The density of the twelfth dimesnion is zero or pure
white light. We are in reality within the full spectrum of light or the 



multidimensional reality of all that is within the mind of God.

EVERYTHING is made from a basic unit called Keylon. Keylontic 
Science is the science of the language of the stars. The stars are 
made of keylons. A Keylon is like a Wat in the 3D reality. However the
Keylon is cosmic electricity.

Oscillation bends energy and creates archs of energy to create 
electromagnetic force of light and sound merging to become 
dimesnionality.

There are twelve domains and fifteen rays. the Cosmic Sphere of the 
thirteenth, fourtheenth and fiftheenth dimensions are called kee Ra 
Shay and have Rays that form archs. The archs are formed by the 
suns feeding energy to each other that creates Eternal Life. The 
archs are formed from the Cosmic into the Universal. The Rays form 
archs This is where the story of the arch of the covenant came from.

Oscillation is when you have standing waves oscillating near each 
other. They create fields around them that create archs of energy. 
Light and Sound merge to become dimensionality  Partikum forms 
from more consciousness from Source and begin to group by like 
mathematical programs so partikai attracksts more partikai and partikI
an Partikum attract likes.

They build up in form one dimension at a time.

Finally they build three dimensional partikai grids that form keylons, a 
keylon is like a watt or unit of energy

Quantity of Consciousness thrust contained within a thing or a unit. 
Keylon is how much consciousness measure of life force. Keylons 
break down into Sound bibration and light fields.

Each dimension of consciousness remains and more and more builds
upon it.



This is how I recrod the music.

I breathe one keylon code, one unit of Source Consciousness on top 
of each other. I breathe crystal sphere of energy, crystal light radiation
is the sparks of source creating the keylons . This pure energy is 
prepared for a Re Birth of a new idea. Each level of currents have 
specific keylon amounts of particki partidai units.

Keylon level has to do with accreion level in the DNA How differnece 
much frequency the DNA template can hold and how much it is 
holding.

The amount of DNA you have determins which stargate you can go 
through

Keylon is wattage of consciousness in a template

As frequencies step down and replicate and break and polarize 
themselves to make a smaller set. Step down creation. Literally the 
whole breaks itself down into smaller and smaller pieces.

We get 12 domains and from that we get 12 dimensions . Each step 
down creates a different type of current. Sound tones break down into
smaller units that have only frequencies. Natural matmatics keeps 
polarity in balance NEw ideas are created through polarity of 
frequencies. BUT, when unnatural mathmatics are used, bad polarity 
can occur. Original creation had balanced polarity balanced 
movement.

It created a free will matrix.

Mathmatics of Divine Blue Orint was created in a way to allow this to 
be a perpetual motion eternal life system.

When someone takes away someone elses free will, it jeapordizes 
the hologram.

You can have all the Free Will you want as long as your free will 
doesn't jeapordize someone elses free will. THAT IS THE LAW. Free 



will within a co-creative frame work. If you are oscillating you can see 
yourself. To become something you must become nothing. Spin 
frequencies unti lyou feel invisible.

Cosmic Nothingness is what we came from and what we return to.

Mions and Dions before omnions. 

We need a Tri Veka MEkaba to shift into the God World.

Putting mathmatical formula back into kathara grid in order to clear 
the core template

Activating DNA 

The coding gets sents out through the DNA Most rapid way to create 
change

Using the body to generate the process within of spinning on the 
merkaba field 

Merkaba has been spinning in reverse for about 200,000 years.

To clear miasms we use symbols activate twelve to forty eight 
currents. Use the body's currents to get critical mass.

When I sing the songs I am  triggering codes in the DNA template. 
The listener becomes that wave spectra that corresponds to the DNA.
The listener allowing it to activate in the shields that which makes it 
activate in the merkaba fields are the vector codes of the chromosone
blue print. The scalar waves that create chromosones. Base codes 
and acceleration codes in DNA template have two scalar wave 
patterns.

12 VEKA CODES equal one DNA fire letter

God fire alphabet

 Fire letters are specific groupings of scalar wve forms that carry the 



mathmatics of the universal and cosmic divine blue print. it has a 
base 12.

umans created on core kristic template of a base 12DNA template 
made of mathmatecal fire letter math arrangement of the divine blue 
print fire letters compose DNA and dimesnions  of the 12 strand 
matrix  is the silicate matrix template . Crystalline is silica. It is the 
eternal life substance of  a certain type of crystals and stars.

Those of us on planet Earth have been mutated into carbon based 
bodies. Our real bodies are crystalline silica. Indigo children have the 
12 vector code of one DNA fire letter. They have twelve fire letters per
one DNA strand template. One strand equals twelve fire letters  and 
that equals 144 vector codes.

Our 1727 selves are in a vector code and all must be cleared. The 
only way to clear out all of this error is with energy High frequency 
energy, but the frequecneis must be cosmic consciousness or Source
Consciousness first activity of the Krist or Universal 12 DNA to begin 
the clearing.

Cellestilene is a transient element with short life span. It does 
something to the body to create internal molecular structure infusion. 
It allows the particles to shift so that you can turn into light and 
disappear and as a wave form move somplace else to turn into you 
merkaba.

Then you lower your frequency and put your body back. The 
cellestilline comes from hydrogen bonds. They link two sides of the 
double helix together. The cellestilline talks to the DNA and turns on 
the 12 subharmonics. We need hydrogen bands to make this happen.

Getting our chemicals in our body back to doing what they were 
meant to do.

Now, our bodies poins themselves because the chemicals created 
through gene code are inorganic. Hormones are created in the body 
that are unatural. The hormones are causing the body to eat itself to 



death.

Cellestilline Music or the Arias are used to open stargates and for 
braiding the DNA into the 12 strands.

OUR MISSION WAS SUCCESSFUL

The mission of Crystalai and aDolphino on Earth at this time was a 
very critical one and a very dangerous one. The reason we have 
stopped interacting and giving workshops at various times over the 
past 12 years was  because it was more important for us to just stay 
alive and keep bringing in the Aquafarian Shield, than to allow the 
possibility of any more demonic take overs.

We are a Cosmic Flame. We came to Earth as a ray- a crystal light 
vehicle- from Sun La. We were a part of the Cosmic Shield of our 
Oraphim Race from La. We came from the original Oraphim Dolphin 
family of Consciousness. The Oraphims were the creators of the 
original dolphin and whales on Earth. Only a few of the original ones 
are left on Earth today.

We were here on Earth to create a shield that would allow the 
ascension of the original Oraphims. The Oraphims were the original 
Angelic Race that was on Gaia before it fell into Tara. The Tara Race 
was the second Angelic Race also created from the Oraphim line of 
consciousness. 

The original Electric War, millions of years ago destroyed the 
Oraphim Race. They were completely destroyed. They were taken 
down by some of the worst Fallen Angelic Races and Demonic Races
in the Universe. When a race is taken of fallen, it means the demons 
took their Souls away and use their energy as their own. However , 
the original Oraphim, that was created by Source as the perfect 
image and likeness of God- the divine Blue Print still exists in the 
Frequency Shield of the Sun La.



Crystalai and aDolphino are the carriers of this shield of La on Earth. 
The way the Orpahims were taken by the demons millions of years 
ago, and the way the demons have caused the fall of millions of races
is always the same. The demons find the pair that forms the Cosmic 
Flame - such as Crystalai and aDolphino. 

They know that together we form the 12 DNA template of the Sun La. 
We each brought a part of the DNA template to Earth because 12 
DNA could not enter through a normal birth. Crystalai went through 
three near death experiences to bring in more of her template. When 
our light quotient was high enough to hold the Solomon Shield - the 
light shield of Christ Consciousness on Earth- the demons spotted us.

We were warned by Marcus and our other Higher Selves that there 
were three demons that would try to take us down and that we had to 
listen very carefully to what our higher selves guided us in doing or 
we would be taken - fallen. We both remembered that this had 
happened to us before, millions of years ago.

This all happened in Monterey, California in 2008. We were taught by 
our Maharaji family from Sun Ra that the demonic take overs that 
have created the fallen angelic races always occur when entities are 
in their prime light quotient. When the light body and etheric body are 
just about to align into the plasma body or the cosmic field, is when 
the demons spot the cosmic flame and attempt to take it over.

If the demons were successful in possessing the body that held the 
light, they could take down the entire Solomon Shield and turn it into 
a demonic shield. This would had allowed the pole shift and take over
of the Earth by the Zetas and Draconians to be fulfilled by 2011.

Marcus told me that there was a war being fought in heaven and the 
fallen races were planning on blaming it all on us - the holders of the 
Cosmic Flame. They could do that by making the Shield become a 
demonic shield while it was actually being held by the Solomon 
Shield- the Christic 12DNA family of consiousness.



The Oraphim Race had already been taken over by Fallen races 
millions of years ago. They are a race that became darker than any of
the other fallen races in order to get even with them for the terrible 
thing they did to their race. However, the Oraphim Race has always 
wanted to return to the emerald covenant and to be restored back 
into their divine template and become one with Source.

You see, fallen angelics were not always fallen. They were taken over
in consciousness by demons.

I watched this process take place right before my eyes. Even thought 
we did everything Marcus directed us to do to survive the demonic 
take over - the take over did happen. I watched aDolphino's Soul be 
removed from his body right before my eyes. We were in a very 
unique situation that none of the previous times of Earth Shifts have 
had available. We had training in light activation. We knew how to 
stay in our Merkaba spinning into oneness with Source 
Consciousness. We knew how to stay in this protective field. 

I knew how, as the other half of the Cosmic Flame to reunite with my 
Cosmic Shield on the other side and bring it back. These are the 
reasons we survived.

Marcus announced to me that aDolphino was gone from his body and
there was nothing that they could do. He told me that millions of 
angels were working to keep aDolphino from leaving his body, but the
only one that could save him was me, because I was in fact his other 
half.

When a Cosmic Flame comes to Earth as the representative of the 
Sun they represent, the female holds the magnetic half of the field 
and the male holds the electromagnetic half. It is always the female 
who can pull the male back when he rises into light at death.

aDolphino was already gone as he stood before me in our Monterey 
condo. That was the same weekend as the angels had planned our 
workshop in creating an Ascension Portal. We were commissioned to 



come to Earth and create an Ascension Portal for the Oraphim Race 
in Monterey. We had already seen many Dolphins appear to us in the
Cloud Cities above the ocean as they helped us create this shield of 
liquid light energy above the oceans.

The demons who had taken our Oraphim Race down millions of 
years ago were watching us as our light grew in Monterey. As 
aDolphino was walking on the beach one morning before our 
Ascension Portal workshop, a chemtrail was aimed directly at him. 
The chemtrails were created for exactly this purpose. To create 
spontaneous mind controld of those individuals containing the codes 
and light quota that the demons needed for their take over of the 
Solomon Shield.

So, there is was, perfectly laid out plan of demonic take over of the 
planet. The 25,000 year plan of the phantom take over be fulfilled 
right before our eyes in Monterey. Isn't it nice how the world is 
allowed to carry on in its inorganic bliss as these events take place?

aDolphino didn't know who he really was any more. However, Marcus
remained attached to his consciousness. Because Marcus is a part of
our Cosmic Shield that connects us to the Maharaji Consciousness of
Ra. The Cosmic Consciousness of the Oraphim Dolphin Race was to 
be restored on Earth and the team of Consciousness that was on this
team was enormous. I was connected through the Crystalai Council 
to stream the light of Aquafaria into La. aDolphino was from the Sun 
of La and Marcus from the same Sun with his connection as a 
Majaraji that could contain the Soul of aDolphino even though he was
removed from his body. I was the anchor - the magnetic part of the 
merkaba shield that could anchor aDolphino back into Earth.

All of these parts of the divine formual were needed to make this 
experiment work. After 500 million years of practicing this event over 
and over with future role forward time machine practice movies, we 
finally got it to work.

aDolphino didn't die immediately. He was still being directed 



continuously through our Majaraji family of Ra. He was mostly 
maintaining his memory from eons ago that told him that he must 
save Crystalai. The demons told him that if he didn't do what they told
him to do that they would take over Crystalai as well. He didn't want 
that to happen to me. He wanted to sacrifice his life for mine. That is 
a part of the divine commission of a Cosmic Flame. The demons can't
really get control of the Earth unless they get the female. They can't 
get the female until they take down the male.

He was told that if he would leave Monterey, then they would leave 
Crystalai alone. They told him that he must separate from Crystalai to
save her life. This was all true on two levels. The demons couldn't 
take over a Cosmic Flame unless they could take down the female. 
Marcus told me that they were using aDolphino as a veil to hide my 
true identity. They told me that they had been directing me to spin my 
magnetic shield clockwise in order to confuse the demons. They 
actually thought aDolphino was the magnetic shield and I was the 
electromagnetic shield. We tricked them into taking down the wrong 
half of the cosmic flame. The female can always save the male. But 
the male cannot save the female.

So, aDolphino was taken. He drove away into the sunset. I had no 
idea where he went. He removed all possibility of locating himself 
through the help of the demons. Before he left Earth he stood in the 
middle of the room with his arms out as if he were nailed to a crosss. 
Next, he laid on the floor, as if to guard the music room. There was 
another entity inside of him making sure Crystalai could not get near 
the music. They knew the music was very powerful and that their 
mission would be destroyed if I could access the music. A voice came
out and said leave the apartment now and never come back. You are 
in great danger. Leave and never come back.

I left the apartment and moved into a hotel for two nights. I had a 
friend locate aDolphino through an Ashtar Command tracking device. 
Later I learned that the Ashtar Command was actually on the Fallen 
Angelic Team that was trying to kill aDolphino. That was the only 



reason they were helping. They were using my friend as access to 
aDolphino's body. She had no idea that she was being used. And she
wouldn't believe me. Nobody will believe the true story of how the 
Ashtar Command is a completely Fallen Angelic group until after 
2012.

So, the third day I return home and aDolphino's body is gone. The 
fifth day I get a call from the Mercy Hospital in Redding telling me that
they have aDolphino's body. His body had been hit by three big rig 
trucks and five cars ran over his legs. The neurologist through his 
brain would never become active. I told the doctors to leave him 
alone. I refused to give any permission to operate. I knew that there 
were some demons running the show. My friend was there being 
directed by the Ashtar Command. I ordered the hospital staff to not 
allow anyone near his body except me.

I was told by my higher selves that the reason that aDolphino and I 
had been directed to create the frequency music of our frequencies 
together- our breaths together was because that is how a cosmic 
flame returns the other half back home. I placed earphones on his 
unconscious body and worked on the alignments we had learned into
the universal and cosmic and realms of Source, and using the 
alignments of the Earth's Heart into the Heart of Sun Ra to create the 
perfect portal and shield to return us into our original harmonic 
atunment.

When aDolphino woke from his demonic take over, the angels first 
spoke to him and said welcome back. Please turn to Crystalai and 
thank her. We could not had brought you back. Only she could do it. 
Your mission was completed successfully. Congratulations. That was 
the completion of our mission at that time.

The rest of our time here is to hold that Solomon Shield open, the 
Cosmic Shield into La and Ra and to keep us anchored into the Heart
of Mother Earth into Shamballa and up into the heart of the Sun to 
bring us back into Tara and Gaia and restore the race of the Oraphim 



Angels and the Oraphim Dolphins on Earth.

I have recently reconnected with my higher self from Sun La. 
Interesting my Earthly given name Angela easily translates to my 
higher self Anshala. Shala is the Universal stargate 3 that connects 
us into Andromeda M31. My connection to my Starry Brother Zaurak 
from Ursa and Sirius B came much earlier than my Starry Sister 
Anshala - from Shala Star Gate. It turns out that my Starry family has 
many High Connections.

Namaste,

Crystalai54@gmail.com

HUMAN ANGELICS and INVADER RACES

Humans were a race of Angels that were put here on this planet to 
guard this planet and to protect the Earth's shields and to help restore
them and heal them because they have been damaged by a group of 
fallen angelic races.

The fallen angels were originally a part of the normal creation, but 
they made decisions and choices that created a fate for themselves 
that was very unfortunate.

They created a situation by rebelling against Source. They genetically
altered themselves in a way that they could no longer hold the higher 
frequencies of consiousness that connect us all to Source.

So, they decided to become masters of the Universe themselves. 
They tried to take over other universes and to feed off of them. For 
many eons this planet has been under seige and there has been a 
time that was waited for. It was a time when the planetary star gates -
the portions of the planetary templar stargate that opens between this
space time place and other space time places in the higher heavens. 



This is that time.

A stellar activation cycle is 26,556 years. Ever since Atlantis, it was 
known that this is when the next one was going to occur. There were 
plans made in Atlantis- on both sides- fallen and unfallen sides.

Now, all of those forces are back on this planet - the Christic and the 
anti-Christic. Both sides are here. Most people are asleep. They don't
remember the Atlantian times. They don't remember the agreements 
they chose to be a part of.

They don't know what forces are moving them or moving with them or
moving through them. This makes the people and the planet very 
vulnerable because there are things here we don't see unless we use
our inner eyes. There are things going on that we need to know if we 
are going to maintain the integrity of our own Divine Blue Print and 
help the planet do that as well.

Those who do light work correctly because they have the genetic 
codings of the Angelic Human and the Indigo Races are assisting in 
running the Christic frequencies back into the planet in order to open 
the Star Gates. Angelic Humans are the keepers of the Star Gates. 
We are the only ones with the genetic codings that can open the star 
gates. That is why we were placed in a state of amnesia by the 
Annunaki races.

The original teachings of the Founders Races used the 15 
dimensional structures to align our consciousness to the best 
understanding needed at this time. This represents the structure of 
the way creation is in this Universe. The D12 is the twelfth dimension 
where the Christos frequencies of pre-matter of the Divine Blue Print 
exist.

There is a Christos life line that links us all in the higher god worlds 
and to Source. That is why translations come down through the Bible 
that Christ is your savior and your link to God. It was referring to the 
fact that the Inner Christos frequencies align us through the pre 



matter template. We all have the ability to carry those frequencies in 
our bodies. It is our Divine Blue Print that links us to Source. The 
planet has a Christos frequency potential and so does the Solar and 
glactic.

But, things have happened to the scalar templates on this planet  
over the 25,500 years so that the planet could not run 12 D 
frequencies, which made it very vulnerable to infiltration from lower 
angelic kingdoms. We are here to restore those Christos frequencies 
that were removed from our planet. Our bodies are the conduits that 
allow these frequencies to be restored.

The type of energy we carry will depend on how much we know about
our anatomy. If we don't know that we have chakras that have a 
scalar template, and we don't know about auric levels and how to 
keep them clear we are not going to know what to do with ourselves. 
We will become easy pray for those living in the D4 astral plane. They
might be using your fields for something that you don't ever know 
they are using you for. We use frequency shields created from 
Cosmic and Source fields to protect us.

The Eiyani Races are the founders races who are in Inner earth at 
this time. When we use the codes and frequencies given to us by our 
Founder races, we are reactivating the mathematical programs that 
are a part of the planetary divine Blue Print within ourselves.

When we use sound and light technoloyg combining the frequency 
signature and code or symbol of the idea to be manifest, we collect 
frequencies by oscillating consciousness into the domains or the 
dimensions of Christic and Cosmic and Source and then bringing 
those tones of transformation into our templates - our physical 
spiritual bodies.

The more we use the light and sound to activate our bodies, the 
sooner we awaken to our 12D templates and our fifth dimensional 
selves that allow our multidimensionality of all times in no time.



There are things happening in this 15th dimensional system that have
been things done by our guardian races to keep these chaotic things 
from happening. The fallen angels have never fully agreed to work 
with the guardians for our recovery of our Christic Template.

There have been many fallen angelics that have come back on board
and then retaliated again and again to the dark side. The light and 
sound technologies are the beginning of remembering how our body 
and souls work and how to begin to  recreate the Christos civilization 
on this planet.

The Christos frequencies have not been on this planet for 208,000 
years except for the reactivation brought by Jeshua 12 two thousand 
years ago. There was a stellar activation 25,000 years ago when the 
frequencies almost reactivated shortly.

Our entire history has been about wars and wars over land. The land 
that was fought over contained star gates on this planet and portals 
that go with them. The fallen angelics have taken these star gates 
and blocked them with metatronic radiation that would reverse them 
and spin away from source fields.

The blockage of those star gates has been blocking our bodies and 
our brains from the Christic Templates that were once placed within 
the Earth. Stargates were always on this planet. Fallen angelics have 
been fighting with each other for eons. They pick on races that they 
can make into their foot soldiers.

The Leviathin race is a group of fallen angelics who have been bred 
here on this planet. They were the result of an experiment that went 
wrong. The experiment was the Guardian races had allowed in the 
fallen angelic collectives and what is called bio-regenisis which is 
regeneration of their DNA template so they could evolve to get their 
Christos potential back. They entered a Christos Covenant which was
a Christos co-evolution agreement. Certain groups of the fallen races 
agreed to be a part of the emerald covenant. They waited to evolve 
back into the 12 D Christos pattern. They wanted to get their DNA 



back to hold the Christic frequency. There were a small group of them
who were permitted to get back into human form.

There was a very specific way that the DNA template had to be 
blended in order to create this evolutionary option of what was called 
a hybrid race. Unfortuantely, the hybrid race worked well and it 
blended well with the angelic human template, but, certain groups of 
them motivated by their fallen angelic kin from other places decided 
to take over our planet.

They had an In to Earth once they got into human light bodies, and 
progressively they raided the human races and mutated our DNA to 
the point where we have nothing left of our memory of who we really 
are. We have had our light switch turned off.

We are dealing with a huge history of problems and a huge solution. 
There is the history of the Leviathin Races , the history of the fall of 
Atlantis.

What is happening now is a part of what is called the Luciferian 
Covenant that was an agreement of the anti-Christic races and their 
Leviathin hi brids here to take over this planet when the next stellar 
activation cycle occurred.

We are now in that stellar activation cycle that is happening from 
2000-2017. This cycle is happening now.

If we participate in this activation cycle consciously by knowing it is 
happening, we can become the new Christic race, reborn on Earth 
once more.

This time matrix began 950 billion years ago. The matrix was caused 
by metatronic science that allowed the gods to create and mis create 
realities that were not in tune with the Source Frequencies.

There is a huge connection between metatronic science and what 
became the Greek Olympian Gods and Roman gods. Both 
mythologies were based on truths that were taking place in Atlantis.



Mythology is a way of taking history and consolidating it in fairy tales 
with a mean sense of humor. Turn a collective of people into one 
person and then having this person marry that person--when in fact, 
they were actually talking about Race Lines of people.

Roman mythology contains known history of Atlantis that has to do 
with Metatron, Lumarian planets in Wesedrek Matrix.

Scalar Grid mechanics is the substance god creates with. This was 
knowledge that belonged to the guardians of the planet. The human 
angelics are these guardians. We were denied this info since Atlantis 
when a few people came in and took what didn't belong to them. The 
whole planet lost its memory. The science of the shields- the planet 
has a scalar template and every being on the planet has a scalar 
template that is connected to the planets templates. These templates 
circulate primal life force currents. They circulate the energy of god 
through the templates. The templates on the Earth are dependent on 
the Earth's template. The damage to the Earth's template erased our 
memory.

There were things done here to block the planetary scalar shields. 
They were twisted in ways that are abnormal. That shut off certain 
frequencies that carried cognition. they carried higher frequency 
information. They carried our identities.

If our DNA was working the right way, we would know our selves as 
Christic beings- as Avatars. Our bodies wouldn't die. We would not 
get sick. We could manifest instantly.

There were things done to the electrmagnetic field of the planet to 
block our DNA. Working with the Light and Sound technolgoy is to 
help bring back the D12 frequencies. The Divine Blueprint has the 
ability to reset all of those misalignments of frequencies in the 
planetary grid.

We can now bring through these frequencies for the first time since 
208,216 B.C. This planet can run 12 D frequencies. That was way 



before 25,500 B.C. when it began to get really messy here.

There were a series of cataclysmic events that have happened here 
during our history.

We have these higher parts of ourselves that never lost connection to
god.

Those carrying the Christos message are carrying the same message
they have carried for the past 500 million yearsl It has been on every 
planet. They carried the truth about our connection to Source. They 
promise ones in certain races who incarnated as the human angelic 
race to heal this time matrix.

There was a thing that happened 250 billion years ago in Earth time 
between races that were the Christos Founders races. There was a 
time of Lyran Elohim Wars. Certain groups of Elohims fell from grace.
They went through code convolution. Meaning their DNA templates 
became distorted because of inbreeding. That created distortions in 
consciousness and they started waring with founder races.

This was a place that was supposed to be based on freedom and co-
evolution. It was not supposed to be a waring matrix. The problem 
begain 250 billion years ago. The original sin was when the entire 
time matrix almost implodded down into a black hole thanks to what 
the Elohim had done.

We are still fullfilling a promise.

Those who incarnate as angelic humans made a promise back before
the human form even existed to come in and finish the healing of this 
time matrix. Earth in density one, Tara in Density two and Gaia in 
density three.

25,500 years ago was our last chance at a Stellar Activation when a 
race called Annunaki invaded Ionia and placed the Nibiru Crystals for 
control. It was anchored in Stone hendge, England and Stargate 
eleven area. They placed crystal wave technologies that work like 



microchip to get the control of the planetary templar. That began in 
25,500 b.c. The guardian races were here. It became polarized. 
Those doing anti-Christos and those doing Christos being directed by 
Annunaki Races and the other the Draconian Races.

10,500 B.C. we had the Luciferian conquest when more dark forces 
came in to make worm holes in Earth. That created the Bermuda 
triangle off the coast of Florida. 9,550 Flood the deluge done by the 
Luciferian covenant and was orchestrated by space ships. The great 
flood was done by the Luciferian Covenant.

The grail line humans are the real humans. Not the hybrid humans.

The real humans that match the planetary grids have templates. We 
are the ones who have the codes that can open and close the star 
gates on the planet.

Any race that wasn't organic to this planet doesn't have those codes. 
There have been those who have forced themselves onto this planet 
in order to try and take the codes.

 The Leviathin race tried to build a master take over race that have 
more and more of the codings that went with the planetary star gates 
so they could, when they had enough coding in their body to run the 
templar the way they want to.

The Ionian people - Greek and Roman- the Tribe 5

10,500 B.C. Luciferian conquest Grail line humans were being 
executed and hooked up to technology to take their cellular 
knowledge out of their bodies.

In order to preserve the human race line before they became extinct.

The Leviathins would had taken over the planet.

The human races moved away from the stargates they were 
assigned to. Those in Ionia were guardians of stargates in atlantis. 
One is stargate eleven.



In 1992 the guardian races tried very hard to get the Annunaki to co-
operate. The Pledian Sirian agreememtns of 1992 were supposed to 
bring the Annunakis and Leviathins together with the Guardian races 
to make a stand to prevent the Draconian Races from taking over the 
planetary templar and from that point the period the humand indigos 
and annunaki and leviathins would create a united humanity.

This would allow us to slowly bring back the truth. The Annunaki 
weren't too thrilled that we would know the truth about them. In  
246,00 B.C. the guardian races made a promise that when the end 
times came they would tell the truth even if there was no one who 
wanted to hear it.

War is between Annunaki and Wesedecks and the Draconians who 
don't agree with them. Human angelics are here to hold the 
frequencies.

The fallen angelics are making choices of hate over love and war 
over peace.

An Azurite is a powerful spectator We are Cosmic negotiators.

Guardian Races have bigger space ships. When the battle in the 
skies begins its time to head for the hills.

If there are  ET battles before December 2012 and the masses know 
there really are ETs that is the time to head for the hills because 
things will get really bad in the cities.

When fallen angelics are no longer invisible and then mass 
populations are hard to control.

If it ever gets bad and there was a pole shift we would be asked to be
an evac team. We were asked to get ready. Use Time projection to 
move to the future.

Jehova was a fallen angel from phantom matrix. Jesus was an Et 
birth Turanisium Jeshua 9 - the Joseph and Mary story was a 
Nephilium birth.



250 billion years Draconians and Annunaki have hated each other 
and have been waring with each other.

Christic Realignment

We can't have the present structure of government . The frequencies 
dont fit.

They will link our time line into the Inner Earth time line and give us 
2000 years of evolution where we can catch up with the selves we 
are supposed to be.

There are changes that are coming and they will affect masses of 
people. Each person that chooses conscious evolution  as a path and
chooses the program to clear their DNA and get it activated to its 
highest level to get your bio filed your will help the collective. If a 
small handful of people do that they will be able to affect the race.

The races morphogenetic field and they will be able to help more and 
more people begin to synthesize the frequencies in their DNA.

Each one of us who works with these frequencies is giving a gift to 
those on the planet who cannot save themselves. Those who are 
spitting at us, insulting us, writing negative comments about our 
teachings, those will be helped by these frequencies because they 
have none of their own.

It is necessary to get a lot of awakened ascended masters on this 
planet for 2012. Those who are drawn to this are Indigo children who 
have potential of 12 DNA that Angelic humans have. Indigo children 
have 24-48 DNA strand potential. They can flip over the race 
template a lot faster because they can hold the collective field. Some 
Indigo children have awakened to know this about themsleves.

There are a  lot of people on the planet that are of the Leviathin Race 
line. They can also activate their DNA.

Bio-regenisis



In 63,000 B.c. the Angelic Human was the original Atlantian Root 
Race

These cloister Races were Indigos. There were the Lyrian and Sirian 
and Gaian Oraphim human races that created the Turanisian 2 
Races.

There was another Version of the 12 Strand human race during the  
Atlantian and Lemurians. From those there was a smaller break down
of the strand contract. They were the guardians. The Levathian races 
began to be genetically interwoven with our race and the all hell 
broke loose. Atlantian use of cyrstaline technology perversion 
geneticall raped an entire raceline.

This took the star gate system here and the star gate of phantom 
annunaki and plugged it into another stargate. That is what they did 
with Crystalline technology. The cycle of evolution has gone to its 
extreme of negative technology and now it must wing back the other 
way.

If it swings any more negative it would take down the entire time 
matrix stucture. Now we are re balancing the time matrix by bringin in
the Divine Blue Print. That means we are in prime time for final 
conflict drama. They don't realize they are getting astral field 
implantation that will activate more of their reverse matrix coding just 
by going to metatronic workshops.

155,000 B.V. first leviathin race created to 63,000

Atlantis after Leviathin

Giving of the fifth angelic strand into the Leviathin race was done 
creating the annu mekelzidek race.

First race that looked similar to angelic races. they looked ape and 
reptillian like. They didnt look like humans. They came from the 
neandrathal pattern. After they picked up more and more angelic 
human strands they began to look more like human beings . Humans 



were 6-9 feet tall. This is where we begin our downward spiral. 
Several ET groups invaded. The Annu Elohim false creator gods 
created the Annunaki. The fallen Seraphim Races, Draconians and 
Reptilians got mixed in.

The Seraphim also created bird people. Original Elohim created 
Aquatic Ape from Elohi Emerald order were homonid felines. The 
original Lyran pattern.

The Leviathan fallan ones  were parallel to our matrix linked to us. 
The Wesadeks invaded us from the parallel matrix. The Ekasha 
Cluster of reality fields . Besides Wesadeks there were nine invader 
races. All of those came from the Annu Elohim and Annunaki lineage 
or Seraphim fallen ones and their Draconian.

First Annunaki form was bi pedeal dolphin

Later there were the Jehovian Annunaki creating the Adam Races - a 
race separated

from Source.

Nibirian Annunaki, Pledian Annunaki, Lucifarian Annunaki Not 
Jehovian

The Jehovians were Bipideal Dolphin People Annunaki

They combined with Seraphim fallen Draconians to form a hybrid 
strain.

Anki Mardek groups of Annu Seraphim annunaki Races. Anki 
Zephelim combined with another group combined with Marduk Satin 
family races.

This is where we get the word Satin from

One of the Draconian hybrids of Seraphim

They combine with one of the more hybrid retillian

Take a Zephelim and combine with Marduk Draconian and Satin 



family and you get a Luciferian.

The Luciferian was an upgrade of the Nibiruan Anu Pledian.

Pleidian Nibiru Annunaki are the Luciferion. This is the Toth group.

The Raider Races are from Pleidians Alcyone

and are called Sunjarian Luciferian.

They are the pretty Blondes. Nordic look was stolen from the 
Prosiacs

Nibiru Annunaki took Rome from Draconians. Eight pointed star is the
sign of Nibiru and the phase locked merkaba

 Marduk Luciferain Annunaki Draconian group Jehovian Annunaki 
Race to destroy Oraphim Race. Once the Wesadrak agreement was 
made and they broke through to this matrix. The Oraphim were 
created after the Azurites fell Once that occured in response tothe 
Oraphim being created the Jehovian Annunaki created the Annunaki. 
They were the avengers of Annu. Their purpose was to destroy the 
lineage of the human angelics in order to take over the Matrix.

Annunaki were created and programmed fro the purpose of the take 
over and they were programmed to believe they were elite. They 
were made to believe they should be running this time matrix. They 
were arrogant. That was Toths downfall

Some dolphins are the Braharama Races. The cetacean races came 
to counteract the Jehovian Bipedal Dolphinoids. The Cetaceans were
one of the three founding races.

The Annunaki races came out of the Jehovian Annunaki. They were 
bipedial dolphins with feet and hands they could go on land or water 
and they were density two race semi etheric.

The Noah lines came from the Leviathins from the Atlantis regions 
near Florida. These areas were where the raiding began. Searching 
for sacred sites control sites of planetary grids.



Iraq and Iran contain gates that are fought over.

Osiris and Isiris lines were Leviathin Races. 

The Luciferian Conquest Enoch broke emerald covenant and joined 
annunaki

Toth had arrogance and Enoch did it to save his people

Jehovians and Annunaki Enoch was the leader.

Original human race was from Tara. The Adam Kudmum Race had 
several divisions  Adam Kudiam created the Adam Kadmon race by 
interbreeding with rader races. This is the path of Aramathaya the 
metatrons were started.

This was before the flood 9,558 b.c. 10,500 Luciferian conquest. 
When Enoch groups joined with the Toth groups, they created the 
Annunaki legions forming the master races. The Adam Kadmon race 
was created to take over the planet. To get rid of everyone on the 
planet. They needed to keep the humans to keep Earth from going 
into pole shift. They had to keep us here, but keep us stupid. The 
Luciferion covenant. The Jehovian Annunaki joining the pleidian 
nibirian annunaki to create raider races.

The Hassa kings combined with the reptilians. Adam Damon race 
was a master hybrid race that went about raiding other races. Noah 
and the Arc was Enoch taking people Toth led his people to take on 
the Metatronic Immortal Body rather than the Naural Eternal 
Ascension Bodyl. When Enoch combined with Toth they took a 
Metatronic Coding. Noahs Ark was the Arc of the Covenant

The Toth and Enoch only took those who were already genetically 
metatronic race andthen took them from Atlantis by boat to Giza 
where the Arc of the Covenant portal exist. He had the pass key tothe
Arc of the Covenant portal because he had been a gate keeper and 
guardian. He took those people into the Arc of the Covenant. That 
was Noahs Arc. They took enough people and animals to reseed 



when they came back up We all came through the Arc of the 
Covenant to get here.

The Noah line later became the Abrahanm line. Toth and Enoch 
decided to go to fallen Luciferian agenda involved the Wesadek 
coding. That was when Toth decided to lead his people into 
Metatronic.

Elohim Braharama and Seraphim are the three creation gods of this 
matrix. Fallen Annu Elohim came from Giovanni family which was 
called Metatron. Giovani felt responsible because they created fallen 
annu elohim

Eye of Bahahrana

The fire sword initiation of AA Michael is a tool of Metatron to allow 
our chambers to get zapped with metatronic programming.

The metatronic shadow is fused with consciousness collectivenenss 
of Wesadrak Metatronics

We have a shadow that is a part of us that was put in recersal that 
hangs out behond us blocking the Source field

It causes polarity of our chemical organic and inorganic fields.

Metatronic coding causes disease in body. We can over ride this as 
long as we have one third of uor Christic life in us. Those doing the 
AA Michael Fire Sword initiation will become metatronic. They often 
use the names Yahwae and Melkizedek to get customers.

GOOD NEWS

One Third of the Milky Way will return to Andromeda M31, which is 
not a fallen system. Earth is key to holding Milky Way to M31 Urtha 
runs through our atmosphere as m31.

Universal stargates Shala 3 Eiradonis gates allows Earth to evolve 



back to m31.

Flower of Life teachings teaches clients to spin merkaba at 34/21 
ration. That is contained field that creates the daisy of death, the tilt 
that will make Earth Roll.

The Golde Mean is BEAST technology that would pull us into the 
black hole of the Milky Way Galaxy. The tree of Life without a kathara 
grid has produced the caduecus field of the broken rod of the EArth.

The golden mean spiral is meant to intersect and lock in the Christic 
spiral before it can expand and get stronger outside of the bos. The 
golden mean locks us into anti christic beast technology to trap the 
Christic fields from expanding us out of this matrix.

THE THREE CHRISTS

The original Earth and all of the Souls upon her was known as Gaia. 
Gaia was created from the Universal Consciousness of the 12 
dimension through Sun Alcyone into the Andromeda Galaxy M31. All 
of the Souls upon Gaia were captured and taken into the Wesedrak 
Matrix. Gaia was destroyed by Invader Races.

So, Gaia was the original Earth in what is called the Third Density or 
the Galactic Density of Earth's Matrix (that is not the Milky Way 
Galaxy - that is the Andromeda Galaxy)

The Founders Races of the Human Angelic Races of Gaia re-created 
the Second Density Taran Race of Oraphim Angels on Tara. Tara was
also invaded and the original races were mostly destroyed.

Now, we are in density One in this Earth where our original Angelic 
Heritage was raped from the Earth once again through 500 million 
years of invader races wars.

In order for a Density One Planetary body to Ascend, it must be 
transmutted into the full reality of once it originally was. Earth was 
originally Gaia and Tara. These three parts of Earth exist within her. 
However, the Soul Essence of Gaia and Tara were cut off as a result 



of their original 12 dimensional template being mutated through 
interbreeding and wars.

The only way the Founders Races could restore the complete Soul 
Essence of the three parts of Earth was to bring in a 12 Dimensional 
orignal entity from Tara, who was still in the perfect Soul Essence of 
the Universal or Christic 12 D template. That template was put into 
the Soul of the 12th Level Avatar Jesus. This created the possibility of
returning the complete Sphere of Amenti which is the sphere of 
Consciousness of all of the Souls of Gaia and Tara in order to realign 
us with our original selves.

This realignment of the Sphere of Amenti would allow all of the races 
to heal their genetic distortions in preparation for the opening of the 
Halls of Amenti. This realignment project required the services of a 
12th level avatar, whose energetic imprint contained the alignment of 
12 dimensional frequencies. This 12th level avatar was to realign the 
Sphere of Amenti and the Alcyone morphgenetic field of the Templar 
Sealed Hebrew and Annu Melchizedeks, and he was intended to 
bring together the factions within the Essenes that had developed 
within the Melchizedek and Hebrew Cloisters. He would also reeneter
the original  Templar creed back in the teachings of the Essenes.

Under the direction of the Azurites of the Ra Confederacy, in 12 B.C. 
the 12th level avatar, a pure Taran Turaneusiam level one Soul 
essence was born outside of Bethlehem in a private residence to a 
Blue Falme Melchizedek Hebrew Essene mother and a Blue Falme 
Melchizedek Hibiru Cloister Essene Father. It was not an Immaculate 
Conception, but rather orchestrated via traditional means through a 
couple chosedn and prepare by the priests of Ur. His mothers name 
was Jeudi. His Father Joehius; both were leaders within the Blue 
Flame Melchizedek Essene sec. The childs soul essence was born of
the Harmonic universe four avatar Sananda, and the child was 
named Jesheua Melchziedek - avatar 12.The personages of Mary 
and Joseph were not the parents of this avatar child, they were the 
parents of a nunth level avatar soon to follow. Jeshua 12 was born to 



descendats of the house of Solomon, and taken in infancy into the 
custody of the Preists of Ur.

In 7 B.C. the Elohim orchestrated the birth of 9th level avatar who 
would serve to integrate the Templar Axion Sealed Souls of Sirius B 
back into the Sphere of Amenti and restructure the patriarchal 
Templar creed to be more reflective of the Law of One. This child was
named Jeshewua 9 and the stories of his birth to the Hebrew 
Melchizedek Essenes Mary and Joseph are recorded as the birth of 
Jesus in contemporary doctrine. Jeshewua was not borth of an 
Immaculate Conception rather through the visitation of an ET 
Nephilim, who like King Melchizedek, had been a part of the entity 
named Jehovah. Jeshewuas mother Mary was also born of Nephilim 
conception. These two personages became woven into the story of 
Jesus in the bible. 

Jesheua 12th level avatar ascended naturally and assisted thousands
of others to ascend from Earth back to Tara. Jeshewua 12 brought 
the full teachings of ascension to Earth. Those teachings were stollen
by invader races and hid from those on Earth. 

During the period that Jesheua 12 practiced in Egypt, the second 
Christ, Jeshewua 9 grew in popularity among the families of the 
Templar Mechizedeks and Hebrew Melchizedeks who were not 
aware of or interested in the birth of Jesheua 12. Jeshewua 9 
traveled to Nepal, Greece, Syria, Persia and Tibet, training in various 
inter faith doctrines. Jesheua 12 taught primarily in India and Persia 
before coming to Egypt at age 20 and his Templar teachings showed 
a stronger easier orientation than those of Jeshewua 9.

The training and ascension activities of Jesheua 12 and the Blue 
Falme Melchizedek Essenes remained primarily hidden and practiced
as a secret mystery school within Egypt and Giza. The teachings of 
Jeshewua 9 were more popular and caused him more persecution 
than J 12. These teachings became known as the Occult teachings - 
meaning the mysterious, untouchable teachings that were only made 



known to those who learned directly from those in the mystery school.

The teachings of these mystery schools were stollen and re-written 
by those rulers who did now want to loose their control of the people. 
Most of the teachings left on Earth are from those re-written 
teachings that carry very little truth from the original teachings.

There was at one point in time the seven Legions of Teachings from 
the 12th level Avantar, Jesus 12. Those teachings were rewritten to 
become the seven religions of the world. There were only a few 
glimpses of the truth left in those teachings. Those who have been 
fooled into believing their religions were the word of God were being 
fed the lies that would make sure they were blocked from the Truth of 
the God of their Being.

Another man, by the nanme of Arihabi, who was a Jerusalem born 
Hebrew Annu Melchizedek was led by the Elohim through a series of 
visions to believe that he was the true Jeshewua 9 and this is the 
man who was crucified. Neither of the Avatar Christs were crucified. 
They both ascended. The resurrection of the body of Christ was 
orchestrated by the Elohim. Arihabi was restored to life by the Elohim.
Upon his natural death, he ascended to Sirius B through the third eye
of Horus portal bridge.

The story of Jesus Christ evolved through te mythology the Elohim 
used to conceal the identity of thier avatar and to perpetuate their 
patriarchial slant on the Templar Creed.

All of the other stories in the Bible were designed in the same 
method. Most of the entities that we think we know from the Bible are 
actually race lines representing thousands of years of interbreeding 
that fought with other entities or races that were known to us as 
entities that we think of as angelic beings. The fallen Elohim races, 
Annunaki races and all of their interbreeding stories were to be kept 
secret from the true Angelic Humans until 2013.



 


